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 ABSTRACT  

 

 

Covid-19 in Koreatown:  

Impact on Children, Families, and Staff in an Educational Learning Center 

 

 

By 

Jacqueline Seo Kim 

Master of Arts in Education, Educational Psychology  

 

 

 

 COVID-19 wreaked havoc worldwide.  In this thesis, a single-case study was conducted 

to determine the impact of COVID-19 on children, families, and staff of one specific program.  

The research focused on a community-based program called a hagwon, a center specifically 

designed for Korean families who want to ensure their children’s success in U.S. schools.  In this 

study, the author documented accounts of events and related reflections regarding adversities 

confronted, and coping mechanisms employed to keep a small business hagwon, staff, and its 

families afloat during the pandemic, recorded in real time.  The author’s review and analysis of 

these accounts revealed themes that were presented with implications for similar ongoing, and 

countless studies that are being published as our nation begins to understand the ripple effects the 

pandemic has had on its schools, educators, families, and children.  The hope is that the data and 



 x 

discussions from this work will contribute to the growing importance and voice of eye witness 

educators who have the most valuable knowledge of how the pandemic has affected our most 

vulnerable citizens, the children.   
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

“We are facing a global health crisis unlike any in the 75-year history of the United Nations – 

one that is killing people, spreading human suffering, and upending people’s lives.  But this is 

much more than a health crisis.  It is a human, economic and social crisis.” 

(United Nations, n.d) 

 News of coronavirus (COVID-19) spreading on the other side of the globe seemed like a 

distant, small ripple that would not have the potency to reach our distant American shores.  

Shockingly, it wasn’t long before the ripples swelled into a full global-scale tsunami that 

wreaked havoc on every shore it reached.  In its ceaseless waves, it carried to our shores the virus 

that would submerge hundreds of thousands lives, crush our economy, drown our hospitals and 

resources, and suffocate our daily livelihoods.  While the virus rampaged incessantly, treatment 

came slowly.  Developments on COVID-19 treatments, preventions, and ways to keep our 

community safe were modified repeatedly, frequently, going back and forth like the tides, 

through changing policies and restrictions, set and abandoned.  COVID-19 infections were 

rapidly increasing, and along with them increased the fear and anxiety people felt.  In a state of 

emergency, actions had to be taken quickly while buying time for protective immunizations to be 

developed, tested, and delivered.   

 Though COVID-19 primarily attacks the lungs, it also has the ability to attack the entire 

human body by producing an “overactive immune response which can lead to increased 

inflammation throughout the body” (Sharma, 2020, para. 5).  Like the way COVID-19 causes a 

frenzied, whole body reaction, it also has had similar effects on our communities as it has 

suffered multiple adverse effects to the actions taken to slow down infection and death rates.  

Cities were ordered to shut down; businesses were forced to close, people were mandated to stay 
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home, and restrictions were placed on indoor and outdoor gatherings altogether. Schools shut 

down and millions of children suddenly found themselves without teachers, peers, or any 

semblance of what was previously known.  These abrupt and extreme measures affecting 

people’s livelihoods raised considerable concerns on how COVID-19 restrictions would affect 

people’s physical and mental health around the globe.   

The Need for Advocacy in Multicultural Communities in Los Angeles 

 With growing cultural diversity in major United States cities, it is worthwhile to examine 

how COVID-19 may have had varied effects in multicultural communities in order for the results 

of this examination to better equip and prepare leaders in responding to their community in a 

knowledgeable and effective way.  The city of Los Angeles is home to an estimated 3,979,576 

people and is one of the most racially and ethnically diverse cities in the world (United States 

Census Bureau, n.d.).  Research highlighting how multicultural communities have been affected 

and have coped during the pandemic may be beneficial to contribute to the growing body of 

research that focuses on minority population groups that have been disproportionally 

underrepresented in the literature, including Asian Americans.  Although Asian Americans are 

the fastest growing ethnic group in the nation, “research and scholarly attention toward Asian 

Americans in general, and Asian American youth in particular, has been strikingly scarce, 

especially in comparison to other ethnic minority and immigrant groups” (Kiang, Tseng, & Yip, 

2016, p. 995).   

 The pandemic has already shed light on the growing inequity of health care experienced 

by racial and ethnic minority groups, so it is in the compelling interests= of all stakeholders to 

expand their scope and attention to growing multicultural communities who are at risk.  Recent 

findings have started to shed light on the increasing mental health concerns in immigrants and 
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ethnic minority groups, revealing that these groups are at a “higher risk of suicidal behavior 

compared to the general population” (Forte et al., 2018, p. 1), naming factors such as “lack of 

information on health care system, loss of status, loss of social network, and acculturation …as 

possible triggers for suicidal behavior” (Forte et al., 2018, p. 1).  These studies reveal that these 

communities are alarmingly even more vulnerable during disastrous events (such as the 

pandemic) which add more stress on populations that are already struggling with multiple, 

existing stressors.   

Introduction to Hagwons: Essential Community Institutes in Koreatown, Los Angeles 

Small business after-school programs, known as hagwons in Korean, are numerous 

throughout Koreatown, Los Angeles, home to the largest Korean American population in the 

United States (Kim, 2008).  Hagwons are privately-owned for-profit small businesses “generally 

referred to as after-school tutoring” (Zhou, 2009, p. 1173), an educational business practice that 

came from South Korea.  These institutes function as a “flexible, academically centered day 

care” (Johnston, 2000, para. 4) and are “part of the cultural identity of [Koreatown, Los 

Angeles]” (Johnston, 2000, para. 4).  Hagwons have usually catered to elementary school aged 

children who come from Korean immigrant families that speak limited English as their second 

language.  Hagwons provide homework support for students and accommodate a safe space 

where children are supervised while their immigrant parents may “work full-time and often have 

several jobs on different shifts” (Zhou, 2009, p. 1154).  It is common for hagwons to include 

services such as student pick-up arrangements from their school to hagwon as well as one-on-one 

tutoring, home drop-offs, and ride services to other extracurricular activities/program centers 

students may attend such as martial arts class, piano, swimming, and art class, as their parents 

may be swamped with long working hours.  Zhou (2009) observed immigrant parents “often 
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have low levels of education and job skills, lack familiarity with the larger host society and 

school system, and speak little to no English” (p. 1154).  Kim and Wolpin (2008) further support 

Zhou’s (2009) observation, stating “the lack of English fluency has been cited as a major 

problem for Korean Americans” (Kim & Wolpin, 2008, p. 3).  Thus, hagwons in Koreatown, Los 

Angeles have served as a tangible bridge between immigrant families and American schools in 

familiarizing them with the practices and customs of American school systems whether it’s 

through translating information from school to parent or providing homework assistance for their 

children.  

More importantly, some of these hagwons played a pivotal role in being first-response 

providers for children’s education and family support during the pandemic.  Hagwons operate 

under the category of community-based essential work force that provides care and supervision 

of minors (Official California State Government Website, 2022).  This meant hagwons were able 

to reopen and operate while public school instruction and resources remained closed.  Hagwons, 

while invisible to public government, school officials, and leaders, were the first harbingers of 

support for family, children care, and education during the pandemic.     

Statement of Problem  

 As schools closed nationwide, one of the biggest concerns was regarding children’s 

education.  This is significant because the importance of “in-person instruction is well 

documented.  Schools are fundamental to child and adolescent development and provide students 

with everything from academic instruction to reliable nutrition and mental health services” 

(Pattinson et al., 2021, p. 376).  With schools suddenly closed, school leaders and teachers 

“scrambled to meet the needs of students and families with little available data on how school 

closures may impact learning” (Kuhfeld et al., 2020, p. 549).  Dayal and Tiko (2020) estimated a 
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total of 1.6 billion children from 161 countries were out of school, with 80% of them being 

school-aged children, so COVID-19’s “impact on children’s education and general well-being 

has been a major concern for all stakeholders” (p. 337).   

While national statistics indicated the wide scope impact of COVID-19, what was 

happening to the families and communities in Koreatown?  What were the personal challenges of 

this target population?  By examining one specific hagwon, dubbed the Seven Seas Institute (a 

pseudonym) during the pandemic, the response of programs, professionals, families, and 

communities yields vivid, descriptive details of the impact of COVID-19 in Koreatown.  The 

purpose of this thesis is to document the COVID-19 experiences within one specific hagwon 

with the goal to shed light on the impact of the pandemic in one specific community.  How did 

families respond?  How did professional educators respond?  What were the children’s 

experiences and needs?  It is hoped that this thesis will share the experiences of the author who 

lived through this time as an advocate for children, families, and the Korean-American 

community.  

Significance of Project 

 A pandemic of COVID-19’s magnitude was the first of its kind in the 21st century.  It 

brought unprecedented turmoil that millions would face globally, bringing with it obstacles never 

before faced but to be overcome.  Hundreds of millions would scramble to adapt and survive 

through trial and error in all facets of life.  There were no previous global pandemic data, 

research, nor extensive knowledge related to school closures or how to prepare educators and 

children on the use of digital live learning that would prepare researchers, policy makers, or 

leaders on how to limit the pandemic’s damage.  The uniqueness of this project is seen in its 

capture of first-hand accounts of experiences, data, and coping methods used to sustain the 
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program of one hagwon during the pandemic.  This thesis will contribute a unique perspective to 

the increasing number of studies related to the pandemic.    

Key Terms 

Acculturation – “the process of learning that occurs when individuals from a different cultural 

background are exposed to a prolonged, continuous, first-hand contact with a new culture” (Jang 

et al., 2007, p. 267).   

Bicultural identity – also known as transitional identity, refers to “people that live in between 

two cultural frameworks and has to establish a dialogue between the country of origin (“there”) 

and the host country (“here”) (Esteban-Guitart & Vila, 2015, p. 17).   

COVID-19 – “Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by the SARS-

CoV-2 virus” (World Health Organization, n.d., Overview section, para 1.).  

Distance Learning – “…also known by various names such as distance education, [digital 

learning,] e-learning, mobile learning, or online learning, is a form of education where there is 

physical separation of teachers from students during the instruction and learning process” 

(Armstrong-Mensah, 2020, p. 2). 

Hagwon – Korean word for private supplemental education centers that provide programs such 

as after-school care and private tutoring services (Yi, 2013). 

Korean American – “[a member of a] group orientated ethnic minority whose moral and social 

principles of appropriate behavior are shaped by collectivism and Confucianism” (Kim & 

Wolpin, 2008, p. 2).  

Korean immigrant parent – refers to Korean parents who immigrated to the United States from 

South Korea and are less acculturated to American values and customs than are their Korean 

American children. 
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Phenomenology – belief that “knowledge and understanding are embedded in our everyday 

world” (Byrne, 2001, p. 830) … thus knowledge cannot be quantified or reduced to numbers or 

statistics but “truth and understanding of life can emerge from people’s life experiences” (Byrne, 

2001, p. 830).  

Proxy classrooms – stand in representative or place for regular school classrooms  

Proxy educators – a figure or person as a stand in representation for school teachers  

Screen time – “refers to the amount of time spent and the diverse activities performed online 

using digital devices” (DataReportal, 2020, as cited in Pandya & Lodha, 2021, p. 1).  “For 

instance, screen time encompasses both, using digital devices for work purposes (regulated hours 

of work or educational purposes) as well as for leisure and entertainment (unregulated hours of 

gaming, ...or social media use)” (Pandya & Lodha, 2021, p. 1).   

Preview of Thesis 

 The structure of this paper does not follow a conventional thesis outline but takes on a 

reflective practice approach as it documents the changes and adaptations to the pandemic in real 

time in one hagwon.  It chronicles the author’s experiences, first as an instructor and later as 

program director, at Seven Seas Institute when the center reopened during the summer of the 

pandemic after its initial closure in March 2020.  Events that transpired also include the author’s 

experiences as a first-time director mid-pandemic.  

To understand the story of how COVID-19 affected Seven Seas Institute center, staff, and 

families, Chapter Two will begin with the accounts of how COVID-19 penetrated its community 

from the outside in, starting with its effect on LAUSD school and Los Angeles families and its 

effect on small businesses such as hagwons in the community.  The second part of Chapter Two 

includes the cultural context and beliefs regarding education in the Korean American community 
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and the multifunctional support that hagwons provide for their community.  Chapter Three will 

describe the stakeholders of the Institute: staff, parents, and children.  It will describe the 

procedures of recording and methods for analyzing this narrative.  Chapter Four identifies key 

themes that emerged as stakeholders progressed and overcame challenges of COVID-19.  It also 

explores the evolution and the dynamics of the relationships among those connected to the 

center.  Chapter Five discusses and organizes themes that are prevalent throughout Chapter Four.  

It references related research topics and findings to identify and speculate implications for future 

research.  

A list of appendices is also provided.  Appendix A provides readers the background and 

pre-existing issues Seven Seas Institute had prior to the pandemic.  These details account to 

provide context in regard to the changes the Institute underwent during the pandemic.  Appendix 

B is the author’s fieldnotes that were documented in narrative form during the pandemic.  The 

fieldnotes were examined for common themes then coded throughout the notes.  Appendix C 

organizes these coded themes by participants for clarity.  Appendix D is added to inform how 

hagwons compare with standard California preschool programs and explain why its guidelines 

are used for guided comparison and discussions in Chapter 5.  Appendix E and F provide 

documents informal conversations by Seven Seas Institute staff members and two schoolteachers 

for validity and cross-referencing.   
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The chapter begins with a historical background of how Los Angeles United School 

District (LAUSD) responded to the spread of COVID-19.  It details accounts of community and 

family responses to its sudden school closures for over 600,000 students.  It brings to light the 

stakes that were on the line for families and children as they were left without school instruction 

while school district, board, and teachers scrambled to remediate the situation.  Concerns and 

dissatisfaction raised by family and children about distance learning are explored before readers 

are introduced to the cultural context of Korean American immigrant beliefs and practices in 

education.  Understanding the cultural characteristics that make up the Korean American 

community is vital before discussing the unique impacts COVID-19 has had in its community.   

Effects of LAUSD School Closures and Distance Learning on Los Angeles Families 

 On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global 

health pandemic and two days later, schools closed across California in response to the growing 

number of COVID-19 cases.  Los Angeles United School District (LAUSD), the second largest 

school district in the United States (U.S), announced official school closures starting March 16th, 

affecting over 600,000 students grades Kindergarten through 12th (LAist, 2020).  When schools 

first closed, the closure was expected to only last two weeks.  However, two weeks quickly 

became one month, and schools remained closed for the rest of the school year.  Based on the 

agreement LAUSD signed with United Teachers of Los Angeles (UTLA) to switch over to 

distance learning for the remainder of the spring semester, students were out of school with little 

to no instruction for about three months.   
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 The agreement was negatively reviewed by parent advocacy groups such as Parent 

Revolution, one of the advocacy groups that supported parents’ legal action against LAUSD later 

in the fall 2020 semester (Olson & Heyward, 2020).  Seth Litt, CEO of Parent Revolution, 

described that the LASUSD-UTLA agreement was:  

incredibly harmful to children.  They [LAUSD] made any video instruction optional.  

They required four-hour work days from teachers inclusive of instruction, planning, and 

outreach to families and left it totally at teachers’ discretion.  They prohibited any type of 

assessments other than teacher-created assessments, which would be up to the discretion 

of the teacher if they wanted to do that or not. (Olson & Heyward, 2020, p. 5) 

 Educators and families alike feared for potential negative impact COVID-19 may have on 

students’ academic achievement, with many theorizing it would “severely impact students’ 

academic achievement, widen the achievement gap, and damage nutritional health” (Anderson, 

2020, p. 14) especially for students who were already struggling in school, have special needs, or 

are from disadvantaged communities (Anderson, 2020).  Families, parent advocacy groups, 

along with over “30 community-based organizations” (Olson & Heyward, 2020, p. 5) conducted 

rallies, organized campaigns, sent letters to the LAUSD superintendent and school board 

members, and held protests “demanding that the district hold public hearings on its plan for all so 

that decisions would be made with community input” (Olson & Heyward, 2020, p. 5).  Despite 

parent efforts to communicate with the LAUSD board, “the board recessed for the summer with 

its next public meeting scheduled just 10 days before the start of the school year” (Olson & 

Heyward, 2020, p. 5).  
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LAUSD Reopens Fall 2020 Semester with Distance Learning  

 When schools reopened in fall, LAUSD decided to resume school solely through digital 

technology, a program they called distance learning, adapting to COVID-19 restrictions and 

safety protocols.  However, distance learning proved to be challenging for teachers, children, and 

parents alike.  Davis et al. (2020) observed that the transition to distance learning 

“unintentionally forced parents into new teaching roles as proxy educators” (Davis et al., 2020, 

p. 61) placing the burden of student learning on parents in unpredicted ways.  In addition, 

“parents with children who struggled with distance learning experienced elevated mental 

distress” (Davis et al., 2020, p. 61), placing both parents and children under added stress.  

Distance learning also shed “light on the experiences of students residing in underserved 

communities across the United States…[with] many students forced to complete virtual 

assignments without adequate access to technology devices and reliable high-speed Internet 

connections” (Anderson, 2020, p. 14).   

Los Angeles Families Sue LAUSD 

 In September 2020, a group of LAUSD parents filed a class action suit against LAUSD, 

“alleging its distance learning plan fails to adequately educate every child…particularly for low-

income Black and Latino students, English learners and students with disabilities” (Tat, 2020, 

para. 1).  Major concerns were related to Anderson’s (2020) findings that “families weren’t 

provided laptops or other devices, or did not have reliable internet, or their children to learn 

online when schools abruptly closed” (Tat, 2020, para. 3).  Furthermore, parents suing LAUSD 

stated “there wasn’t enough live instructional time with teachers and a lack of communication 

with parents about their children’s progress or how families could support their students’ 

education” (Tat, 2020, para. 4).   
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 Parents criticized that live teacher instructional periods were sometimes as short as one 

hour due to teachers’ internet connectivity issues, leaving parents to rummage through resources 

on their own to keep their children engaged with learning, stating “we’re not teachers,…we don’t 

really know the material [the children] should be learning and we’re concerned that we won’t be 

able to help” (Javier, 2020, para. 14).  Non-English-speaking families also stated their schools 

did not give sufficient practical support, quoting “all of the material that they send out is in 

English and I’ve called and asked my school questions, and they tell me that they don’t speak 

Spanish” (Javier, 2020, para. 18).  Kuhfeld et al. (2020) reported as a result of COVID-19, both 

parents and children experienced “elevated stress levels…due to economic uncertainty and job 

loss, fears about catching a life-threatening virus, and the psychological impact of social 

isolation and disruptions to everyday life” (Kuhfeld et al., 2020, p. 553).  Parents suing LAUSD 

were also concerned “about the limited support for teachers, lack of protections for students with 

disabilities and English language learners, lack of clarity about how to support students who had 

fallen behind in the spring, and limited parent engagement” (Olson & Heyward, 2020, p. 5).  

Since there has never been a school closure of this magnitude in modern times there is limited 

research on the effects this has on student learning, early childhood education through digital 

technology, teacher burnout, and family support.    

Parent Thoughts on Children’s Education during COVID-19 

 Dunseith (2021) collected data on how Los Angeles residents felt COVID-19 affected 

their children’s education by comparing University of California Los Angeles (UCLA)’s annual 

Quality of Life Index (QLI) that was collected after the Safer AT home Order started, from 

March 18-26, 2020, and March 3-23, 2021.  QLI is a “joint project of the UCLA Los Angeles 

Luskin Los Angeles Initiative and The California Endowment, [that] asks a cross-section of 
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County residents each year to rate their quality of life in nine categories and 40 subcategories” 

(Dunseith, 2021, para. 6).  Dunseith (2021) noted the most crucial shifts in responses to nine of 

the categories listed in the QLI, was in the education category where parents reported lower 

satisfaction rates with public schools their children attended.  In fact, it was “one of the most 

dramatic one-year declines in any category in the QLI’s history” (Dunseith, 2021, The 2021 QLI: 

Resilience and change section, para. 2) dropping from 58 to 52 this year.  Parents whose incomes 

declined during the pandemic also felt strongly that COVID-19 related changes to education 

instruction negatively affected their children.  More specifically, 76% of parents with children 

ages between 5 and 18 living at home answered, ‘Yes’ when asked if they thought if “one or 

more of your children were hurt, either academically or socially, by the experiences of being 

away from school and doing distance learning during the pandemic” (Dunseith, 2021, The 2021 

QLI: Resilience and change section, para. 3).   

Cultural Context of Korean Beliefs and Practices in Education 

Researchers credit and highlight Confucius’ “teachings in which the importance of 

education is emphasized as a tool for personal development and the primary mechanism 

promoting mobility” (Park, 2015, as cited in Yang & Tan, 2019, p. 483) in reference to South 

Korea’s shared belief in education as a direct pathway to success and socioeconomic mobility.  

According to Yang and Tan (2019) Korea practices one of the most stringent forms of 

Confucianism compared to the rest of Asia, substantially attributing to Korea’s “social behavior 

and practices, including academic outcomes and learning approaches” (Yang & Tan, 12019, p, 

484), upholding its customs of “primacy of academic excellence, intense competition for 

enrollment in elite institutions and heavy family investment in education through private tutoring 

(Kim and Cho, 214, as cited in Yang and Tan, 2019, p. 485).  South Korea consistently delivers 
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“unrivalled results in international assessments such as the Programme for International Student 

Assessment (PISA) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS)” 

(Yang & Tan, 2019, p. 483) and has continuously ranked in the top ten for “reading and science, 

and among the top 15 for mathematics of all participating countries” (p. 483).   

A look into just one of the many facetted layers of Korea’s intricate relationship with 

education is reflected in South Korea’s college entrance exam.  The College Scholastic Ability 

Test (CSAT) is considered the equivalent to United States (U.S)’s Scholastic Aptitude Test 

(SAT) or American College Testing (ACT) but with a higher stake: the test’s results determine 

one’s future.  Freelance writers, major news stations such as BBC, and magazine companies such 

as The Atlantic have provided an inside view of the grueling college-entrance exam South 

Korean students have been studying for since kindergarten (Diamond, 2018).  Card (2005) wrote 

the CSAT determines students’ “future course of their lives – the ultimate goal being to reach the 

SKY” (para. 1), referring to top three universities in Korea, Seoul National University, Korea 

University, and Yonsei University that make up the acronyms SKY.  Admittance into any of 

these top three universities is: 

considered a South Korean student’s crowning life achievement. Not only will successful 

students have the best academic pedigree in the country, but they will also have a strong 

alumni network that tends to be biased in hiring and mentoring grads from their alma 

mater.  Even their currency as a marriage partner increases as a SKY graduate.  (Card, 

2005, para. 3) 

South Korea’s intense dedication to the importance of CSAT is further illustrated as the Korean 

government also takes part in regulating traffic and businesses as over half a million students 

take their eight-hour exam as narrated in the following:  
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Under government orders, businesses reschedule the workday so employees alleviate the 

traffic conditions for students heading to testing sites.  The National Policy Agency asks 

motorists not to honk their horns near schools and teams of volunteers and special police 

units work as traffic managers.  The US military halts live-fire training and aviation 

missions to give test-takers quiet time.  The South Korean stock market opens late and 

closes early.  (para. 5-6) 

According to World Educations News and Reviews (2018), South Korea is “the most educated 

country in the world,” (para. 1), with 70% of 24- to 35-year-olds that have post-secondary 

education.  Sharif (2018) reported that a third of unemployed population in South Korea hold 

university degrees.   

This ardent emphasis and investment in education has led Chang (2011) to claim, 

“education in Korea is a religion or perhaps more than a religion” (p. 2), its education philosophy 

fully integrated into Korean culture that “stresses the importance of learning and scholarship” (p. 

2) leading Korean people to become “highly conscious of social status, which is judged solely by 

one’s educational background” (p. 3).  South Korean’s hunger for learning is “reinforced by a 

belief that getting a diploma from a good college is a ticket to success” (Chang, 2011, p. 3).  

Thus, Korean people view education as the “only and surest path to success and prosperity” (p. 

3), a social ladder to climb higher in their class and social respect (Yang and Tan, 2019).   

Korean immigrants in the United States still preserve and hold to the belief that 

“admission to prestigious universities is the surest route to success” (Yi, 2013, p. 190).  It is 

common for many second-generation Korean Americans, or children of Korean immigrant 

parents, to feel immense academic pressure from their parents to aim for Ivy League schools.  

Major Korean newspapers published in the United States “have a weekly section devoted to 
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education” (Zhou & Kim, 2007, p. 134) even highlighting Korean students who score perfectly 

on their SATs (Korean student, 2010), and universities they are interested in attending (Johnston 

2000).  Korean newspapers also provide Korean immigrants information about the “American 

education system, average SAT scores of local high schools, rankings of top American colleges” 

(Zhou & Kim, 2007, p. 134) as well as various ethnic plugs within the community for resources, 

such as hagwons.  The glorification of academic prestige is continually preserved and practiced 

by the Korean American community as a whole.   

Hagwons: A Multi-Function Cultural Support Institute for Korean American Families 

Private supplemental education (PSE) is a multi-billion-dollar business is evident in 

programs such as after-schools and private tutoring services, with its fiercest consumers in South 

Korea (Yi, 2013).  For the sake of this study, PSE will be referred to as hagwons since this is the 

terminology Koreans have used to describe private tutoring or “after-class prep school” (Mani & 

Trines, 2018, para.8).  It is reported that “there are more than 100,000 hagwons in Korea” 

(Sharif, 2018, para. 41), and about 80% of “primary and secondary students in Korea are 

enrolled in at least one kind of private tutoring” (Yi, 2013, p. 190) with typical households in 

Seoul spending 16% of their monthly income on hagwons, and families of middle and high 

school students spending double the amount, or 30% of their income on hagwons (Yi, 2013). 

As Koreans immigrated to the U.S., hagwons have also started to spread and multiply in 

great numbers in Korean American communities.  Hagwons in the U.S. “focus on academic 

tutoring” (Zhou & Kim, 2007, p. 134) and are “mostly private businesses established and 

operated by Korean immigrant entrepreneurs to meet an ethnic-specific demand carried over 

from Korea” (Zhou & Kim, 2007, p. 134).  In just 2004, Zhou and Kim (2007) counted as many 

as 209 hagwons listed in the Korean Business Directory in the Greater Los Angeles area, and just 
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like in South Korea “hagwon entrepreneurs are well aware that Korean families are willing to 

make sacrifices in order to pay for this supplementary education for their children” (Zhou & 

Kim, 2007, p. 134).  Johnston (2000) reported 55 percent of Korean immigrants held college 

degrees in the 1990 U.S Census, a ratio that is “slightly ahead of the Asian-American and the 

U.S. population as a whole” (para. 9) and held white collar jobs in Korea before coming to the 

U.S.  However, as a result of acculturation difficulties including such as language differences, 

Korean immigrants rarely hold the same jobs in the U.S., working overtime in blue-collar jobs 

and small owned businesses (Johnston, 2000).   

Korean immigrants’ experiences of working lower class jobs due to their limited English 

reinforces their belief that excelling in academics and English will lead to social mobility and 

improved life for their children.  Carrying their belief of hagwons as a means to academic 

success, parents send their children to hagwons to increase their children’s chances of academic 

success and socioeconomic mobility to improve their lives and social standing.  Attending 

hagwons is a “common experience among Korean American youth and one of the defining 

characteristics of being Korean American” (Zhou & Kim, 2007, p. 135).   

In combination of Korea’s cultural pursuit of higher education with hagwons, reports 

show that “Korean (and Chinese) children have the highest educational attainment among 

immigrant ethnic groups in Southern California: 50% of the second-generation, Korean 

American young adults surveyed received mostly A’s in high school and more than 75% attained 

a college education” (Yi, 2013, p. 191).  Furthermore, it is “without question, these institutions 

have played a critical role in helping the children of…Korean immigrants graduate from high 

school and gain entrance to prestigious colleges in disproportionately large numbers” (Zhou & 

Kim, 2007, p. 138).  Zhou and Kim (2007)’s research into after-school institutions in Korean 
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immigrant communities implied that “public schools alone may not be sufficient to ensure 

immigrant children’s educational success, and that a wider range of after-school services are 

badly needed, particularly in low-income urban communities” (p. 138) promoting more than ever 

the significance of hagwons in Korean American communities.   

Zhou and Kim (2007) describe how immigrant groups carry their homeland culture to 

foreign lands to which they immigrate.  When Korean immigrants come to the U.S. and 

experience, on one hand, relatively open access to education, and “‘blocked’ [social] mobility on 

the other” (p. 135) they find their preexisting belief on education is “reaffirmed by the reality 

that education is the only possible means for social mobility” (p. 135).  Hagwons may serve as a 

tool Korean immigrant parents are familiar with, to bridge this gap and bring them a sense of 

community and security for their children’s future.  These ethnic-specific institutions such as 

hagwons “serve as community centers that meet the social and cultural needs of immigrants 

while providing childcare and after-school services for dual-worker families” (Zhou & Kim, 

2007, p. 136).   

What would the effects of COVID-19 look like for these Korean American families?  The 

next subchapter introduces the center of this study’s focus, starting with its background to put 

into context how the pandemic affected the center’s business and relationships.  Just as the ways 

in which COVID-19 affects people differently depending on the individuals’ medical history and 

genetic makeup, it is crucial to understand the history and structure of relationships and business 

in the Seven Seas Institute (SSI) to comprehend the specific effects COVID-19 had on the 

center’s staff, children, and families during the pandemic.   
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

 This project is based on a first-person perspective single case study of an early childhood 

education graduate student (and author of this thesis) who began to informally record events 

during her employment at SSI as both a teacher and eventually as the director during the 

pandemic between June 2020 to April 2021.  As both an educator and student during the 

tumultuous events of COVID-19, the author felt it was important to share and use the account of 

the experiences of her community and center to seek much-needed collaboration and resources 

for families and for early childhood centers like the Seven Seas Institute.  Since the author was 

experiencing the effects and changes of COVID-19 in real time, the study employs a reflective 

phenomenological approach based on the narrative of observations and experiences recorded in 

the authors’ fieldnotes.  The fieldnotes include, but are not limited to, direct experiences, 

observations, conversations with staff and family members, interviews with staff, and key 

highlights the author recorded at the Institute during the pandemic.  The names of individuals, 

centers, and cities mentioned have been replaced with pseudonyms.   

A deep description of SSI’s origin detailing its start-up, center goals and vision, the work 

culture and staff characteristics, as well as important leadership issues that were brewing before 

the pandemic can be found in Appendix A.  In summary, SSI functioned as many other hagwons 

do in their Korean American community, mainly supporting children with their schoolwork and 

homework on behalf of parents who did not speak English as their first language.  More 

importantly, hagwons played an active role as an institution within their Korean American 

community, interconnected, and catered to meet the cultural needs of immigrant Korean 

American families and ease acculturation transitions.  Prior to the pandemic, SSI served 
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approximately 80 students during the school year, and 100 during the summer.  With the 

growing success of SSI, management had plans to quickly expand into a franchise.  Transition 

from a small business to a franchise was not easy, leading to key issues that would grow into 

foundational problems, exacerbated by the challenges of reopening the center during the 

pandemic.  Ultimately, closures hit businesses before SSI could fully its launch their new 

management makeover.   

Methodology 

 Participants.  The author and main subject of the study whose first-person perspective 

account of working at a children’s educational learning center during the pandemic is derived 

from a graduate student who has been a resident of Koreatown, Los Angeles for 30 years and had 

been an employee at SSI for six years since its origin in 2015.  While SSI was open to all 

members of community, it was mainly tailored to meet the specific cultural needs and 

accommodations of Korean immigrant families.  At the time of this study, SSI headquarter 

administrators were made up of Korean immigrant teachers and entrepreneurs while the majority 

of teachers were made up of first generation Korean American college students or recent 

university graduates.  The majority of SSI families were Korean immigrant parents with first 

generation Korean American children who spoke English as their second language.  SSI directors 

were required to be able to understand and speak Korean to accommodate for Korean-speaking 

families.  LAUSD public, public charter, as well as private schools were also included as 

separate participants in this study because SSI staff and students formed new relationships during 

school’s distance learning.  
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The Author. 

The author of the study is a first generation Korean American born in Los Angeles, 

California.  She was the first in her father’s and mother’s family to be born in the United States.  

She was raised in her Korean American community all her life, sharing deep Korean culture, 

values, and experiences such as attending Korean churches, Saturday and summer Korean 

language classes, hagwons, and elementary schools in Koreatown with Korean American 

teachers from preschool to 4th grade.  As the first-born Korean American in her family, she 

experienced what most children of immigrant parents go through: accompanying her parents to 

translate at teacher-parent meetings, doctor, and dentist visits, learning how to apply and enroll 

for sought-after magnet middle and high school programs, translating financial bills and notices 

for parents, and assisting in preparing documents and paperwork to apply for her parents’ self-

business permits, to name a few.  She grew up in the center of Korean immigrant family 

acculturation experiences in America and she took on the role, not only in interpreting English, 

but also interpreting American culture for the survival of her parents and family.  She understood 

the significant roles the Korean community and members had in supporting Korean American 

families’ passage into America.   

The author was active in her community, and often volunteered in local community 

nonprofit children’s organizations and churches for children’s ministry and education.  After 

many years of experience working in children related education and development, she decided to 

pursue a Master’s degree in Early Childhood Education to further her professional development 

as an advocate and educator for children and families.  Working at SSI enabled her the flexibility 

to both work and pursue her education at the same time.  The author regularly worked closely 

with SSI administration, teachers, and families during her employment at SSI, creating 
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relationships and bonds with members that existed both inside and outside the center.  She 

befriended parents and occasionally babysat or took children out to playdates, and work 

colleagues became friends outside of work.  She frequently took on various roles at the Institute 

as needed, including the roles of a kindergarten teacher, first grade teacher, lead teacher for 

grades kindergarten to second grade, and program curriculum supervisor.  During the center’s 

reopening during the pandemic in June 2020, the author also had the opportunity to take on the 

role of a director.   

SSI Administration and Teachers. 

 SSI Headquarters.  Anna was the original director and brains behind SSI’s startup in Los 

Angeles in 2015, while Caleb was the financial support and visionary for the center.  Identifying 

multiple investors to move the small business forward into a franchise, Caleb created the SSI 

headquarters and Anna left the center as she was promoted to take on the role as a vice president 

under Caleb.  SSI headquarters administration consisted of Caleb, Anna, and a new team of 

administers who created and managed SSI curriculum, standards, programs, and resources for 

these additional growing branch centers under the management of Anna.  In addition to being a 

vice president and a program director, Anna was in charge of supporting, hiring, and training 

new directors for growing centers.  During the time of this study, SSI was managing three branch 

locations with prospects of opening one more location totaling four branches.  Anna’s resources 

and support were stretched across these branches during the pandemic.   

SSI Los Angeles Directors.  Directors were the “face” of each center, meaning that the 

reputation and success of the center was tied to the director directly.  This also meant any 

program mistakes and landed on the shoulders of the director as well.  Directors were at the 

center of all relationships at the center as they were the liaison between parents and teachers.  As 
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a managerial position, directors needed to be deeply knowledgeable about each teachers’ 

strengths and weaknesses and navigate parent requests and concerns with teachers accordingly.  

Directors were also in charge of managing teachers so any teacher’s mistakes or failings were the 

director’s responsibility.   

Directors during the author’s timeline of events pertaining to this study include directors 

Charlotte (September 2019-July 2020) and co-directors Darla and Elise (August 2020-December 

2020).  Director Charlotte had little experience working with children and had no previous 

experience working as a director in an educational setting.  According to an informal personal 

interview between the author and Charlotte, she stated, “I have very limited experience in 

education.  Never studied it nor did I ever plan a career in it.  I just went into SSI for a part-time 

job and Anna asked me to try the director position” (Charlotte, lives in Los Angeles, California, 

personal communication, March 20, 2022).  Director Charlotte was weak in the relationship-

building and leadership aspect role of an educational center director.  However, Charlotte was 

exceptional in operational and office administrative duties to run SSI logistically as a business.  

Director Charlotte was the director at SSI during its summer program of 2020, when the center 

reopened during COVID-19.  She announced her resignation approximately at the end of the 

summer program, after 10 months of employment at SSI.   

Directors Darla and Elise were hired together to take over as co-directors when schools 

would resume fall semester 2020 with distance learning for the first time.  Darla had worked as a 

middle school teacher in LAUSD (specific subject, grade, and duration of experience unknown) 

and Elise had worked as a preschool teacher in Korea.  While Darla and Elise had some level of 

experience working with children, neither had any prior experience working as a director in an 

educational setting.  Directorship roles and responsibilities were split between Darla and Elise.  
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Darla was fluent in both English and Korean and was tasked with curriculum and teacher 

management while Elise oversaw operational administrative duties.  Elise had a basic level of 

proficiency in English and rarely communicated with teachers at SSI in contrast to Darla who 

directly worked with teachers.  Directors Darla and Elise were trained for 2 weeks by Charlotte 

and occasionally with Anna before Charlotte officially left and directors Darla and Elise were 

left on their own to oversee the center.   

Due to an overwhelming amount of information and tasks and lack of time for proper 

training and team building, Darla and Elise clashed with one another on more than one 

occasions.  Director Darla often confronted Director Elise and other teachers at the center in 

front of children and shifted blame to teachers when parents had issues.  One of the most 

important roles of the director was to nurture teacher and parent relationships.  Teachers were 

tasked with teacher-student relationships while directors were tasked with director-parent 

relationships and director-teacher relationships.  Directors were responsible for doing their best 

to reduce any confrontation between teachers and parents and took on the task of managing 

teacher and parent issues, yet director Darla was either at the center of these conflicts or failed to 

uphold her role as a positive liaison between parents and teachers.  Furthermore, director Darla 

generally showed no evidence of fondness or enjoyment working with parents, children, or other 

teachers.  After a shrieking verbal altercation between director Darla and Elise in front of 

teachers and children (instigated by Darla by witness accounts), she was terminated almost 

immediately, with director Elise being terminated shortly after.   

The author of this project was placed in the director capacity of the institute beginning of 

January 2021 after the termination of co-directors Darla and Elise.  Her account as director starts 

from the second semester, or spring semester of distance learning from January until April when 
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schools started to transition into hybrid programs.  Hybrid schedules were given as an option for 

families who wanted their children to participate in both distance learning and in-person 

instruction.   

SSI Teachers.  Hagwon teacher positions are known to be part-time jobs to have as place 

holders or side jobs, as individuals pursue preparation for a more stable profession or career.  

Therefore, teachers at SSI mainly focused on teacher-student relationships and rarely built 

parent-teacher relationships.  Teachers focused on the strengths and weaknesses of their students 

and relayed any concerns or issues to directors to consult with parents.  SSI directors took on the 

responsibility of all center-related issues and concerns and they were the liaison between 

teachers and parents.  Teachers rarely met or consulted with parents because that was the 

directors’ role. 

The majority of SSI teachers consisted of current college students or recently graduated 

university students.  The author was the only teacher who was pursuing early childhood 

education studies at a Master’s program level.  During the school year with the integration of 

distance learning, SSI teachers grew to 6 teachers, consisting of 5 females and 1 male teacher.  

Five out of six teachers hired for distance learning had already been working at SSI for at least 

three years and had been present during SSI’s management transition.  During the author’s 

transition from teacher to director, two additional teachers were hired who either specialized or 

had significant experience with children’s education and teaching and another two assistant 

teachers to support existing teachers in classrooms.   

SSI Families and Children 

 Parents.  SSI families were mainly Korean immigrant families for all of whom English 

was their second language.  Many of the parents spoke little to no English, understanding only 
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basic English words and phrases.  Families who worked closely with SSI directors were usually 

from divorced or single-parent homes, and depended on SSI more for emotional support, ride 

arrangements, and supporting children’s discipline.  In most cases, two parent families had both 

fathers and mothers who worked full time.  During the duration of the pandemic, families 

enrolled their children at SSI for three main reasons: 1) both parents worked full time so child 

needs a supervised center to stay and complete their school work or 2) parents did not know how 

to support their child academically due to language barrier, and/or 3) parents were not digitally 

literate.   

Parent-director relationships were at the heart of SSI relationships.  Directors worked 

directly with parents, meaning all student-related consultation, issues, and teacher complaints, 

went to the director first.  These consultations were mainly between director and parents and 

rarely involved SSI teachers.  The family’s commitment to SSI heavily relied on their trust and 

relationship with SSI directors.  During SSI’s gradual transformation into a franchise, many 

parents’ feeling like come-and-go clients (Anna, lives in San Francisco, California, personal 

communication, 2020).   

 Children.  Many students at SSI were first generation Korean Americans with the 

majority in kindergarten to 2nd grade students in Dual Language Learning programs.  Students 

who needed extra support and attention thrived in hagwons as student-teacher ratios were much 

smaller when compared to school teacher-student ratios.  Hagwons served to enhance student’s 

learning and tailor learning to each individual child that schools may not have the flexibility to 

do.   

When SSI reopened during summer 2020, student enrollment was at 17 students and 

gradually increased to approximately 20 students at the end of the summer.  Student enrollment 
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began at approximately 35 students when distance learning began.  During the time of the 

author’s directorship role, she managed between approximately 45 to 50 students as student 

enrollments gradually increased.  These numbers reflect an influx of both incoming and outgoing 

of new and old students.  By April 2021, kindergarten through 2nd grade students made up about 

three-fifths of total students and students from 3rd up to 5th grade made up the remaining two-

fifths of students.   

LAUSD Public Schools, Public Charter Schools, and Private Schools 

 SSI LA administrators and teachers had to work with various LAUSD school personnel 

as families were struggling to manage distance learning on their own.  Teachers had to learn how 

to navigate each schools’ requirements and standards for distance learning instructions as they all 

varied school by school.  Teacher experiences working with different types of schools varied but 

can be categorized into two main groups that will be discussed in Chapter 4.  For now, the three 

different types of schools in which SSI administrators and teachers had worked with will be 

described.    

 Public Schools.  According to CDE (2021) public schools are:  

supported with public funds, is authorized by action of and operated under the oversight 

of a publicly constituted local or state education agency, …administers California 

statewide assessments to its students at the required grade levels, …implements a 

curriculum that fully meets state requirements as specified in the California Education 

Code relating to required courses of study. (Definition of Public School section, para. 2) 

 Public Charter Schools.  According to CDE (2021b): 

charter status frees the school from many of the state statutes and regulations that apply 

to school districts. …it is the intent of the California Legislature under state law that 
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charter schools operate independently from the existing school district structure as a 

method to accomplish all of the following: improve pupil learning, increase learning 

opportunities for all pupils…encourage the use of different and innovative teaching 

methods, create new professional opportunities for teachers, including the opportunity to 

be responsible for the learning program at the school site. (para. 1-2)  

 Private Schools.  According to CDE (2011b): 

A private school is a private business or nonprofit entity that offers or conducts full-time 

instruction with a full complement of subjects at the elementary, middle, or high school 

level. Private schools function outside the jurisdiction of the California Department of 

Education and most state education regulations. Private schools do not participate in 

California’s’ educational accountability system and are directly accountable to students 

and their parents or guardians, based on the terms of the private school enrollment 

contract. (What is a private school section, para. 1) 
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Table 3.1 

Approximate Number of Participants at SSI 

 Directors Number 

of SSI 

teachers 

Approximate 

Number of 

Children 

Public 

 

Charter Private 

Summer 

Program 

 

Charlotte 4 15-20 N/A N/A N/A 

Fall 2020 

Distance 

Learning 

Darla & 

Elise 

6 35-40 8 
 

3 3 

Spring 2021 

Distance 

Learning & 

Hybrid Learning 

Author & 

Angela  
(asst. 

director) 

8 45-50 12 
  

2 3 

Note. This table serves to provide readers the number of participants during different periods of 

the academic year (summer program, fall 2021, spring 2021) shown on the left column.  The 

numbers of participants for students are an approximation due to changes in enrollment numbers 

throughout the year.  The number of different types of schools SSI served are also included.  For 

example, during fall 2020 distance learning, SSI served students from 7 public schools, 3 charter 

schools, and 3 private schools.   

 

 Procedure.  Prior to the COVID-19 closure, the author was working at SSI as a lead 

teacher for two 1st grade classrooms.  She was in charge of training, mentoring, and supervising 

new teachers.  She occasionally consulted with parents to discuss student needs and goals, 

coordinate with administration to create individualized lesson plans specific to each student’s 

need, help manage student and classroom behavior, substitute for absent teachers, and tutor 

kindergarten to 2nd grade students.  The author was also finishing up her graduate studies 

working on a different thesis topic to complete her graduate requirement at the same time.  When 
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COVID-19 hit, the author experienced a major setback on her thesis while she adapted to work at 

SSI during the pandemic.  The author and her Thesis Chair had weekly discussions about the 

impact COVID-19 have had in society, especially in children’s education.  The author shared the 

challenges of COVID-19 at SSI during the course of the pandemic.   

In mid-December 2021, the author revealed to the chair that she had just been promoted 

to the role of directorship at the center.  This change in role led to the possibility of changing the 

author’s thesis topic entirely.  The author’s chair brought up the prospective importance of both 

teacher and director experience managing a children’s learning center during a pandemic of this 

scale.  After conferring with the Chair, the author committed to change her thesis topic and to 

start recording her reflections portraying the important events, observations, and experiences she 

endured while teaching at SSI during the pandemic.   

Instrumentation.  The author began to informally journal and reflect on her experiences 

she discussed with her Chair from June 2020 starting mid-December before her training for the 

directorship role.  She kept a regular log of her experiences and events that stood out to her as 

she started her directorship role in January 2021.  The log was originally typed out in an informal 

note-taking format and the author visited the log on a weekly or biweekly basis to organize, 

reflect, and sum up her experiences in coherent paragraphs.  Previous observations and 

conversations were added unto when the author remembered something later on.  Thus, any data 

from before January 2021 is retrospective.   

All notes taken and used from the fieldnotes are observed utilizing a reflective 

phenomenological approach.  Phenomenology is “one of many types of qualitative research that 

examines the lived experiences of humans” (Byrne, 2001, p. 831), aimed to “gain understanding 

of the essential ‘truths’ (i.e., essences) of the lived experience” (Byrne, 2001, p. 831).  To further 
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signify the importance of channeling the philosophy of phenomenology in “field-orientated 

studies,” (Paul, 2017, p. 1), Paul (2017) summarizes the relationship of humans to their changing 

environment in relation to phenomenology:  

human beings are not mere observers of natural changes; rather, they are the agents of 

changes and, at the same time, are affected by those changes.  This enmeshed relationship 

of human beings with their environment demonstrates that instead of conceptualizing 

human beings locating alongside the environment, there is a need to upholding an 

alternative outlook that can holistically comprehend the human-environment relationship 

in this phase of transition (Paul, 2017, p 1-2).  

Phenomenology is a commonly accepted practice for education research and provides a 

structural approach that can be applied in field research (Paul, 2017).  First, the researcher must 

distinguish the event or phenomenon “that would be concerned matter of inquiry” (Paul, 2017, p. 

3) that is obtained through direct human experience of the event.  Next, the researcher must 

select “their coresearchers or interviewees, who have prolonged and in-depth experiences of the 

phenomenon” (Paul, 2017, p. 3), while also “willing to share their experiences and possess the 

necessary articulation capability” (Paul, 2017, p. 3).  Some of the methods used to collect 

phenomenological research for this research was by recording interview transcripts, 

compartmentalize data into themes, and then draw “conclusions regarding the phenomena based 

on these themes” (Byrne, 2001, p. 831).    

Data Management.  The completed fieldnotes detailing the author’s specific experiences 

can be found in Appendix B.  The fieldnotes were reviewed and analyzed for common themes.  

These themes were then coded throughout the fieldnotes in Appendix B.  A Codebook Analysis, 
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found in Appendix C, organizes these codes categorized by different stakeholders to filter for 

differences in reoccurring themes for each member.   

Chapter 4 takes the organized themes further and separates them in chronological order to 

highlight what each stakeholder experienced the most during different periods of children’s 

learning during the pandemic.  Depending on the timeline, some themes are extremely prevalent 

and some are rarely felt.  Some stakeholders (administrators, educators, families, and students) 

may have experiences related to one theme more than other members have.  Being able to 

differentiate different themes experienced by different groups during this time may serve to 

highlight stakeholders’ strengths and weaknesses.  

COVID-19 and its Effect on Seven Seas Institute’s Staff, Families, and Children 

When the COVID-19 pandemic required all non-essential businesses to close in March 

2020, Seven Seas Institute (a pseudonym), a hagwon in Koreatown, Los Angeles for the previous 

5 years, also temporarily closed while waiting for instructions from Los Angeles County Public 

Health Department on how to safely reopen with COVID-19 safety protocols.  In the meantime, 

families whose children attended Seven Seas Institute suffered as they had trouble understanding 

school announcements and plans, causing panic and uncertainties with their children’s education 

while also they were having to manage their own anxiety, stress, and insecurities about their 

income and livelihoods due to economic hardships and uncertainties.  When LAUSD started 

distance learning in the fall of 2020, parents who were struggling with English and digital 

literacy suddenly found themselves placed in role of being proxy educators (Davis et al., 2020).  

No longer able to handle the stress of distance learning on their own in addition to other 

difficulties they may have been facing, many families felt like they had no choice but to resume 

sending their children to Seven Seas Institute despite the fears they had about COVID-19 risks. 
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Seven Seas Institute was able to reopen in June 2020, but the Institute suffered huge 

financial losses due to a dramatic drop in student enrollment as a result of COVID-19 risks and 

anxiety shared by the entire community.  Seven Seas Institute teachers shared the same fears, 

uncertainties, and challenges as other essential workers were experiencing, while doing their best 

to provide some level of normalcy for their students.  Seven Seas Institute provided full-day care 

with extracurricular activities versus part-time care during the school year.  Summer programs 

included both academic and play experiences for students, with morning programs including 

intensive English and math camps and the afternoon consisting of outdoor playground play, 

fieldtrips to various centers, arts and crafts, science experiments, computer coding classes, and so 

much more.  However, due to COVID-19 restrictions, summer program was shortened to only 

providing English and math camps.   

When public schools resumed fall 2020 semester with distance learning, the role of proxy 

teachers was transferred from school teachers to parents, and now to Seven Seas Institute staff, 

not only for just one student, but for multiple students from different schools.  Seven Seas 

Institute provided with a Digital Learning Support Program aimed to first, provide a classroom-

like setting for students to experience in the school’s online learning and secondly, to provide 

safety and supervision for students so they could focus during live, digital instruction.  Staff 

expected some level of having to assist with students’ digital competency in addition to 

occasionally having to provide some classwork assistance.  

 However, Seven Seas Institute was not ready for the complexities that came with the lack 

of a unified plan and digital learning contingencies from LAUSD.  With different public, charter, 

and private school schedules and calendars, there were various uses, methods, and application of 

digital learning technology, quantitatively different levels in class and homework loads, as well 
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as in each child’s school teacher’s expectations and communications.  The transition towards 

digital learning was not as straight forward nor as easy as first planned and Seven Seas Institute 

found itself having to take on more responsibility and care of children’s education as they took 

on the new role as proxy-teachers and proxy classrooms as well.  Additionally, since Seven Seas 

Institute typically assumed the role of transitioning Korean immigrant families to American 

schools, they were now also tasked with caring and providing counsel for families who were 

stressed, frustrated, and fearful of the effects of COVID-19 was having on the mental health of 

their children and families.  This new, multifaceted role--of teacher, technology supporter, safety 

compliance manager, and family counselor--resulted in a whole new set of predicaments and 

complications for which staff and teachers were not fully prepared.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

Introduction 

The impact of the pandemic hit the members of SSI abruptly and hard.  Reopening under 

new management and their new program model during a pandemic would prove to be less than 

ideal.  SSI teachers were faced with transitioning under new management while navigating 

children’s learning “against a backdrop of frequent changes in infection and mortality rates, 

epidemiological understandings, government strategies, and mitigation strategies regarding 

preschool closures” (Samuelsson, Wagner, & Ødegaard, 2020, p. 129).  Additionally, hagwons 

such as SSI were not structured nor had the same resources as a typical preschool or public 

school.  They operated as a supplementary tutoring program for students.  SSI adapted to support 

what students were already learning at schools.  When SSI reopened in-class learning and 

instruction before schools did (somewhat organized like a learning pod), a multitude of novel 

responsibilities and expectations ensued.  The ripple effects of the pandemic are documented in a 

first-person perspective in Appendix B.  The narrative reveals glimpses of teacher, family, and 

children’s initial reactions, challenges, and experiences of digital learning during the pandemic.   

This chapter will describe the field notes documented teacher and director at an 

afterschool center during the pandemic.  The field notes are recorded in the authors’ perspective 

and the observations she’s made of staff, parents, and children of SSI, first as a teacher and then 

as a director.  The notes were coded into several domains across the different experiences of 

participants.  Participants were separated into three main groups: 1) educators; 2) families; and 3) 

students.  Educators included members such as SSI Headquarter administrators, directors, 

teachers, and school personnel.  Families included all caretakers related to children enrolled at 

SSI with relation to SSI staff.  The results are summarized from Appendix B (Author’s 
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Fieldnotes and Codebook).  Appendix C (Codebook Analysis) may be referred to for added 

clarity organized by the different stakeholders.   

The chronology of events was broadly separated into four periods: 1) summer program 

2020, 2) fall 2020 of distance learning, 3) spring 2021 of distance learning, and lastly, 3) spring 

2021 transition into hybrid learning.  These four periods represented different themes of SSI 

operation related to the changes in the pandemic as well as changes to its leader management: 1) 

Underestimated Preparations, 2) Unprecedented Panics of Distance Learning, 3) Roads to 

Remediation, and 4) Differences in Public, Private, and Charter Schools.  There were five main 

themes throughout the author’s notes: 1) director competencies and leadership; 2) COVID-19 

related health concerns and safety measures; 3) COVID-19 related financial and economic 

hardships; 4) COVID-19 related difficulties and challenges with children’s education;, and 5) 

challenges and adaptation related to use digital technology.  Themes often overlap as they are 

interconnected and interdependent.  Themes are also presented in different orders during each 

period to best narrate and interweave the events in chronological order for readers to follow.  It 

should also be noted that data presented are limited to a single-person case study for the most 

part.  However, teacher interviews were conducted for validity purposes and are included in 

Appendix E.   

Summer Program 2020 – June to August 2020  

Lack of Early Childhood Education Director Competencies and Leadership  

 SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  SSI teachers were out of work for 3 

months as the city issued a mandatory lock down.  In June, SSI had two virtual meetings for 

summer reopening, with the majority of the hour’s meeting spent on briefing teachers on the new 

summer program lesson plans.  While SSI mostly acted as a supplementary education during 
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students’ academic year, during the summer, its program was divided in two different services.  

The first program was focused on students who needed to review what they had learned the past 

year, to reinforce or build a stronger foundation so they would be prepared for their next grade 

year.  The second program was focused on students who had proficient mastery over their last 

year’s material, to introduce them to new academic material that would give them a head start for 

the next grade year.  Students took class placement or diagnostic tests to determine what kind of 

program they would be placed in for the summer.   

The SSI HQ administration who worked on the summer lesson plan packets was a brand 

new team that was formed shortly before the pandemic.  This new team as made up of members 

entirely unknown to SSI teachers before the summer program.  The new administration 

prioritized organizing and creating lesson plans for the summer program.  They did not spend 

time for team building between new SSI HQ administration and teachers.  Though Director 

Charlotte had been at the SSI Los Angeles branch since June 2019, she failed to act proactively 

to mediate between HQ staff and teachers and left teachers mostly on their own.  There were no 

staff meetings, regular check-ins, nor follow-up on curriculum procedures and practices that 

were expected by SSI HQ.  Director Charlotte had mainly managed the front desk with 

administrative duties with little to no interaction with teachers.  Staff described feeling no 

connection to the center, director, or anyone during their first several months of SSI’s reopening 

as they were left on their own.  This downcast mood was also something Anna picked up on 

when she came to visit the center.  Anna had been the previous and original start up director of 

SSI Los Angeles branch.  She was promoted to work at SSI HQ as vice president during SSI’s 

expansion.   
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Director Charlotte had not studied nor had any educational background with child 

development, as she stated “I have very limited experience in education.  Never studied it nor did 

I ever plan a career in it.  I just went into SSI for a part-time job and Anna asked me to try the 

director position” (Charlotte, lives in Los Angeles, California, personal communication, March 

20, 2022).  This had direct consequences, leading to missed opportunities for improvement and 

support for both teachers’ and children’s development that were crucial during this period.  For 

example, Director Charlotte did not encourage teachers to offer students indoor stretches for 

other classrooms, even after observing them in another classroom.  On the other hand, Anna, 

who had an educational background with teaching, was able to identify effective teaching 

practices that were relevant to children’s development and encouraged that teachers apply them 

throughout the center right away.   

Despite HQ’s desire to help teachers, such as sending a gym coach to promote physical 

activities at SSI or sending resources such as extra worksheets and activities for teachers to use 

in their classrooms, there were no tangible supports for teachers in their immediate environment 

and situation.  Director Charlotte did not take action to prepare, model, or coach teachers on the 

additional roles for which they would be responsible.  Normally, teachers were coached or 

guided by Anna for support when she was the center director.  However, Director Charlotte was 

not properly equipped to take on the mentorship role of directorship for teachers.   

 SSI Teachers.  Teachers were abruptly thrust into work with a brand new team of SSI 

HQ staff upon returning to work.  While the new SSI HQ administration team was formed before 

the pandemic, they were never introduced to SSI staff teachers until summer during their first 

virtual meeting.  Building and establishing teaching relationships were not discussed.  The first 

meeting occurred just two weeks before planned reopening and covered many new topics and 
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curriculum teachers would be using for the first time.  Teachers were also notified which grades 

they would be teaching 2-3 days before summer program began, leaving teachers with 

inadequate time for preparation.   

 During the first few weeks of the summer program, teachers were bombarded with 

lengthy emails on instructions, procedures, and expectations from HQ.  This form of 

communication was very new to teachers because, first, they had not used email as a form of 

communication before, and two, they had not exchanged such densely-packed program 

information in digital or paper format.  The author noted she did not feel it was an “effective way 

to prepare staff, especially when emails introduced protocols and expectations that were new to 

everyone” (Appendix B, p. 175).  Additionally, there were no follow-up meetings nor 

discussions with Director Charlotte, regarding the heavy content of these emails.   

Though teachers were briefed on the lesson plans for the summer, they were unprepared 

for the unexpected additional roles they would be taking as teachers during a pandemic.  They 

were entrusted with children who had been confined in their homes for 3 months without proper 

school instruction and education.  Most teachers were not qualified in children’s education or in 

a related field to take on the complex task of caring for young students socially, emotionally, and 

academically during a pandemic.  These roles were never properly addressed to teachers by 

Director Charlotte.  Teachers felt physically and socially isolated in their classrooms from lack 

of director leadership and support in their classrooms.  Teachers were literally left on their own 

in their classrooms and were expected to follow through with HQ expectations with poor 

accountability or management support from Director Charlotte.   

 Families.  Trust between families and SSI was already dwindling due to prior issues that 

had transpired with previous changes in management and directors.  Parents expressed they felt a 
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lack of warm welcome and relationship with SSI since the changes prior to the pandemic.  Anna 

had built close relationships with families but was not successful in creating a smooth transition 

in leadership after her departure due to her own deadlines and responsibilities working with SSI 

management.  Enrollment had already begun to dwindle prior to the pandemic as families felt the 

new center director did not provide the same individualized care for their families and children 

as Anna had done (Anna, lives in San Francisco, California, personal communication, 2020).  

With weak relational ties with SSI prior pandemic closures and the fears of COVID-19, many 

families did not have enough reason to re-enroll at SSI by the time the center reopened for the 

summer program. 

 Students.  Students shared a personal relationship with Anna while she was a director at 

the center as she was close with many of the families.  Many of the students grew up with Anna 

over the years at the center.  It was clear students did not share a close relationship with director 

Charlotte as they had with Anna.  

COVID-19 Related Economic and Financial Hardships  

 SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  Prior to the pandemic, SSI HQ had 

been preparing to launch their brand new management team and vision, in addition to opening 

two new branches.  The pandemic caused a huge setback to their construction and plan, and they 

were pressured to reopen as soon as possible.  When given the green light for early childcare 

centers to open, SSI moved quickly to implement COVID-19 health protocols to open their doors 

quickly.  Enrollment numbers were extremely low, with approximately 15 students compared to 

the usual 100 students enrolled for the summer.   

 SSI Teachers.  Out of 9 teachers who were available for work, only 4 teachers were 

hired due to low student enrollment.  Though teachers were originally scheduled to work 5 days 
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a week, their work hours were cut to 4 days a week due to the lack of revenue from low 

enrollment.  

 Families.  None available or applicable. 

 Students.  None available or applicable. 

COVID-19 Related Health Concerns and Safety Measures  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  SSI headquarter administrators 

addressed COVID-19 protocols during staff meetings via Zoom before reopening.  Classroom 

table and seating arrangements were reconfigured to promote social distancing in classrooms, 

student and teacher ratio were strictly required to maintain an 8:1 ratio per classroom, sneeze 

guards were set up for each student, and dispensers of hand sanitizer were provided throughout 

the center for everyone to access.  The front desk stocked up on extra face masks for both 

children and adults, as well as hand sanitizer.  All members entering the center had their 

temperature taken and recorded daily upon arrival and were required to sanitize their hands at the 

front desk before entering classrooms.  Staff members were informed to keep their masks on at 

all times, do their best in maintaining social distancing with their students in classrooms, and to 

promote healthy hygienic practices, such as frequent washing of hands with soap with students.  

Children in different classrooms were not allowed to mix or intermingle to reduce chances of 

viral transmission, reinforced with staggered break times and bathroom breaks.   

Two of the most popular events for SSI summer events were 1) Friday field trips and 2) 

outdoor play at the local park every day during lunch.  However, with the closures of public 

buildings and parks, those were not viable options.  SSI did not have a building structure that 

provided an adequate space or area for play, as its main function was for academic tutoring.  

Teachers had to utilize available spaces such as hallways and small empty classrooms throughout 
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the center for indoor play when HQ provided a gym coach to teach teachers and students 

physical activities and games to play.  

SSI Teachers.  Teachers were anxious and stressed about returning back to work at SSI 

during a time when COVID-19 information was changing, and infection and death rates were 

continually rising in Los Angeles.  Many teachers were concerned with the physical structure of 

SSI because it had no windows and had poor ventilation.  All teachers lived with family 

members, so they strictly maintained and enforced COVID-19 health protocols inside and 

outside of classrooms.  For example, work clothes were kept in a separate area and some teachers 

showered every day after work.  Teachers with younger children had a harder time enforcing 

masks and social distancing amongst their students as children were excited to see each other 

after being quarantined for so long.  Even though interactions between students seemed 

harmless, the constant fear of the high transmissibility of COVID-19 loomed large.   

Teachers, too, experienced emotional difficulty having restricted physical interaction 

with students whom they missed and cared for during the pandemic.  Was hugging okay?  Can 

we hold their hands?  Are we being too close?  Teachers were amongst the first front-line 

essential workers whose job encompassed working closely with people, physically and 

emotionally.  Teachers were so wrapped up in the fear of either catching or transmitting COVID-

19, they were strict and emotionally strained with the physical and emotional restrictions of 

COVID-19.  The expectation to teach an intensive summer program while dealing with the 

strenuous emotional and physical restrictions of COVID-19 was taxing to their bodies and 

minds.   

Teachers at SSI did not have the time or space to socialize with other teachers.  Even 

prior to COVID-19, staff were isolated in individual classrooms for a majority of the time.  
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Teachers clocked in for work, went straight to their classrooms, then clocked out and left the 

center right after.  The atmosphere at our center was emotionally and socially bleak, but teachers 

were constantly reminded by HQ to engage and keep the mood up with their students, without 

proper support from their director.  Teachers were in constant survival mode, supporting 

children’s learning while navigating the challenges of COVID-19’s effect on their daily lives.  

Families.  Families were not allowed to enter the center but only allowed to drop off and 

pick up students at the front door while the director walked their children inside their designated 

classrooms.  Families were informed to pack extra masks and hand sanitizer for their children.  It 

is speculated families, too, experienced concern and fear of the pandemic but their need and 

circumstances to enroll their children at the center were greater than their fear COVID-19.   

Students.  One of the first things teachers noticed was the sudden weight gain children 

had from 3 months of being in lock down.  The amount of weight some children amassed was 

quite shocking.  Younger children had difficulty keeping their masks on during appropriate times 

such as putting their masks back on after eating.  They had trouble staying in their seats and 

practicing social distancing from their peers when they had been quarantined for months without 

social interaction with their friends.  The center had separate male and female bathrooms with 

two bathroom stalls and two sinks each.  Teachers had designated time slots where their class 

had bathroom breaks for students to wash their hands and teachers had access to alcohol or Lysol 

wipes to sanitize their class tables and high touch surface areas such as doorknobs.  Students 

actively participated in disinfecting their tables before and after meals and sanitizing their hands.  

Students were not allowed to bring toys and did not have any source of bodily play in the 

beginning of the summer program.  Only one classroom practiced stretching and breathing 

exercises before HQ sent a gym coach to teach teachers and students physical activity and games 
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to play.  Teachers utilized parking lots, hallways, and empty classrooms to make use of every 

space they had to let children play.  Teachers preferred use of the center’s parking lot since it 

was an outdoor and enclosed space, but this space was later restricted for safety purposes by the 

request of the building management.   

COVID-19 Related Challenges and Issues Raised in Changes to Children’s Education  

 SSI Administration (Headquarters and Directors).  HQ’s academic plans for the 

summer program were mainly focused on academic concerns, aligned with parent apprehensions 

of their children falling behind academically due to months of school closures.  It was soon 

apparent to HQ that students struggled with the intensity of the summer program that included 6 

hours of instruction in addition to completing their packets that would occasionally contain pages 

of repetitive drills.  HQ allowed teachers to relax on student academic expectations and to 

promote more breaks in between instructions with physical activity and games, modeled by HQ 

sending in a gym coach to teach teachers and children some exercises and games.  HQ also 

attempted to support teachers by sending them digital resources and suggestions for 

extracurricular activities.  However, it was clear teachers needed tangible support from their 

immediate environment which they were not receiving from Director Charlotte.   

 Teachers.  Teachers were introduced to new HQ staff, management, program, protocols, 

and new classroom materials and directives in a virtual meeting that totaled to only one hour.  

SSI teachers faced dramatic changes in general and specifically in their work lives.  Their work 

environment, expectations, and culture had dramatically changed yet they were expected to 

perform for a program that was intensively teacher-led with 6 hours of class instruction each day.  

While HQ had spent time preparing the curriculum, they did not spend enough time training 

teachers and including them in the planning process.  Instead, teachers were notified about new 
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program, staff, and lesson materials only 2 weeks before reopening.  Teachers also did not know 

their schedule and which grade level they would be teaching until days before the program which 

led to lack of preparation.  One classroom had 3 mixed grades (kindergarten, 1st, 3rd grade) due to 

low classroom and teacher availability.  This teacher faced additional challenges to come up with 

a plan to manage classroom instruction for three different grade levels in one classroom during 

the first few weeks of the summer program.  Classroom time was used for planning when 

preparations could have been made beforehand if schedules were confirmed earlier.  

 HQ encouraged teachers to have their class instruction engaging and fun, and even 

provided online resources that included educational coloring worksheets and more drill sheets.  

However, the resources were not as helpful as intended and teachers found themselves trying to 

meet HQ’s expectations and requirements through developing their own resources on their own.  

Hagwon teachers suddenly found themselves taking on roles that weren’t expected of them 

before: the responsibilities for children’s social, emotional, and physical well-being.  They saw 

the need to nurture the wellness of the whole-being of the children, but the majority of the 

teachers were not qualified or knowledgeable about children’s development needs.  Generally, 

the director discussed these needs and provided plans or ideas to guide teachers, but teachers did 

have the support or leadership from Director Charlotte to take the initiative to remediate the 

situation.  Hagwon teachers were not trained to take on the changed responsibilities of children’s 

well-being and education during the pandemic.  Hagwons were mainly structured to supplement 

school education, homework, and provide tutor assistance.   

The author felt fortunate to have been studying early childhood education during this 

time and her specific class was guided by creative and flexible planning and curriculum.  The 

author’s class started their day with candid conversations about their daily lives and open topics 
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before starting classwork.  The author used her own resources for supplementary activities such 

as arts and crafts activities that correlated to themes found in the summer packets.  The author 

was also able to guide social interaction or play through show and tell and story times.  Usually, 

these ideas and activities were shared between teachers to utilize in their own classrooms, but 

teachers were isolated and were not able to exchange ideas or inspirations from each other’s 

method or resources.  The environment and mood of the center was bleak, and teachers were 

emotionally, mentally, and physically drained from just teaching during the pandemic while their 

own mental health was being compromised due to fear and anxiety of COVID-19.   

 Families.  Most SSI parents who had students enrolled to SSI’s summer program were 

eager to have their children receive in-class instruction as soon as possible.  Having their 

children back to some level of normalcy at hagwons was reassuring to parents after their having 

been confined in their homes for 3 months.  Teacher feedback about students’ academic 

strengths and weaknesses written on the packets that were sent home were important to many 

parents.   

 Students.  It was difficult for students to be fully engaged and ready for summer program 

when they had been out of school for three months with little to no engagement with anyone 

from the outside world.  It did not help that summer packets were worksheet and drill heavy.  

Students in the author’s classroom with mixed grades also had to adapt into a new type of 

learning environment where students had to learn from their older or younger peers 

(kindergarten, 1st, and 3rd grade).  Students were also introduced to how an in-class learning 

would be with COVID-19 protocols, as they had to keep their masks on, socially distanced as 

much as possible, and to use hand sanitizer as often as they could.   
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Challenges and Adaptations Related to Digital Technology and Screen Time  

 This section is omitted for the summer program since SSI staff were not using digital 

platforms for learning purposes yet.  Parents did note their children were spending more time on 

their digital devices at home while they were on lock down for 3 months and that they were glad 

SSI was open for in-class instruction.   

Fall 2020 Distance Learning – August to December 2020 

COVID-19 Related Economic and Financial Hardships   

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  There was a slight increase in 

enrollment when the school year started, with an estimated total of 35 students.  Two additional 

teachers who previously worked at SSI prior to the pandemic were hired as classrooms 

expanded.  It was challenging to hire additional teachers later throughout the year as there were 

low number of qualified, if any, applicants.   

 Teachers.  Teachers who had been teaching at SSI since the summer program started to 

feel the toll of increased work responsibilities without proper assistance or support.  The distance 

learning program proved to be especially overwhelming.  For instance, the author recorded she 

stayed overtime or took work home to figure out how to best adapt into distance learning by 

working on classroom schedules and other managements tasks without pay.  Teachers began to 

feel like they deserved raises but had mixed feelings about whether it was appropriate to ask for 

raises when it was clear the center was financially struggling due to the effects of the pandemic.  

 Parents.  None available or applicable. 

 Students.  None available or applicable. 
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Early Childhood Education Director Competencies   

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  Director Charlotte announced her 

departure from SSI at end of July, when summer program was coming to an end.  New directors 

Darla and Elise were trained by Director Charlotte and Anna for two weeks and hired as co-

directors before they were left on their own to manage the center.  Darla had some teaching 

experience working as a high-school teacher and Elise had worked as a preschool teacher in 

Korea but neither had experience working as a director.  Director roles were split between Darla 

and Elise, with Darla supervising and managing teachers and program curriculum and Elise 

managing office administrative tasks and fiscal payroll.  Anna and director Charlotte barely 

introduced new directors to teachers as they were preoccupied with training them as fast as 

possible before schools opened with distance learning plans for fall semester.  Directors Darla 

and Elise only had 2-3 weeks to train and were rushed into acquiring all management procedures 

and skills in addition to learning and organizing distance learning school schedules and plans for 

multiple schools.  They did not have the time to build relationships with the teachers with so 

much to learn and do in such a short amount of time.  There had not been a single formal 

meeting between teachers and new directors since their employment at SSI, other than a brief 

meet and greet and a pamphlet of Darla and Elise introducing themselves.   

As schools began to send notification to families about fall semester instructions, 

Directors Darla and Elise were responsible for following up with each SSI family to collect 

information for students’ school schedule and distance learning instruction and procedures.  

Directors were tasked with organizing all the needed information for each hagwon teacher and 

have this information ready to pass on for teachers to use to start setting up their class schedule, 

routine, and expectation of how to best prepare for this new distance learning program.  
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Directors were expected to work closely and thoroughly with families since distance learning 

was going to be new for all stakeholders: directors, educators, families, and children.  However, 

preparation for distance learning was disorganized and chaotic as two directors failed to relay 

important information to teachers.  Information was often miscommunicated, lost, or delayed 

between schools to non-English speaking parents, parents to directors, and between the two 

directors, and failed to reach teachers in a timely manner, if it reached at all.   

Directors also failed to take leadership and care in taking initiative to manage center 

operations appropriately for distance learning.  For example, they did not open the center early 

enough for students and teachers to log in on time for their first day of distance learning and 

seemed unconcerned for teachers and students as teachers were frantically trying to assist 

multiple students log in.  Unfortunately, this was observed by parents who did not leave good 

impressions about the directors or the care in whom the center was left with.  As the directors 

failed to perform their duties, those responsibilities fell directly on the teachers as teachers were 

eventually tasked with opening the center.  In addition, approximately 4 out of 6 teachers took on 

the role to reach out to parents and school teachers directly to receive and manage school 

information they were not receiving from directors.   

It was also clear that Directors Darla and Elise did not communicate or work well 

together, intensified by the workload pressures they were feeling.  Both directors blamed each 

other for varying issues and there were occasions when both directors stepped out of office for 

breaks or errands without notifying anyone.  While Director Darla’s main roles were to work 

closely with teachers, she had poor relationships with them as she passed blame unto them when 

parent complaints reached Anna’s ears.  On one occasion, she verbally confronted a teacher with 

students present in class because the teacher contacted Anna about needing more support at the 
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center.  Director Darla also had times she left early mid-shift out of frustration from work-related 

issues.  Although it was clear that Director Darla was experiencing the same kind of stress and 

lack of support teachers felt, she took these feelings out on teachers, further dividing parents, 

teachers, and director relationships instead of finding ways to collaborate and support one 

another in difficult times.  

 Teachers.  Teachers did not have a time where they were able to get to know Darla and 

Elise as their new directors.  They were given a pamphlet of the directors introducing themselves 

and a one day of meet and greet as Darla and Elise visited each teachers’ classrooms with Anna.  

Teachers were also engulfed in learning and preparing students for distance learning.  Changes in 

leadership caused more feelings of uncertainty amongst teachers during a time when they most 

needed stability and support.   

When distance learning began, teachers relied on the directors to relay the information 

needed for student learning (bell schedules, login information, classwork information, etc.).  

Many of the teachers did not have personal relationships with parents due to the relationship 

dynamic of how SSI was set up.  Consultation and information-sharing regarding student 

academics were accomplished between parents and directors.  However, it was clear Directors 

Darla and Elise did not have a relationship between parents and not enough communication was 

happening between parents and directors for teachers to be properly prepared for students’ 

distance learning.  As director responsibilities fell on the teachers, teachers scrambled to find 

anything and everything school related regarding their students’ distance learning school 

protocols and instructions as schools started.  Teachers frantically rummaged through students’ 

school packets and student emails to gain information on student schedules and information 

online with any login information they had access to.  Some teachers also reached out to 
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students’ schoolteachers directly if they were able to. Teachers felt overwhelmed, frustrated, 

confused, and had no support or direction from directors who were just as lost.  

It was clear distance learning was nothing like what teachers expected it to be.  Teachers 

were totally overwhelmed.  They were often blamed as the scapegoats of parents’ frustrations 

and complaint when information got lost between communication.  Directors Darla and Elise 

failed to mediate teacher-parent conflicts, and at occasions, directed blame to teachers.  The 

directors allowed parents to yell at teachers over the phone and in person, not interceding or 

supporting teachers during these situations.  Without the support of the directors, teachers were 

at their breaking point.  One of the teachers reached out to Anna to inform her of the lack of 

support teachers had and the need to hire teacher assistants to help manage the burden.  While 

the call was a cry for help with a proposed resolution, Director Darla was notably offended and 

confronted the teacher in her classroom while students were present.  She vented about how she 

had no time to complete her other tasks because she needed to cover for teachers.  It was clear 

that the Directors were having a difficult time, just as teachers were, but Director Darla’s lack of 

leadership and interpersonal skills to manage staff and family relations worsened every 

relationship:  director-teacher, director-parent, and teacher-parent relationships.  It was later 

discovered by the author that Director Darla directed blame unto teachers when issues were 

being brought up by both parents and Anna. 

Additional incidents or conditions emerged: 1) teachers observing parents frustrated with 

the directors and how the center was being operated, 2) Director Darla leaving SSI out of 

frustration from work -related issues, tension and conflict between directors Darla and Elise, and 

3) shifting director responsibilities on to teachers (i.e., opening the center earlier than directors.  
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Thus, it was overdetermined that the teachers could not rely on their directors for initiative, 

direction, or support.   

Eventually student enrollment increased.  Anna made changes and had the author “was 

promoted to act as a lead teacher for kindergarten and 1st grade classrooms, was responsible in 

training new teachers, and acted as a liaison for parents and teachers in these classrooms” 

(Appendix B, p. 195).  The author now had the mobility to “communicate with other teachers 

and support them with their classroom and student management while also having more 

occasions to communicate with parents and directors on behalf of other teachers” (Appendix B, 

p. 195).    

 Parents.  Parents were concerned with changes in leadership once again during such an 

important change in their children’s school platform.  Despite their concerns with SSI leadership 

changes, their biggest concern was distance learning.  Many immigrant and/or technology 

illiterate parents struggled to understand school news due to language barrier.  They felt they 

were not digitally fluent enough to understand or support their children’s learning on a digital 

platform by themselves at home.  The amount of information parents was receiving from their 

schools was tremendous and constant.  Parents were in a panic.  They were responsible for 

relaying all school related distance learning plans to the directors but the delay, 

miscommunication, and confusion in transferring information between schools, parents, and 

directors caused a lot of anxiety, panic, and frustration.   

Parents took out their frustrations on SSI staff emotionally and verbally.  Instead of 

handling these frustrations and collaborating together to resolve the issues together, Directors 

Darla and Elise allowed parents to complain and yell at teachers, further damaging relationships 

between staff and families.  
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 In one incident, several parents observed how the directors were the last ones to arrive at 

the center when teachers and families had come early to prepare for students’ first day of 

distance learning.  Witnessing directors not aiding teachers or having any concern for students’ 

late sign-ins left a poor impression on parents.  As stories of this incident spread, parents 

contacted Anna to complain directly about their concerns and dissatisfaction with the quality of 

management at SSI.   

 Students.  From the observations of the author, Director Elise hardly interacted with 

teachers or students as she was occupied working in the front with administrative tasks.  Though 

Director Darla had more interaction with students due to the nature of her role, she did not share 

any close relationships with any of the students.  Teachers observed Director Darla had an 

awkward and detached tone of behavior towards all faculty members and students that made it 

difficult to form genuine or warm relationships with Director Darla.   

COVID-19 Related Challenges and Issues Raised in Changes to Children’s Education 

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  When schools announced their plan for 

distance learning, SSI HQ created a new fall 2020 program catered to support distance learning 

aligned with SSI family’s needs.  The idea for the program was simple: to provide classroom 

environment for students while they learned remotely on their devices.  Families were informed 

to relay and forward all, and every necessary information related to their school’s plans and 

instruction for distance learning to directors.  Directors were obliged to acquire, organize, and 

“relay a lot of information [as well as] have high levels of communication between parents and 

SSI teachers they did not have time to properly form real bonds with” (Appendix B, p. 184).  

When directors struggled and eventually fail to properly manage high levels of clear 
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communication and expectations to both parents and teachers for distance learning, these 

responsibilities fell on the teachers to manage.   

Teachers.  It was clear from the first day of distance learning teachers were not ready or 

prepared to support students.  Originally, hagwon teachers’ role for distance learning were to 

supervise student learning; making sure students were focused and following through with 

classwork during distance learning.  They were also expected to help students with minor 

technical difficulties such as logging on or fixing glitches.  Directors were expected to 

communicate closely with parents to be informed and kept up to date with school plans and 

instructions.  Any missing information or confusion should have been addressed by directors 

who work with parents to assist them to have access to the information they need.  Teachers did 

not regularly see parents or work with them directly.  Parent contact always when through the 

directors.  Directors at SSI were the center piece members in maintaining and mitigating 

communication and relationships at SSI.   

However, distance learning brought a huge reversal of roles.  Teachers were finding 

themselves contacting and working with parents and schools directly to support their students 

because they could not rely on the efficiency of directors.  The author is quoted saying while the 

addition of roles meant more responsibilities on her plate, “it was a lot more complaint and 

stress-free on my [her] end with little to no room for miscommunication or delay in information” 

(Appendix B, p. 192).  It took several weeks, perhaps up to a month, for teachers to fully 

understand and adapt into each student’s school schedules, classroom procedures and 

instructions to format classroom routines.   

Teachers were dealing with a classroom of students from different schools and sometimes 

even different grades.  Table 4.1 shows a sample of what the author’s classroom demographics 
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were like.  It shows the number of students, their grade, their respective schools, and different 

schoolteachers the author had to manage. 

Table 4.1 

Sample of Student Enrollment and Their Schools in One Classroom 

Number of 

Students 

Grade Number of 

Schools 

Number of 

Schoolteachers 
Student # 1  

Kindergarten 

School V Teacher A 

Student # 2 School W Teacher B 

Student # 3 School X Teacher C 

Student # 4 School Y Teacher D 

Student # 5  

1st 

 

School Z 

Teacher E 

Student # 6 

Student # 7 Teacher F 

Note.  There were 4 kindergarteners (Students #1-4) and 3 first graders (Students 5-7), totaling 7 

students in one classroom.  Seven students attended 5 different schools, with 3 first grade 

students from the same school (School Z) but with two different teachers (Teachers E and F).  

The author had to manage students’ arrival and departure while the students had 5 different 

school bell schedules and communicate with 6 different schoolteachers, while managing all 

student login information for various school applications and websites.  

 

Teachers with younger children had more responsibilities and a heavier workload 

because students needed more hands-on supervision and guidance with distance learning.  These 

teachers worked past their working hours to set up a system that would best support children’s 

online and in-person learning at the same time.  Teachers pondered how to best support students 

such as “when and what questions are appropriate to ask their schoolteacher or myself (the 

author) in the classroom?, what signals or gestures do [students] use to alert they need my 

[teacher’s] help without distracting their schoolteacher and/or other students, etc.” (Appendix B, 

p. 191).   
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Distance learning and the pandemic changed teachers’ role from afterschool tutors to 

schoolteachers and caregivers for children and their families.  The role of proxy classroom 

teachers was passed on to SSI teachers.  Teachers were supporting students in ways they were 

not qualified or equipped to do.  For example, there was a case of a student who showed signs of 

learning disability or special needs but none of the teachers at SSI were certified or experienced 

to give specialized instruction for students who needed it.  SSI teachers were a supplementary 

educational support for students.  They did not have the means to replicate school instruction and 

expertise in children’s well-rounded education.  However, teachers were expected to partially 

take on this responsibility and role during distance learning.   Supporting students with distance 

learning required a lot more adjustments, accountability, and responsibilities than expected.  

Teacher roles and duties only grew when they had to carry the responsibilities that the Directors 

failed to manage. 

SSI teachers were also working with student schoolteachers more closely than ever 

before.  Both SSI teachers and schoolteachers expected parents to be the first-line of 

communication and collaborator in student distance learning, but it was clear this dynamic would 

not work for students enrolled at SSI.  This was made clear immediately and impactfully once 

observers had noted parents’ lack of English proficiency.  It was SSI teachers, not parents, 

supervising students during distance learning.  SSI teachers had to communicate with 

schoolteachers directly to best support student learning during live digital instructions.  

Schoolteachers and SSI teachers faced some obstacles in the beginning.  For example: 

they [schoolteachers] had difficulty hearing our students [at SSI] since students had to 

keep their masks on in classrooms or had disrupting background noises.  Other times, 

students were distracted by other students in the classroom (their bell schedules were 
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different so some students would be on break while others are in session) which burdened 

schoolteachers more.  Our center also had internet issues in the beginning (we didn’t 

expect so much lagging with the internet connection due to so many children being 

logged on at the same time), which only added to schoolteacher’s plates when they 

needed to get their lesson going. (Appendix B, p. 193) 

The author expressed she felt “schoolteachers generally preferred having students distance learn 

from their homes, but they needed to understand that parents sent their children to SSI for 

distance learning for a reason, whether it was because they [parents] worked full time, felt lost 

with digital literacy, or due to language barrier” (Appendix B, p. 193).  There were cases when 

SSI teachers stepped in place for non-English speaking caretakers for parent conferences.  Both 

parties had to adjust their expectations and plans to work together as co-educators.   

As the author was later promoted to lead teacher, she took on some of Director Darla’s 

roles, acting as a liaison between teacher and parents in kindergarten and first grade classrooms, 

training new teachers, substitute teaching for absent teachers, and stepping in to assist teachers in 

classroom and student management.  Though specifically assigned to assist kindergarten and first 

grade, due to her flexibility and mobility within and across classrooms, she was able to work 

with other teachers and offer the kind of support teachers needed because she was having the 

same experience herself.  She was able to mediate communication between teachers and 

directors about teacher needs.  She took the initiative to give feedback on student concerns based 

on her observations to the directors so that they could speak to parents about these concerns.   

Parents.  Most families enrolled at SSI during distance learning for the following main 

reasons: 1) both parents were working full time and could not supervise children’s remote 

learning at home, 2) parents who did not speak English as their first language were lost and did 
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not understand school updates and plans about distance learning, and/or 3) parents did not feel 

digitally fluent enough to feel confident in supporting their children’s learning on digital 

platforms.  Some parents experienced the schoolteachers as unsupportive during the distance 

learning transition.  The author recounts a parent’s experience of a schoolteacher’s “annoyance, 

impatience, and frustration” (Appendix B, p. 197) with the parent’s lack of digital fluency that 

made the parent feel humiliated.  By enrolling students in SSI’s distance learning support 

program, parents “hoped for a one-stop solution to their concerns: they expected once they 

enrolled their children, their concerns would be taken care of immediately and solely by SSI” 

(Appendix B, p. 185).  For SSI to be prepared to support students’ distance learning, parents 

were informed to forward all distance learning-related information from their schools to 

directors.  However, parents were overwhelmed with the amount of information they were 

receiving while managing their own work as well.  Parents were informed about: 

1. New weekly arrangements for parents to pick up their child’s learning materials 

(textbooks, craft materials, paperwork, etc.) 

2. Class Bell schedules 

3. Information on how to create zoom accounts 

4. Information on how to create and manage email accounts for students 

5. Information how to manage school websites to check for student classwork and 

homework 

6. Information on how to digitally upload students’ work 

7. Educational websites students were going to use to count as grades for participation, 

etc.  
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While attempting to manage massive and constantly changing information from the students’ 

schools, the directors failed to properly follow up and assist parents in gathering needed 

resources.  Information got lost, delayed, or misunderstood.  Parents were “highly concerned 

with their children’s academic performance after months of no school” (Appendix B, p. 185) and 

their frustrations were taken out on SSI staff when things did not go as smoothly as planned.  

Parents argued, “I am sending my child to this afterschool so that you (SSI) can take care of 

things I can’t. If you can’t even do that, why am I sending my child here?” (Appendix B, pp. 

207-208).  The directors did not know how to address parent concerns and frustrations 

effectively, allowing parents to yell at both directors and teachers.   

 Parents were concerned with the management of the center by directors who seemed lost 

and unconcerned about the center, its students, and teachers, as observed when directors opened 

the center late on students’ first day of distance learning.  However, when teachers started to step 

up to communicate with parents directly, communication became easier and more reliable 

between parents and teachers as observed in the author’s experience.  The author gave parents 

her personal cell phone number and email to parents to contact her directly.  This helped:  

parents build more confidence and trust in me [author] as their children’s educator as well 

as develop a more one-on-one reliable and trusting relationship and communication 

between one another.  I was able to work fast in terms of managing zoom meetings and 

bell schedule changes for my students, …. [and this] allowed me to communicate with 

parents about their child’s academic and socioemotional needs directly.  (Appendix B, p. 

192) 

Parents in the author’s classroom communicated and worked directly with the author herself.  

Directors were no longer involved in between parent-teacher collaboration for students’ learning 
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in the classroom.  When the author was promoted as lead teacher and a new teacher was hired for 

her classroom, there were no big conflicts or issues that arose since the author properly trained 

and mediated parent-teacher relationships to ease the transition for both parents and the new 

teacher.   

 Students.  Students were engaged in a totally new and different type of learning.  It was 

the first time students had experienced learning on a live, digital learning platform and many 

were “excited to use their digital devices for learning” (Appendix B, p. 190).   While students 

were excited to see their friends online, “some [students] were anxious and intimidated by the 

new experience, facing something similar to stage fright.  Speaking while seeing oneself on 

camera and having all your classmates and teaches look at you through the camera was a 

different and intimidating experience for some” (Appendix B, p. 190).  It was observed that 

younger students needed more time to adjust learning on a digital platform as they needed more 

hands-on help signing in, such as entering their login information and adapting to the rules of 

digital etiquette for online learning.   

The author noted that younger children in her classroom took longer to learn digital 

learning, naming skills such as “knowing how to sign in on Zoom on their own, setting up their 

login email/password on their desks and knowing which ones to use for their various apps, how 

to and when to mute/unmute, know how to enter breakout rooms in Zoom, connect their 

headphones via Bluetooth, check if their Wi-Fi connection is on, and so on.” (Appendix B, p. 

191).  In normal circumstances, children learning remotely at home would be supervised by their 

caregivers with one-on-one attention and support.  However, since teachers at SSI were working 

with multiple children at the same time, it took more time for children to wait their turn, and 

eventually gain those skills through practice.   
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 Students learning remotely at SSI were also learning how to balance and navigate two 

different learning platform rules and procedures: one on-line learning and in-person learning at 

SSI.  For example, students needed to learn how to differentiate which questions were 

appropriate for their schoolteachers or their hagwon teachers and which signals to use to alert 

their hagwon teachers for help without distracting their schoolteacher or other students in the 

classroom during their online learning.  Learning how to take their breaks quietly due to different 

bell schedules with other students added another layer of rules and practices students had to 

learn.  

Case Studies of Students.   

 Rachel.  Rachel was a 2nd grade student attending a public school.  She had a substitute 

teacher for the entire semester who did not have consistent lesson plans or assignments, nor did 

he check or grade them systematically nor in a timely manner.  She mostly had “coloring pages 

and 2-3 pages of math homework per week” (Appendix B, p. 197).  Both her SSI teacher and the 

author was not sure what routine or structure her class had during distance learning.  Rachel was 

timid and shy and did not speak up or participate much.  She did not thrive academically or 

socially during distance learning as it was easy for her to disengage and miss an entire day’s of 

class.  The author focused on working with her one on one in building her self-confidence in her 

skills and strengths, building a relationship with her first to encourage other aspects of her 

development.  The author also built a “collaborative partnership with her parents to make sure 

we were on the same page encouraging her and keeping her accountable and proud about her 

school work” (Appendix B, p. 198).  

 Joe.  Joe was a 1st grade student who attended a charter school.  The author categorized 

Joe as a student who spoke little to no English.  He had previously struggled in kindergarten and 
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was described as disengaged and unresponsive during class time.  Entering first grade with 

distance learning was not beneficial to Joe at all.  The author described it was easy for Joe to 

“zone out during Zoom sessions and miss an entire day of school.  Joe ignored/was unresponsive 

and turned cameras off when called on by his schoolteacher because, I [author] assume, speaking 

up digitally in class made him feel more on the spot with his limited English” (Appendix B, p. 

198).  Although his schoolteacher did her best to get him to engage and placed him in special 

smaller groups to engage him socially and academically, Joe’s level of engagement was very 

low, even with the author’s encouragement.  His schoolteacher could not supervise or assist him 

over other students who were in her class as well, leaving Joe to be left behind for majority of his 

distance learning experience of first grade.  Students like Joe were recommended by the author to 

receive separate services such as one-on-one tutoring, as he critically needed to critically master 

his foundational basics of the alphabet and CVC words to catch up with his first grade class.  

However, it was difficult to collaborate with his caretakers as they were busy with work and did 

not seem to prioritize or be concerned with Joe’s academics as much as his teachers were.  The 

author assisted Joe as much as she could in respect to Joe’s parents’ wishes but noted there was 

little progress that could be made without the reinforcement of parent support and lack of 

schoolteacher collaboration/communication.  

 David.  David was a kindergarten student who attended a private school.  He and his 

main caretakers, his grandparents, only spoke Korean and were very anxious and concerned 

about his first year in school through distance learning.  The author and David’s grandparents 

worked closely together with the author attending schoolteacher-parent conference on their 

behalf.  The author also collaborated with David’s schoolteacher who was responsive to David’s 

needs and happy to work with SSI teachers.  David had private tutoring for English as well as 
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one-on-one time with the author to go over his class lessons upon the request of his caretakers.  

David’s schoolteacher was happy to share about “his +149 jump on his practice district 

benchmark test that moved his placement from ‘Intervention’ to ‘At benchmark’” (Appendix B, 

p. 200), an improvement that was made in just 2 months.   

Challenges and Adaptations Related to Digital Technology and Screen Time  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  SSI directors’ role in helping families 

transition into distance learning were to communicate with parents to obtain and confirm 

distance learning information from their respective schools.  However, with changes in directors 

at such a pivotal time, it was clear directors were lost and did not know how to support families 

and teachers ease the difficulties of transitioning into distance learning.  

SSI administration underestimated the amount of data live video streaming took up for 

students’ distance learning.  Students experienced internet connectivity issues that disrupted their 

distance learning in the beginning as the center did not initially have the appropriate internet 

service plan to meet the demands of distance learning streaming in the beginning.   

Teachers.  SSI teachers did not expect the challenges of distance learning to be 

overwhelming.  We underestimated the amount of hands-on support and supervision younger 

children would need in the beginning of distance learning.  Since most classrooms had students 

that attended different schools, teachers had to quickly learn how to manage various types of 

school websites and applications students used.  It was chaotic and overwhelming at first but 

teachers eventually got accustomed to each school’s routines.   

All of SSI teaches were digitally fluent and were able to manage technical issues and 

glitches independently.  Teachers made sure student digital devices and apps such as Zoom were 

routinely updated to ensure smooth connectivity.  Internet connectivity issues were huge 
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stressors in the beginning when it disrupted students’ learning.  Teachers were under a lot of 

pressure from parents to make sure students were attending Zoom sessions successfully without 

falling behind.  Teachers did not like disrupting schoolteachers about what the students missed in 

cases of internet disruptions.  SSI teachers also observed several issues and complications that 

came from unrealistic expectations of children from schoolteachers.  The author quoted: 

schoolteachers were not always practical about the conditions of the environment 

children were in.  Schoolteachers constantly asked students to be showing up on Zoom 

camera a certain way.  Students got in trouble for drinking water during class time and 

report students as not participating or distracted if their faces were not showing up 

correcting on screen.  For example, there was an incident where a student dropped her 

eraser so she was off-screen to pick up her eraser.  However, her schoolteacher 

misunderstood the student was not paying attention/staying focused/ or fooling around 

because they disappeared from the zoom camera.  This also happened when students left 

their seats to reach over for their classwork and schoolteachers saw this as them getting 

out of their seat to fool around.  (Appendix B, p. 194) 

SSI teachers were stressed by trying to make sure students met their schoolteacher’s expectations 

and instructions properly, despite how unrealistic these expectations were.  Thankfully, 

schoolteachers did not maintain these expectations as distance learning continued.  Over time, 

they were more understanding about the realities of distance learning and had less 

misunderstandings about student behaviors.  Teachers also expressed their concern about the 

amount of time students were spending on their digital devices since their class lesson, activities, 

classwork, and homework were all digitized.  Student break times were also spent on their digital 

devices since social interaction and play were limited.   
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 Parents.  The announcement of schools to move towards digital learning for safe 

learning added a layer of anxiety and uncertainty for parents, especially for those who did not 

speak English fluently.  Most immigrant parents were not digitally fluent so having instructions 

and communications sent by email in English made transition into distance learning even more 

complex for parents.  Parents panicked with feelings of cluelessness about the lack of knowledge 

on how to go about setting up their children for distance learning.  According to the author’s 

observations, teachers “saw no formal remediation from schools addressing language barriers 

(specifically in Korean) while transitioning into distance learning.  It was largely dependent on 

the individual schoolteachers themselves.  Meaning, while not always the case, schoolteachers 

who were bilingual in Korean were more likely to assist parents set up for distance learning” 

(Appendix B, p. 185).   

Schoolteachers’ overwhelming feeling of helplessness and lack of support from their 

children’s schools were the driving factors to having them enroll their children to SSI for 

distance learning support.  Parents who enrolled their children in SSI for distance learning 

support heavily relied on SSI staff to take care of all their children’s academic challenges in 

transition to distance learning.  They hoped for a one-stop solution to their concerns and 

entrusted SSI with tremendous number of responsibilities no one fully understood or was 

prepared for.   

 Students.  Children, while excited, needed time to adapt into using their digital devices 

as means of learning platforms for school.  They needed to learn the technical aspects of learning 

digitally: “knowing how to sign in on Zoom on their own, setting up their login email/password 

on their desks and knowing which ones to use for their various apps, how to and when to 

mute/unmute, know how to enter breakout rooms in Zoom, connect their headphones via 
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Bluetooth, check if their Wi-Fi connection is on, and so on” (Appendix B, p. 191).  Students also 

needed to learn digital etiquettes of learning online such as knowing when to unmute themselves 

to speak, not playing games online while class was in session, and so forth.  Students at SSI also 

had to learn how to take care of their digital devices as they often lost or broke their chargers and 

headphones or spilled liquids around their digital devices risking water damage to their devices.   

COVID-19 Related Health Concerns and Safety Measures   

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  When Director Darla confronted a 

teacher out of frustration, she stated she was stressed from receiving a lot of complaints from 

parents and not having enough time to complete all her duties.  It was also clear Directors Darla 

and Elise were under immense pressure and were not able to work well together, very well 

compromising their own mental health, well-being, and mood while working at the center.   

 Teachers.  Distance learning was a traumatic experience for most of the teachers.  

Teachers did not have the support of either directors or parents and were often yelled and 

complained at.  Teachers cried from stress and helplessness, and it was the first time many 

teachers wanted to quit.  Quoted by the author in Appendix B about her experience during this 

time, she stated, “teachers…were on the verge of tears, or already crying, from the 

overwhelming tasks and lack of support from directors or anyone.  I felt suffocated, 

overwhelmed, and absolutely helpless.  Things were happening chaotically every day, I had no 

order or system in place to manage all the new responsibilities that emerged on a daily basis, and 

things did not slow down or stop for me to think.  It was the first time I wanted to quit” (p. 185).  

Teachers wanted to quit but they felt obligated to stay since leaving during this period would 

prove detrimental to students’ transition into distance learning.  Teachers chose their dedication 

to support students over their own mental well-being.   
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 However, with changes to the author’s role as a lead teacher, there were shifts in 

teachers’ mood and sense of support as they began to communicate: 

during and outside of work hours to talk about work-related stress, observations and 

suggestions, issues, and resolutions.  Though we [teachers] felt lack of support from our 

directors and management, knowing that we weren’t alone in our struggles and 

emotionally supporting one another gave us strength.  We relied on each other and lifted 

each other’s spirits up by occasionally picking up morning coffee and light snacks for one 

another before work. (Appendix B, p. 195)  

Parents.  While parents were worried about COVID-19, their concerns and uncertainty 

about distance learning were greater.  When preparations for distance learning did not go 

smoothly and communication between schools, parents, and SSI staff got lost or delayed, parents 

let out their frustration on both SSI directors and teachers.  It was clear parents were anxious, 

stressed, and frustrated with their children’s transitions into distance learning and had no proper 

resource or guidance to mitigate those stresses, especially when they had no support working 

with SSI directors as well.   

Parents may have also dealt with humiliation and lack of support from their schools and 

even schoolteachers, as the author recounts a parent’s encounter with a schoolteacher who was 

annoyed, impatient, and frustrated with the parent’s lack of digital literacy.  The schoolteacher 

made the parent feel incompetent in their ability to support their child’s learning.   

Students.  Teachers observed students crying from the different stresses that came with 

distance learning.  It was evident that schoolteachers did not have realistic expectations and 

standards for students’ behavior and environment for distance learning.  For example, some 

students had teachers that based student participation points based on whether or not students 
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were able to answer problems correctly with a short amount of time to solve them.  Incorrect 

answers were penalized.  This caused extreme stress for some students, causing them to cry.  It 

was recorded “Both parents and SSI teachers contacted the schoolteacher if she can slow down 

the lesson plans to give students enough time to learn them but her [schoolteacher] answer was, 

‘I’m preparing them for the 3rd grade.  These are things they should learn’” (Appendix B, p. 

196).  In another case, a student’s testing website crashed without their work being saved.  The 

student was reported to be extremely stressed and anxious during his testing, with teacher’s 

observations of several students crying online.   

Spring 2021 Distance Learning – January to March 2021 

Early Childhood Education Director Competencies  

 SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  Directors Darla and Elise were fired at 

the end of December due to a verbal altercation that happened with children and staff present.  

The author was asked by Anna to step into the directorship role due to her seniority at the center 

as well as her familiar relationship with families of SSI.  Angela, a teacher who worked at SSI 

prior to the pandemic and during distance learning was also recommended for the position of 

assistant director by the author, as the two had “worked closely as colleagues before and had 

been trained by me [author] before” (Appendix B, p. 201).  Angela was first hired at SSI in 2018 

and was majoring in Child Development for her undergraduate degree.  The author was trained 

by Anna and Elise who stayed for an additional week for training purposes.  By January 2021, 

student enrollment had increased to 50 students with 7 classrooms.  It helped that the author was 

digitally fluent as she was able to manage and troubleshoot administrative tasks fairly quickly.   

 One of the first things the author prioritized as director was to improve and support SSI 

teacher morale as well as strengthening her relationships with families of SSI.  She “worked 
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quickly to familiarize myself with the logistics of the position … so that I [she] can focus on 

building a more human to human support and relationship with our teachers that’s been 

disintegrating since the pandemic” (Appendix B, p. 201).  Although recruitment during the 

pandemic was still difficult, she managed to successfully hire three new teachers and reached out 

to a teacher she had successfully trained and worked at SSI before.  New hires included teacher 

assistants to support existing teachers for distance learning.   

 When wage compensation for teachers became difficult due to the financial status of the 

center, the author compensated in other supportive ways that included, company dinners, small 

tokens of appreciation, coffee and pastries in the morning, as well monthly birthday celebrations 

with cake and cards by staff.  The author “encouraged open and honest communication from 

teachers …and made sure they felt supported when they felt overwhelmed by parent requests by 

acting as a liaison between them” (Appendix B, p. 203).  The author checked in with teachers on 

a weekly or biweekly basis and initiated support since she was well-versed with what distance 

learning demanded from SSI teachers.  Checking in classrooms and interacting with teachers 

helped rebuild a sense of community at the center.   

 Parent-director relationships were also prioritized by the author.  The author took the 

initiative to hold small talk with parents during student pick up and drops offs and since the 

author checked in with teachers and their classrooms routinely, she was able to make 

knowledgeable consultations and plan effective collaborations with parents in regard to their 

child’s education.  In the author’s words, “parents could tell our staff was more involved and 

invested in their child’s academics and our relationship with them” (Appendix B, p. 204).  Much 

of parent misunderstandings and frustrations were dispelled by regular communication and warm 

relationships.  Thank you cards were also organized by the director to show appreciation for 
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parent support and strengthen parent-center bonds for parents who began to drop off treats for all 

of SSI staff, such as drinks, bagels, and donuts.  Parents felt less frustrated and more comfortable 

to speak “more casually about their concerns as they felt more seen and heard” (Appendix B, p. 

204).  This was exemplified when several parents had concerns about the amount of screen time 

children were having during distance learning.  The author stated: 

this issue was an issue that was left unresolved by our previous directors.  After having 

many discussions with many of the concerned parents, our center decided to revoke all 

recreational use of digital devices Monday-Thursday and only allow them for Fun 

Fridays when students had completed their weekly homework and classwork for that 

week.  We also added prizes and treats students can purchase with their coupons they 

would receive throughout the week for Fun Fridays.  Parents and I came to an agreement 

of allowing students to bring in their own toys (i.e., Pokémon cards, Beyblades, dolls, 

etc.) to play with during their breaks as long as we both reinforced children into 

practicing good COVID-19 hygiene (keep masks on when interacting, sanitizing their 

toys and hands before and after).  (Appendix B, p. 205)  

Having a renewed strengthened relationship with parents allowed the director and parents to 

collaborate together in finding resolutions together and work as partners.  The author reiterated 

the importance of parent cooperation and support throughout her directorship role at the center.   

 SSI teacher expectations had to be addressed for parents during the author’s directorship 

role.  Parents were previously allowed to complain and yell directly at teachers during the 

beginning of distance learning.  Parent frustration and issues were taken out on SSI staff but 

were not properly addressed by previous directors.  To tackle this issue, the author stated: 
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Transparency and communication were key.  I [author] informed the shoes SSI teachers 

were filling in as proxy teachers, and the duties and responsibilities SSI teachers had to 

all students, not just their child.  I [author] had to remind them that our program was 

meant to only act as proxy classrooms, but that we did not know that we would be acting 

as proxy teachers as well.  I [author] asked for grace, understanding, and partnership to 

work together to overcome these challenging times together.   

Properly addressing this issue and expectations allowed parents to be “more understanding and 

supportive.  They were more vocal with their concerns in ways that were inform and work 

together – not blame or antagonize teachers” (Appendix B, p. 208).  This encouraged parents to 

be more proactive in working with both director and schools so all parties were “on the same 

page in regard to student progress and concerns” (Appendix B, p. 208).   

 Teachers.  While teachers’ responsibilities and duties remained unchanged in managing 

students’ online learning, there was more emotional support and technical help from the author 

as director.  Assistant teachers were hired to support teachers in all areas of work.  The new 

director supported teachers and managed all parent concerns and issues on behalf of teachers.  

Teachers were able to rely on the director to act as a liaison between parents and teachers and to 

remediate misunderstandings and have a solution-based attitude that did not end up with parents 

yelling at them.  Teachers were encouraged to have open and honest communication with the 

director.  This was easier because the new director was well known by most of the teachers for 

years.   

 Parents.  Parents were “relieved to work with people they were familiar with” (Appendix 

B, p. 201) referring to the author and Angela when they took over SSI’s leadership positions.  

Some families have been attending SSI since their children were in kindergarten and first grade 
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in the author’s class and the author had watched their children graduate to upper grades over the 

years.    

 Students.  The director had close and familiar relationships with all of the students at the 

center due to her seniority at the center as well as the positions she held that allowed her to meet 

and work with students outside her classroom. 

COVID-19 Related Economic and Financial Hardships  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  As the author was promoted to the 

position of director, she was able to confirm the financial situation of the center first-hand.  It 

was revealed that SSI was registering negative revenue and struggled to pay rent with the 

building management.  Though she could not “dramatically change the current pay of our 

teachers,” (Appendix B, p. 202), she planned “planned company dinners, brought coffee and 

pastries in the morning for teachers, occasionally gifted small tokens of appreciation for teachers, 

and established monthly meetings and birthday celebrations together” (Appendix B, p. 203) at 

the personal expenses of both the author and assistant director, Angela.  The author also reported 

it was difficult finding qualified applicants or any applicants during this period.  She consulted 

with her peers in other similar fields who confirmed they were also “facing staff shortages and 

no-shows due to unemployment financial aids” (Appendix B, p. 202).   

 Teachers.  SSI teachers’ compensation did not change.  Instead, they had more clarity 

through the author’s honest conversations about the center’s financial status by the author.   

 Parents.  Since the center’s reopening in June 2020, families were allowed to pay tuition 

in payments and late fees were waived during the duration of the pandemic.  Individual family 

financial situations were handled on a case-by-case basis with full confidentiality between 

director and parents.   
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 Students.  None available. 

COVID-19 Related Health Concerns and Safety Measures  

 All participants.  Continued as before.  

COVID-19 Related Challenges and Issues Raised in Changes to Children’s Education 

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  None available or applicable. 

Teachers.  Teachers now had a director and assistant director who understood the 

logistics of distance learning.  Teachers were better supported by SSI administration and by 

assistant teachers that were hired.  Teachers had more time to give more support to their 

classrooms and students.   

Parents.  Parents were more understanding of SSI teacher responsibilities with the help 

of the author’s communication and advocacy.  Parents worked in partnership with both teachers 

and directors to support student learning.   

Students.  The topic regarding the limitations of distance learning was brought up when 

school progress reports came out for kindergarten students.  The author “felt that there were 

some discrepancies in real life and digital observations” (Appendix B, p. 205) as she disagreed 

with some of the comments made in the children’s report.  For example, a bright and active 

kindergarten student was suggestively described as having behavioral problems.  However, the 

author observed the student to be an eager and engaged student, who “was easily bored by 

remote learning.  Her behavior was what I [author] considered normal for an active kindergarten 

student who was learning from a digital screen” (Appendix B, p. 206).  This was problematic 

when it affected the mother of the child who now believed her child was a “bad student.”  The 

author reassured the student would thrive with in-person learning, which the child did, without 
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problems, when her school integrated hybrid in-class learning soon thereafter, in the months that 

followed.   

 Students with learning disabilities were also at a huge disadvantage with distance 

learning.  This was the case for a kindergarten student in whom SSI teachers observed 

characteristics that were indicative of special needs.  Schools were not doing in-person 

assessments for students during this time and schoolteachers were unable to make these kind of 

observations through remote learning.  The student displayed:  

high sensitivity to noise, was not interested nor responsive to external stimuli to 

environment around her (things happening in the classroom), had lack of eye contact, 

displayed repetitive movements (walking back and forth), could not stay in her seat, 

didn’t really respond to her name (ex: face doesn’t turn towards speaker), and did not 

know how to socially interact with children her age so she usually played by herself, etc. 

(Appendix B, p. 207)  

SSI teachers were not equipped or trained to properly support students with learning disabilities 

or special needs.  The SSI teacher with the mentioned student observed the student was 

“academically significantly behind compared to her peers and struggled to support her learning 

efficiently” (Appendix B, p. 207).   

Challenges and Adaptations Related to Digital Technology and Screen Time  

 Parents.  Parents concerned about the amount of screen time students were having due to 

distance learning.  Students were allowed to use their digital devices for educational games and 

apps during break time since normal social play and interaction were restricted due to COVID-

19.  Parents felt that there was too much screen time for their children as they were using it all 

day for school, homework, and recreational use.  Besides socio-emotional concerns, parents 
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observed students suffering from neck aches due to their necks being hunched over their iPad 

and abnormal blinking due to excessive screen time.  We had a student receiving chiropractic 

treatment on her neck because of her neck aches.   

 Unsupervised use of children’s digital communication with other children was of issue as 

well.  With the widespread use of digital devices during the pandemic, parents were realizing 

their children were able to virtually hang out or message other children that parents did not 

know.  Children were being introduced to one another through children’s game apps or from 

their friends who were discovering the use of FaceTime and messaging through their iPad.  This 

broke the social normalcy of how children often socialized with one another under the 

supervision and knowledge of their parents.  One parent overheard her child in conversation with 

another child she did not know via iPad who was using language or slang terms the parent 

disapproved of. 

Students.  Some students showed signs of sleep deprivation due to screen time past 

midnight.  Students fell asleep or were sleepy during zoom session during the day time.  These 

issues were communicated immediately to parents by the director.  Parents and SSI staff worked 

together to educate and enforce healthy screen time at the center at home since children threw 

tantrums with shortened screen time.  Children were presented with a united coalition about of 

parents and SSI staff about proper uses of their digital devices.     

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  The director worked in partnership 

with parents to address their concerns about use of digital device.  Parents kept the director well 

informed about their medical professionals’ recommendations for their children’s ailment due to 

digital device use.  This included limiting screen time, practicing proper posture while using 
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digital device, and to making sure children blinked often during live digital instruction, in 

addition to having time away from their screens during break times.    

The director also gave recommendations to parents about “having boundaries when 

children can access their techs for digital communication and having them [parents] encourage 

and promote open communication with their child while also using the benefits of parental 

control on digital devices” (Appendix B, p. 209).  Parents also wanted SSI staff’s support in 

enforcing proper use of digital device and communication with students.   

 Teachers.  Besides getting accustomed to the routines of distance learning and 

troubleshooting digital glitches; No changes or additional data.  

Spring 2021 Hybrid Learning – March to April 2021 

COVID-19 Related Challenges and Issues Raised in Changes to Children’s Education 

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).   

Hybrid Schedule Preparation.  Private school parents were informed about their 

transition into hybrid learning about three weeks before it started.  It was observed that private 

schools provided newsletters and virtual conference meetings about their plans for hybrid 

learning transition for families.  Virtual meetings provided school personnel to offer a more 

detailed explanation to their hybrid learning plan and hold a Q&A for parents.  One specific 

private school offered three meetings in total, each at 6:30 PM to accommodate for working 

parent hours.  Parents were well informed of their school hybrid plans and the information 

directors received was “organized and easy to understand and gave our center enough time to 

adapt and arrange our schedules and expectations” (Appendix B, p. 210).  SSI was able to get a 

good start in planning and arranging preparations to transition into hybrid scheduling (i.e., 

rearranging teacher scheduling, arranging drivers and pick up times, informing teachers on what 
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to expect, etc.).  When hybrid schedules began for private schools, SSI had a smooth transition 

into students’ hybrid learning without any problems.     

Charter school families also had virtual meetings from their schools that informed them 

of hybrid learning plans.  One charter school also provided Korean translation meetings for non-

English-speaking families.  Virtual meetings were offered at various times of the day (9:00 am, 

and between 4:00-7:00 pm) and were offered during multiple days at some schools.  Charter 

school parents were less anxious compared to public school parents in regard to how well they 

were being informed about transition into hybrid learning.   

Public school families were also notified about the possibilities of their school’s hybrid 

learning reopening plans but were uncertain or unclear about the news they received.  For 

example, parents did not have answers to SSI director questions about hybrid learning (when 

does it start? What days and time do students need pick up arrangements?).  Parents relied on SSI 

to find updates on school news on their webpages or to translate notifications they received from 

their schools.  It is not known if there were any virtual meetings were held by public schools as 

parents were not aware of any.   

Hybrid Schedule Reality.  One of the things schools focused on was separating students 

into different cohorts to prevent mixing of students and thus virus transmission.  One example of 

a private school’s hybrid schedule is captured in Table 4.2.   
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Table 4.2 

Private School Hybrid Schedule Sample  

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Kindergarten 8:00 am - 1:00 pm 8:00 am -

12:00 pm 

1st  8:00 am - 1:30 pm 8:00 am -

12:00 pm 

3rd & 4th  Group A 

8:00 am -

2:00 pm 

 

Group B 

Distance 

Learning 

Group B 

8:00 am -

2:00 pm 

 

Group A 

Distance 

learning 

Group A 

8:00 am -

2:00 pm 

 

Group B 

Distance 

Learning 

Group B 

8:00 am -

2:00 pm 

 

Group A 

Distance 

learning 

 

All Groups 

Distance 

Learning 

  

LAUSD hybrid schedule pick-up times were much more arbitrary compared to private 

school pick up times.  Students in all elementary grades were separated into two groups of AM 

and PM cohorts.  Public school hybrid schedules typically looked like those in Table 4.3: 

LAUSD Hybrid Schedule Sample.  

 

Table 4.3 

LAUSD Hybrid Schedule Sample 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

AM Cohort 8:00 am -

10:30 am 

8:00 am - 11:00 am 

PM Cohort 11:30 am -

2:00 pm 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 

 

Parents noted the schedules were arbitrary, as they would not be able to leave work to 

pick up or drop off their children at varied mid-day hours at 10:30 am, 11:00 am, 11:30 am, 2:00 

pm, and 3:00 pm.  With only 2 months of school left, parents felt “there was no point in sending 

in their child for on-campus hybrid learning that only lasted 2-3 hours a day” (Appendix B, p. 
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213), especially when pick up times were not practical or considerate of their working hours.  

Pick up arrangements for public schools were also considerably much more difficult to arrange 

for the following reasons.   

 Table 4.4 depicts how many students and the different schools SSI served.  It is important 

to take note that a large number of private school students came from 2 schools while public 

school students came from over 10 different schools.  This meant it was easier for SSI to arrange 

rides to pick up a private school students since there were greater number of students to pick up 

from only one or two private schools.  However, SSI would have to hire multiple drivers to send 

to multiple schools for only 1 or 2 students.  SSI did not have the resources or funds to arrange 

drivers to pick up public school students who were scattered throughout across over 10 different 

schools.   

 

Table 4.4 

Number of Students and School Types SSI Served During Spring 2021 

 Public 

 

Charter Private 

Number of Schools 12 

  

2 

 

3 

 

Number of Students  Approximately 20 Approximately 10 Approximately 20 

 

Teachers.  Teachers of all grades at SSI felt strongly about having students return to on-

campus learning as soon as possible.  They observed students making significant improvements 

from on-campus learning.  SSI teachers also found that private and charter school personnel were 

easier to work with as “they were more responsive in emails, cooperative and willing to 

collaborate, and most importantly had kind and supportive attitudes.  They were more inclined to 

have solution-based mindset over seeing us [SSI teachers] as another burden or hassle to deal 
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with” (Appendix B, p. 213).  This was reflective of SSI teacher experiences during distance 

learning as well.   

Parents.  Families with children in kindergarten through second grade were more eager 

to have students return to campus for hybrid learning compared to families with students in third 

grade and older.  It was observed that “families who attended private and charter schools were 

more invested in their schools or that schools were able to work more closely with families they 

served.  As a result, parents were more informed and updated on the transitions to on-campus 

learning” (Appendix B, p. 212).  In fact, private school parents had positive personal 

relationships with school personnel and knew most staff by name.  In contrast, public school 

families seemed more disconnected from their public school personnel.  Parents did not know the 

new teachers on a personal level and did not share the same kind of familiarity and mutual level 

of trust and partnership private school parents appreciated.   

Students.  Teachers “noticed significant improvements from students attending on-

campus learning immediately” (Appendix B, p. 211), describing students are more “active, 

engaged, inspired to learn, less irritable from staying indoors for so long, and more sociable with 

other students in class, most notably with the kindergarteners” (Appendix B, p. 211).  By April 

2021, 22 private school students and two public school students attended hybrid learning, out of 

49 students who attended SSI.   

COVID-19 Related Economic and Financial Hardships  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  When schools started to open up for 

hybrid schedules, SSI could not offer adequate ride services for families due to “low student 

numbers and limited numbers of drivers and availability additional fees had to be added for ride 

services” (Appendix B, p. 214).  
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Teachers.  None available or applicable. 

Parents.  Although parents were desperate to have their children join hybrid learning 

when schools started to open up, if SSI could not offer ride services for their child, they had no 

choice but to have their child continue distance learning.   

Students.  None available or applicable. 

COVID-19 Related Health Concerns and Safety Measures  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  None available or applicable. 

Teachers.  None available or applicable. 

Parents.  Some parents were concerned with the lack of socialization their child was 

getting due to distance learning.  There was one family who moved from Las Vegas to 

specifically look for hagwons like SSI due to their fear of the lack of socialization their child had 

since distance learning.  The family had moved from Korea right before the pandemic started and 

the student had not been able to make any friends for a whole year.  The parent purposely moved 

to Koreatown, specifically to find a hagwon to help socialize her child with other Korean 

American children.  SSI families were also observed planning playdates with one another.   

Students.  None available or applicable. 

Challenges and Adaptations Related to Digital Technology and Screen Time  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors).  None available or applicable. 

Teachers.  None available or applicable. 

Parents.  None available or applicable. 

Students.  Kindergarten teachers from a private school continued to utilize the benefits of 

remote learning for small reading groups during hybrid learning.   
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSIONS 

Introduction 

While Chapter 4 presents accounts of the events the author experienced while working at 

SSI during the pandemic, this chapter will serve to allow the author and readers to review the 

recorded events through a more reflective and analytical approach.  Themes that have been 

prevalent during each period will be assessed with academic literature and guidelines that may 

provide implications or suggest correlations for future studies.  Since hagwon organizational 

structure and internal relationships resemble preschool centers to a certain extent – clearly more 

than public schools, the California Preschool Program Guideline (CPPG) will be used as a 

reference point to guide and compare.  A separate section discussing the different experiences 

families and SSI teachers had working with different types of schools will also be discussed.  For 

this purpose, schools are separated into two main groups of 1) private and charter schools, and 2) 

public schools (LAUSD) to address the different characteristics of distinctive school types and 

how they responded to mitigate distance learning challenges during the pandemic.  The 

difference in responses and actions taken by different schools will help provide suggestions for 

future improvements in support, planning, and approach to action for families and schoolteachers 

when similar crisis should arise.  In addition, theoretical implications and models will be 

mentioned, such as Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model, to explore how COVID-19 affected 

relationships between different stakeholders.   

Summer Program 2020 – June to August 2020 Implications 

Poor Transition in Leadership Changes and Collaborative Work Community   

SSI leadership’s poor cultivation of team involvement and team building had been a 

running theme long before the pandemic.  SSI’s work culture predominantly followed a Korean 
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cultural business practices of top down authority due to the hagwon’s origin as a South Korean 

small business.  In an article called Korean Culture And Its Influence on Business Practice in 

South Korea, Lee (2012) stated South Korea had a high power distance and hierarchy structure in 

business politics meaning the management “[consisted] of top down decision-making” (p. 189), 

with its structure “highly centralized and formalized with authority concentrated in senior levels” 

(p. 189).  This was evident in how SSI HQ administration created the program, lesson planning, 

and curriculum on their own and SSI teachers’ main roles was to execute the plan.  Teacher input 

during the planning process was minimal if at all present.  Interestingly, this practice directly 

contradicts with CPPG’s (California Department of Education [CDE], 2015) recommended 

management of participative management style, or democratic leadership model.  In this model, 

staff contributes to making decisions, increasing their sense of job satisfaction and the likelihood 

to be committed to the company, increasing successfulness for high-quality centers.   

Understandably, SSI was experiencing huge losses and financial setbacks of the 

pandemic and scrambled to move quickly to sustain the survival of their business.  In just a short 

period of time, SSI HQ had to consider many things to plan for the reopening of their summer 

program during a pandemic.  In Transition Leadership: Navigating the Complexities of 

Organisational Change (Hayes, 2020), the author notes most frequent organizational changes 

were the underestimation and avoidance of transitional spaces.  According to Hayes (2020), “as 

leaders [focused] on achieving results, being compliant with regulations or laws and 

organisational change agendas, they [had] a tendency to launch from intention straight into 

implementation” (p. 7), a condition Hayes (2020) coined transitional blindness.  Symptoms of 

transitional blindness included oversimplication, haste, and impatience.   
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 SSI administration showed all three symptoms of transitional blindness.  

Oversimplication of summer program expectations, management changes, as well as teacher 

duties were evident as SSI teachers struggled to, as Hayes (2020) states, “[navigate] the 

complexities of their change agendas” (Hayes, 2020, p. 8).  SSI HQ were “[focused] on 

execution and delivery” (Hayes, 2020, p. 8) of their new management and summer programs but 

did not have a sturdy plan to suitably support or prepare teachers for their new responsibilities.  

This is well documented in the author’s notes as she documents teachers being:  

abruptly trust into work with a whole new team of HQ staff….there was no effort or time 

made by the management in building and establishing these relationships first before 

working together….meeting occurred just 2 weeks before planned reopening and covered 

many new topics and curriculum teachers would be using for the first time….teachers 

were also notified which grades they would be teaching 2-3 days before summer program 

began. (Chapter 4, p. 37) 

In fact, both Director Charlotte and SSI teachers were unprepared for the unexpected 

responsibilities and tasks that came with operating a children’s learning center during the 

pandemic.  SSI administration did not “invest [enough] time and effort exploring the transitional 

space” (Hayes, 2020, p.8) during SSI HQ management changes and the operational changes that 

would come with COVID-19.  SSI teachers were “expected to adopt different operational 

practices, requiring the acquisition of new knowledge and skills without fully understanding the 

context for change” (Hayes, 2020, p. 9), otherwise known as “resistance to change and politics” 

(Hayes, 2020, p. 33).  “Resistance to change and politics” is associated with “behavioural [sic] 

responses that unintentionally make the process of navigating change challenging and stressful 

experiences” (Hayes, 2020, p. 33) caused by ambiguity anxiety that naturally comes during 
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changes or transitions in organizations (Hayes, 2020).  As there was haste to “deliver tangible 

outcomes and show practical results” (Hayes, 2020, p. 8), leaders failed to prioritize the 

management of “stakeholder and workforce engagement strategies” (Hayes, 2020, p. 9).  SSI HQ 

administration “[directed all] their attention and [consolidated] the impact of their efforts” 

(Hayes, 2020, p. 8) into just one facet of organizational change, leaving them blind and 

unprepared to meet other challenges that would arise during the pandemic.   

The inclusion of teachers during organizational change as well as early lesson planning 

for the summer may have helped contribute to a more positive workplace environment for 

teachers’ return to work.  Having efficient communications about SSI’s expectations and 

standards of teaching would have been vital to teachers’ ability to prepare and perform their 

duties, increasing job satisfaction and overall mental well-being of teachers.  The combination of 

SSI’s failure to smoothly transition staff under new management, the unfortunate timing of the 

pandemic, and Director Charlotte’s lack of background in early childhood education directly 

affected the low levels of teacher support and morale.   

Poor Director Competency and Leadership  

The role of a leader in an early childhood education center is multifaceted and “requires 

specialized training and expertise in addition to a solid grounding in child development 

knowledge” (CDE, 2015, p. 51).  However, director Charlotte previously stated her limited or 

lack of experience and education in child development.   Director Charlotte was not equipped to 

guide and coach teachers that would best serve children’s development during the pandemic.  

She did not have the resources to utilize the “best practices in early childhood education” (CDE, 

2015, p. 51).  CPPG (2015) listed “modeling, observation, and coaching” (CDE, 2015, p. 60) as 
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characteristics an experienced director would have in a collaborative learning partnership 

between director and teacher.   

Directors are likely to frequently visit teachers in their classrooms and integrate the 

knowledge and observations from classrooms “into reflective conversations with the teaching 

team” (CDE, 2015, p. 52).  This partnership was not evident between Director Charlotte and 

teachers while working at SSI.  It was recorded that Director Charlotte “mainly managed the 

front desk with administrative duties with little to no interaction with teacher” (Chapter 4, p. 36).  

Director-teacher engagements were not practiced during Director Charlotte’s directorship, 

evident by the lack of meetings and regular follow up or check-ins with teachers.  Teachers felt 

unsupported but more importantly, isolated.  While director Charlotte’s proficient office 

management skills helped run the center logistically, she did not have the degree of experience 

and expertise to care for the whole being of the center, which included its teachers and families.    

Director-Family Partnership 

Deteriorating parent-director relationship had been an ongoing issue at SSI before 

Director Charlotte since Anna’s departure as director in 2019.  Families had developed a strong 

sense of kinship and bond with Anna, with many of the families who had been at the center since 

their children were in kindergarten or first grade.  Changes in management due to SSI’s brand 

makeover made families anxious and unacquainted to the center as new faces took over the Los 

Angeles center administration while Anna moved to work at HQ.  Poorly transitioned leadership 

changes between 2019 and 2020 led to disastrous management mistakes that led to drops in 

enrollment numbers and program reputation.  A detailed chronology of events during this period 

is documented in Appendix B.  Anna was stretched thin to meet the demands of HQ while 

finding a proper director to successfully train and take over the Los Angeles branch in such a 
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short and restricted amount time.  Families had commented SSI center felt more like a business-

client relationship than kinship (Anna, lives in San Francisco, California, personal 

communication, 2020).  Consequently, Anna theorized, amidst the dangers of COVID-19, 

dwindling numbers of families did not have enough incentive to return when SSI reopened 

during the pandemic (Anna, lives in San Francisco, California, personal communication, 2020).  

COVID-19 Related Economic and Financial Hardships 

 SSI administration experienced a tremendous amount of lost income due to low student 

enrollment for their summer 2020 program.  SSI counted on their fun summer programs for 

majority of their yearly revenue (since they had their highest student enrollment during this 

program period due to availability for full-day care as opposed to part-time care during the 

school year).  This meant higher tuition with more students.  In addition, summer programs acted 

as a great marketing opportunity as families and friends naturally spread word about the program 

so children can spend their summers together.  However, the pandemic hit right before SSI could 

promote their summer program in addition to two new branch big openings. It put a halt to their 

construction, marketing, and revenue.  With approximately 15 students enrolled in its LA center, 

compared to its usual 100 students enrolled, fewer teachers were hired, and teachers were offered 

a shortened number of working hours.   

 To put into perspective the kind of obstacles SSI HQ might have been experienced as a 

small business during a pandemic, several researchers calculated the aftermath of COVID-19’s 

cost to people’s businesses almost a year after the Safer At Home Order was enacted in Los 

Angeles.  Several news media such as Spectrum and the Daily News reported that Los Angeles 

lost the most number of small businesses of any city across the U.S, confirming numbers as high 

as 7,500 small businesses and 400,000 jobs lost (Smith, 2021).  According to Yelp’s Economic 
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Report, Poukish and Cohen (2021) stated that 15,000 businesses listed in Los Angeles area were 

closed since the pandemic “with half of those [closures] expected to be permanent” (Poukish & 

Cohen, 2021, para. 1).  SSI could have also become a statistic in those numbers.  They managed 

the best they could to keep their business afloat.  Bill Allen, CEO of the Los Angeles Economic 

Development Corporation commented on the robust and enduring quality of small business 

owners, stating, “entrepreneurs tend to be very resilient…they face challenges, they face 

competition locally and globally, they have to pivot all the time to stay ahead of the curve and 

follow consumer taste, if not lead consumer taste” (Poukish & Cohen, 2021, para. 17).  Despite 

its many shortcomings, SSI fought to persevere.   

SSI Teachers’ Stress and Anxiety Amidst COVID-19 

 Although SSI administration took physical steps to reduce risks of COVID-19 

transmission at the center by enforcing face masks, restricting visitation, temperature checks, 

limiting student to teacher ratio, etc., the socio-emotional fears and anxiety of COVID-19 were 

never addressed nor adequately considered by the leadership.  SSI HQ virtual meetings briefly 

addressed physical measures the center would take for safety and when teachers returned to work 

for summer program but teachers’ socio-emotional or their mental well-being was never 

addressed.  There were also no proactive steps taken by Director Charlotte to handle this matter 

as well, as there were no emotional support or connection between director and staff.   

In a survey responses collected from over 5,000 U.S. teachers, Cipriano and Brackett 

(2020) revealed that the “five most-mentioned feelings among all teachers were: anxious, fearful, 

worried, overwhelmed and sad. Anxiety, by far, was the most frequently mentioned emotion” 

(Cipriano & Brackett, 2020, para. 3).  Reasons for these emotions were categorized into two 

possibilities: “a general fear that they or someone in their family would contract COVID-19…. 
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[and] stress around managing their and their families’ needs while simultaneously working full-

time from home and adapting to new technologies for teaching” (Cipriano & Brackett, 2020, 

para. 4).   

These fears also resonated for SSI teachers as they, too, experienced anxiety and stress 

returning back to work when COVID-19 infection and death rates were rising in Los Angeles.  

All teachers lived with their family members so fear of transmitting or catching COVID-19 was 

extremely high.  Teachers were concerned with the lack of ventilation of the SSI center, kept 

their work clothes in a separate bag, and took showers every day after work.  Teachers at SSI 

may have felt stronger negative emotions due to the isolation they felt from the lack of support 

and minimal interaction they had with both directors and fellow colleagues at their workplace.   

The well-being of educators is directly associated with the quality of care and interaction 

they have with children.  Kwon et al., (2019) stated “teacher-child interactions are crucial 

support for children’s development across domains, including social-emotional, social-cognitive 

(e.g., self-regulation), and language …. [and] teachers’ ability to deploy the needed strategies 

might be impaired by depressive symptoms” (p. 1).  This includes “greater irritability, and less 

flexibility which, in a classroom, could result in less support for children’s emotional and 

behavioral development” (Kwon et al., 2019, p. 1).  The extent to which SSI students were 

affected by SSI teachers during the pandemic is precisely unknown.  However, SSI teachers’ 

ability to bring high-quality attention and care to students very well may have been compromised 

by the state of teachers’ own mental well-being.  

Lack of SSI Teacher Support During Role Changes 

SSI HQ had a curriculum ready for the summer program but they underestimated the 

intensity of their program, given the socio-emotional, cognitive, and behavioral state of children 
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after being in lock down.  SSI HQ also overlooked the potential mental and emotional state 

teachers would be in.  Teachers felt isolated, anxious, fearful, and stressed but dealt with these 

emotions entirely on their own.  They were supporting children’s learning while managing the 

unprecedented challenges to their daily lives by COVID-19.   

Although HQ responded quickly to teacher and student feedback when informed about 

the unpracticality of their summer curriculum, it was clear that the teachers needed additional 

support.  While the role of SSI teachers dramatically changed from just providing supplementary 

academic support to supporting a larger portion of student academic learning and overall well-

being, Director Charlotte failed to adequately prepare and support teachers.  In a survey of over 

1,000 Canadian teachers by Sokal, Babb, and Trudel (2020), it was “suggested that teachers 

coped better when they experienced the support of families, administrators, and coworkers” (p. 

492), but these kind of support systems were not available for SSI teachers.  SSI teachers were 

isolated in their classrooms and hardly had any contact or relationship with parents, colleagues, 

or director.   

SSI teacher struggled to take on their expanded roles while also navigating their own 

lives with anxiety and stress.  With SSI HQ’s increased expectation and tasks for teachers, they 

attempted to help SSI teachers with their extensive emails filled with instructions, suggestions, 

recommendations, and resources.  However, these emails burdened SSI teachers even more 

without the direct guidance and support from Director Charlotte.  Sokal, Babb, and Trudel 

(2020) suggest the effect mass information may have on educators, stating: 

teachers who were flooded with websites, learning platforms and other resources often 

viewed them not as resources, but as demands, leading to more teacher burnout…it may 

seem counterintuitive that offering many resources to bolster learning isn’t helpful during 
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a stressful time, but this message was statistically significant within the survey results. 

(“When giving teachers initial”, para. 2-3) 

Allowing teachers, the flexibility to adapt to new classroom normalcy in changed times allow 

teachers to adequately match the climate of their student needs in relation to the given 

environment.  However, this may be more applicable to teachers with experience or background 

with children development.  The author stated she felt fortunate to have been studying early 

childhood education during this time, allowing her to initiate her own classroom activities and 

lessons that met children’s engagement for creativity and learning.  It was important to note that 

these activities were implemented only in her classroom, where prior to the pandemic, teachers 

were able to share their ideas with each other.  Even though SSI HQ sent extensive emails to all 

teachers, due to the author’s expertise and experience working with children, she was able to 

discern and prioritize the needs of her students and specifically cater the curriculum to meet 

them.  It can be speculated that SSI HQ emails may have been sent, with the consideration and 

knowledge that most SSI teachers are without child development knowledge.  Perhaps in an 

environment where all SSI teachers had a background in children development, the teachers may 

have felt more at liberty to take the initiative to cater the curriculum to meet the needs of their 

students, since we were all isolated in our classrooms anyway.   

COVID-19 Related Children’s Physical Health Concerns  

Children’s physical and socioemotional health was the prime topic of concern for parents 

during the pandemic.  SSI parents expressed their concern about the increased use of digital 

devices at home with their children during the lock down and looked forward to having in-class 

instruction as soon as possible.  SSI parents’ concerns were in line with many other parent 

concerns in the U.S. during the pandemic.  A poll collected from a “stratified group of adults 
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who were parents of at least one child [aged] 0-18 years living in their household” (Freed et al., 

2020, Methods section, para. 1), found that 72% of 2,027 adults surveyed reported overuse of 

social media and/or digital device as their top child health concern, followed by bullying or 

cyberbullying at 62% (Freed et al., 2020, Poll Report section).   

Fifty-nine percent of adults reported unhealthy eating as one of their top concerns as well, 

addressing one of the first things SSI teachers when children came back from lock down.  

Children’s weight gain was immediately noticed, a trend that has been supported by Vogel et al. 

(2022) and multiple nutrition and obesity research journals.  Vogel et al. (2022) reported there 

were “substantial weight gain across all weight and age groups” (p. 144) of children, with a body 

mass index (BMI) trend that was 30 times more during the course of the pandemic compared to 

trends found between 2005 and 2019 combined.   

With city lock down, public areas such as playgrounds and hiking grounds were closed 

and people were ordered to stay home.  This directly affected young children’s access and ability 

for outdoor and socioemotional play.  Even when SSI was able to reopen its doors during the 

summer, students could not interact and play at SSI like they had done before due to COVID-19 

restrictive social measures.  As mentioned repeatedly throughout the discussion of previous 

themes, the majority of SSI teachers and staff were not equipped or educated to readily take on 

the responsibilities of children’s overall well-being.  They did not share the expertise or 

knowledge schoolteachers did, yet they found themselves in the forefront of taking on these 

duties during the pandemic during school closures.   
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Fall 2020 Distance Learning – August to December 2020 Implications 

Poorly Transitioned Directors, Yet Again  

SSI was undergoing its third director change in just a year of Anna’s departure in 2019.  

In ideal circumstances, directors would have had the time to master all duties that come with 

managing and operating the center before being fully transitioned into their new role as directors.  

From Survive to Thrive: A Director’s Guide for Leading and Early Childhood Program by 

LeeKeenan and Ponte (2018) indicates that directors need time to read and understand the 

context of the program (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018), elaborating the practice of “gathering and 

analyzing information about the program that will inform the changes you [directors] want to 

foster and help you map out a route to get there” (Chapter 2, Reading and Understanding section, 

para. 1).  This is often acquired by “observing and assessing the program…conversations with 

staff, families, board members, [and] community members” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 

2, Reading and Understanding section, para. 1).  However, Directors Darla and Elise were hired 

and trained in just two to three weeks before schools started their distance learning.  They did not 

have the luxury to understand and adapt to its: 1) history of SSI and the program, 2) work 

culture, 3) educational approach or philosophy, 4) the demographics that make up SSI such as 

families, children, and teachers, 5) meet the stakeholders of SSI, and 6) resources of SSI (see 

LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 2, Gather Information section, para. 2) before fully operating 

the center on their own.  It was clear SSI HQ were rushed in transitioning directors Darla and 

Elise into their directorship role but time was moving against them.  Distance learning was 

starting soon and Anna had other responsibilities to attend to from other branches as well.   

It was later revealed to the author that Anna intentionally hired two directors to lighten 

the burden of director responsibilities.  She understood that time was short, and that it would be 
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overwhelming for just one person to learn and manage the role on their own.  She hoped that 

Darla and Elise would be able to work together to run the center (Anna, lives in San Francisco, 

California, personal communication, December 2020).  Given the circumstances of the timing of 

director Charlotte’s departure and distance learning starting, SSI HQ did the best they could.  

However, several important things were overlooked that eventually led to the collapse of SSI 

leadership.  Team building between Darla and Elise as well as parent-director relationships were 

not fortified enough for directors Darla and Elise to run the center on their own, causing a 

domino effect of chaos that would unravel for SSI stakeholders.   

Poor Parent-Director Relationships and Lack of Teacher-Director Support 

While both directors, Darla and Elise, had some children-related education background, 

they did not have prior experience working as directors and were thrown into a foreign situation 

at a rushed timeline.  It was clear from the beginning directors Darla and Elise could not 

collaborate well together under stressful and chaotic circumstances.  They were expected to 

communicate, collaborate, and meet the demands of unfamiliar families and teachers they 

haven’t formed a relationship with – all while learning to operate and manage the center on top 

of navigating the challenges of distance learning.  Their hasty transition into directorship failed 

to build one of the core foundations of a successful center: strong relationships.  

Their roles required high-level communication and organization between unacquainted 

parents and teachers, on a short timeline they had no control over.  According to the CPGG: 

fostering relationships at all levels – adults with individual children, adult with groups of 

children, between or among children and adults, and adults (e.g., teachers) with other 

adults (e.g., colleagues, family members) – is central to a child and family’s sense of 

confidence and competence in the early childhood setting. (CDE, 2015, p. 122) 
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The lack of relationship between SSI directors, teachers, and families was an underlying, 

longstanding issue that was present at SSI before the pandemic.  SSI administration and directors 

did not know how to nurture warm, trusting, and positive relationships over time through 

“interactions that are authentic, reciprocal, and mutually respectful” (LeeKeenan & Ponte (2015), 

Chapter 2, Strong Relationships section, para. 1).  The stakes of distance learning at SSI were 

high, but directors were not equipped to execute their roles as initially planned by SSI HQ.   

Weak parent-director relationships exacerbated poor communication for distance learning 

instruction.  Instead of parents’ turning towards directors for support, they turned against them, 

with their frustrations lashed out on both directors and teachers.  Parent-director relationships 

were not off to a good start, with Directors Darla and Elise under heavy criticism and pressure 

from parents.  SSI teachers, too, were negatively affected by the poorly executed plan.  Teachers 

relied on the directors for instructions and guidance but easily became the target of reproach 

since they were the ones who directly worked with students in the classrooms.  Teacher-director 

relationships were further damaged when the directors did not mediate parent frustrations and let 

the parents take out their frustrations on directors and teachers.   

Directors’ unpreparedness affected teachers’ preparedness.  In retrospection, the directors 

may have felt extremely isolated and shocked by the onset of parents’ frustrated reactions within 

their first month of management.  Directors Darla and Elise did not know each other before they 

were hired and suddenly were forced to work together under and environment where they were 

being criticized and yelled at by parents.  It is understandable why they might have been unable 

to work together as they looked to shift the blame or accountability elsewhere under such 

pressures.   
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However, their roles as directors called them to a higher standard and character.  While 

director Elise seemed mostly absent in teacher and author experiences, mentions of director 

Darla’s were prominent throughout the author’s notes during distance learning.  Director Darla 

was cold and distant when interacting with teachers, and often had poor interpersonal skills that 

harmed teacher-director relationships.   

LeeKeenan and Ponte (2018) described communication as a “key component of social 

and educational experiences” (Chapter 2, Meaning and Effective section, para. 1) with director 

being at the center of this communication network (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018).  Director Darla’s 

confrontation with teachers, complaining to and about teachers, shifting blame to teachers, and 

walking out mid-shift from frustration were all examples of poor character and director 

leadership in times of stress.   

While directors Charlotte and Elise were complacent in their role to improve the work 

environment, director Darla created actions that harmed the work environment.  The CPGG state 

that “workplace climate is an important contributor to teachers’ job satisfaction, and staff 

members’ positive or negative ratings of an organization’s overall climate are usually widely 

shared” (CDE, 2015, p. 197).  Director Darla’s lack of ability to manage frustration and stress in 

a role of directorship was detrimental to teachers and poorly affected the “emotional tone and 

atmosphere” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 2, A Welcoming section, para. 2) of the center.   

SSI Teachers’ Increased Role at the Center: Parent-Teacher Relationships 

Changes to children’s education learning platform from in-person learning to virtual 

learning was the biggest and most challenging theme during this period.  While it can be noted 

Directors Darla and Elise experienced the difficulties and challenges of distance learning as well, 

most, if not all, of distance learning responsibilities fell directly on the teachers’ shoulders.  All 
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SSI stakeholders underestimated the weight of responsibilities and additional roles teachers 

would be taking to support students’ distance learning.  SSI teachers were completely 

unprepared, blindsided, and traumatized as they scrambled to meet parent, school, and program 

expectations.   

SSI directors were originally expected to be at the forefront of communication for parents 

and school personnel, and use that those information to update, inform, or guide teachers with 

student learning (see figure 5.1).  Teachers answered to directors only and any issues parents had 

were addressed and resolved by the director as the mediator.  This was the communication model 

that was used at SSI prior to the pandemic for many years.  However, this model depended 

strongly on the conditions that schools were in-class instructions and SSI functioned as it was 

intended: as an afterschool program. 

Prior to the pandemic, SSI did not have direct contact with school personnel (i.e., 

schoolteachers and school administration, such as office staff) as families were at the center 

communication of children’s academia.  SSI directors and parents worked together from the 

family’s desired goal for student education.  However, communication model could not work for 

distance learning as the amount and delivery of information was drastically changed.  SSI was 

required to be more involved with distance learning since factors such as language barrier and 

digital illiteracy came into place.  SSI had to be more hands-on and work closely with parents, 

schools, and students with distance learning as they became proxy educators and proxy 

classrooms for student learning.    
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Figure 5.1  

Expectation vs. Reality of SSI Relations during Distance Learning  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 depicts the changes SSI teachers experienced during distance learning.  Teacher role 

and their relationship dynamics were dramatically changed as they became the center of 

communication and relationship between families and schools.  While SSI usually operated with 

directors as the filter in between all parties, SSI teachers found themselves functioning at the 

heart of all communications.  In fact, some classrooms operated with minimum director 

involvement at all, with teachers updating directors and keeping them informed with 

communication between teachers, parents, and school personnel.   

Ironically, the chaos of distance learning allowed teachers to work with parents more 

closely than ever before.  These role changes allowed parents and teachers to work more 

efficiently, and perhaps alleviate some stress for directors.  This was even more prevalent during 

the author’s promotion as lead teacher as she acted as a liaison for kindergarten and first grade 

classrooms who had the most anxious parents about distance learning due to their children’s age. 

Expectation vs. Reality 
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Parent Challenges During Distance Learning 

 It was clear SSI families experienced extreme anxiety, stress, and concern during distance 

learning.  This was especially the case for families that did not speak English fluently or were 

digitally illiterate.  Parents did not understand or had confusion about the steps schools were 

taking for distance learning, especially when they did not speak or read English fluently.  Most 

parents who spoke English as their second language also did not have digital literacy, defined as 

“the ability to use information and communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and 

communicate information, requiring both cognitive and technical skills” (American Library 

Association, 2011, para. 1).  A report conducted by the United States Government 

Accountability Office (GAO) under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 

(CARES) Act in 2020 “[examined] what [was] known about the challenges of and lessons 

learned from providing distance learning to English learners and students with disabilities during 

school building closures in spring 2020” (United States Government Accountability Office, 

2020, Why GAO Did This Study section, para. 2).  Their report revealed the same barrier SSI 

parents experienced.  It underlined:   

Language barriers compounded technology issues…. even when families had sufficient 

access to the internet and devices, they did not always understand web-based instruction 

formats such as webinars, and the language barrier made it difficult for school personnel 

to explain how these methods worked. An official from one district said that even though 

they used translation services to help parents with the logistics of distance learning, it was 

difficult to explain how to navigate the technology needed to participate in distance 

learning via a remote translator. The official explained that some of the most traditionally 
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effective means of communicating with families of English learners, such as interacting 

during school drop off and pick up, were no longer available to them. 

Many parents relied on SSI for distance learning support as their schools did not provide the 

support they desperately needed.  SSI played a huge role in translating and taking over the digital 

technology aspects of distance learning preparations such as setting up students’ Zoom and email 

accounts, accessing their Schoology account for class links and work, submitting students’ 

homework online, and so forth.   

The results of the Sonnenschein, Grossman, & Grossman’s (2021) study aligned with the 

themes found in SSI teachers’ and parents’ experience with distance learning.  Their research 

pointed out that while “there has been an increase in research on the impact of COVID-19 on 

U.S. families, we still know very little about what occurred during distance learning with school-

age children and its impact on parents” (p. 3).  Their study explored whether adults felt increased 

stress while assisting their children with distance learning.   

Sonnenschein, Grossman, & Grossman’s (2021) study focused on whether the level of 

parent involvement measured in categories of teaching, monitoring, and providing technology 

support for children’s distance learning were associated to their stress (Sonnenschein, Grossman, 

& Grossman, 2021).  Results showed that parents who were engaged with their children’s 

distance learning reported increased stress during COVID-19.  Parents’ comments recorded in 

the study were noteworthy to include as they were closely reflective of SSI teachers’ experience.  

It stated:  

two [parent comments] were positive (“both girls are doing well in school.”; “It’s really 

cool actually …strange and awesome at the same time.”). The remaining comments were 

negative. Most focused on not having enough time to do all the required tasks. (“It’s a 
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lot”), (“…I HATE distance learning and with the amount of work and direction it takes to 

complete or near complete each day, I wish I could opt for the kids to repeat their 

grade.”) Having enough time was particularly difficult when there was more than one 

child needing assistance (e.g., “With a 2nd grader and a 3rd grader, it [distance learning] 

is very time consuming”) or when parents had to juggle their work schedules with 

distance learning demands (e.g., “…husband and I help when we are not at work”). Other 

parents complained that too much work was required of them. (“We are overwhelmed”) 

and (“…hired another person to help as 2 kids have different distance learning classes at 

the same time.”).  (Sonnenschein, Grossman, & Grossman, 2021, p. 9) 

SSI teachers were experiencing the same level of stress, if not more since they were assisting a 

classroom of students from different schools.  SSI parents were heavily invested in their student 

learning.  It was recorded in Appendix B, that one parent remarked, “I am sending my child to 

this afterschool so that you (SSI) can take care of things I can’t.  If you can’t even do that, why 

am I sending my child here?” (p. 207).  When schools failed to support parents, parents turned to 

SSI for support.  Although harsh and insensitive at first, it is speculated parents’ feelings of 

anxiety and sense of helplessness were translated into frustrations when SSI did not support them 

as they expected them to.  It was strongly recommended that parents receive “social and material 

support from teachers, schools, and local government” (Garrote et al., 2021, p. 9) to reduce their 

stress and allow a more positive experience for student learning, as parental stress was found to 

be significantly related to students’ perception of distance learning.  It also has implications for 

how schools can collaborate with its community institutes such as SSI to build a network of 

support and inclusivity for multicultural and non-English-speaking families. 
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Proxy Educators’ Stress During Distance Learning  

  SSI teachers had to cope with directors’ lack of competency, poor work climate, and the 

added responsibilities that came with both distance learning and director failure to successfully 

fulfill their duties.  In addition to their changing roles and environment, teachers also had to 

adopt responsibilities that came with being proxy educators during distance learning (see Figure 

5.2).  Figure 5.2 shows an example of the variety of responsibilities SSI teachers had to manage 

in addition to being a proxy educators.   

Davis et al. (2021) described that while schools planned for distance learning, they 

overlooked the role that caregivers or in this case, SSI teachers, would have as proxy educators.  

Distance learning required proxy educators to “retain teaching knowledge, teach individualized 

content, assess the emotional needs of students …all in addition to their existing responsibilities” 

(Davis et al., 2021, p. 61).  Davis et al. (2021) studied the effects distance learning may have on 

proxy educators’ mental health during COVID-19, concerned that while “teachers who 

experience burnout are …more likely to leave the profession,…. proxy educators do not have the 

option to abdicate their teaching responsibilities….[suggesting] that burnout among proxy 

educators may have greater adverse effects on their child’s academic success” (Davis et al., 

2021, p. 61).   

It was clear SSI teachers were experiencing numerous stressful events during SSI’s 

transition into distance learning.  Teachers were experiencing big shifts in their roles, children’s 

learning, director changes, and parent relations.  However, without the support of leadership at 

SSI, teachers were isolated, targeted, and overwhelmed with all the responsibilities that came 

with distance learning.  Teachers reported crying and wanting to quit but remained at SSI 

because of their dedication to the students.  They understood that while they felt helpless, their 
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students would be even more helpless without them with the current management of SSI.  In 

some ways, teachers kept SSI center from falling apart, at the expense of their own mental well-

being.  SSI teachers’ experiences in their stress levels were prevalent across early childhood 

educators across the board.   
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Figure 5.2 

The Burdens of SSI Teachers, or Proxy Educators 
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There has been an increase of studies focusing on the mental health of early childhood educators 

during COVID-19 pandemic.  Multiple studies have been aligned in their result, concluding: 

educators’ and leaders’ emotional reactions were influenced by an increased workload, 

their experience of feeling undervalued by the Government and media, and the pressures 

they experienced to support colleagues, parents, and children at the expense of their own 

mental health. (Berger, Quinones, Barnes, & Reupert, 2022, p. 303) 

Davis et al.’s (2021) study revealed there was “a detrimental relationship between a 

child’s difficulty with distance learning and parental mental health distress” (p. 61).  While the 

results were based on the experiences of household caretakes as proxy educators, it still has a lot 

of implications for what SSI teachers experienced during distance learning.  First, SSI teachers 

were under immense stress taking on the role of proxy educators for multiple student, while 

managing their other responsibilities and challenges (see Figure 5.2).  Teachers did not have just 

one or two students to supervise but multiple students from various schools and bell schedules.  

It was even more challenging for teachers when they had several students who struggled to stay 

engaged through distance learning, as it required them to occasionally sit with students through 

their zoom sessions.  It was not possible for SSI teachers to guide individualized content for each 

student as parents expected in the beginning.  While possible with a parent as a proxy educator, it 

was not likely so with SSI teachers managing up to 8 students at a time.   

Secondly, schools and schoolteachers most likely did not expect the role of proxy 

educators to pass on to hagwons, like SSI, to support children’s learning.  Some schoolteachers 

showed signs of disapproval or irritation when they realized they would have to work with an 

unexpected party (SSI teachers) rather than their assumed party (parents, caregivers) for student 

learning.  This was especially challenging for SSI teachers because they needed more time to get 
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accustomed to multiple students’ class routines and procedure. SSI teachers were under the stress 

of directors, parents, and schoolteachers and were an easy scapegoat or punching bag to different 

group’s (directors, parents, schoolteachers) frustrations in beginning of distance learning.  Davis 

et al. (2021) stated both proxy educators and students “required assistance beyond teaching 

materials” (p. 62) in their results, and strongly implied that schoolteachers “build a relationship 

with proxy educators through a series of consistent check-ins to discuss how their children cope 

with distance learning and if supplemental learning resources are needed to adequately support 

their students” (p. 62).  Both SSI teachers and schoolteachers had to drop their expectations of 

how distance learning was going to be like and navigate this unforeseen circumstance together 

and learn how to work together to prioritize student learning.  While this became evident later 

after initial distance learning trial weeks, there were different school types, which will later be 

discussed in a separate section discussing public, private, and charter schools.   

SSI Teacher Unsatisfactory Work Compensation During COVID-19 

 Financial stress or unsatisfaction amongst teachers did not arise until distance learning 

began.  Teachers were overwhelmed with additional roles and responsibilities they had taken up 

and started to feel they were owed more compensation, but “had mixed feelings about whether it 

was appropriate to ask for raises when it was clear the center was financially struggling” 

(Chapter 4, p. 46).  The author reported taking work home or working extra hours without pay in 

order to meet the demands of her classroom and duties.  As stated in Appendix B, under Teacher 

Qualification and Compensation section, “hagwons [SSI] also shared the same need for 

improvement that all institutes and individuals in the educational field has been struggling for 

years: compensation and benefits” (Appendix A, p. 164).  While SSI teachers accepted, or 

tolerated, their wage pre-COVID, it was clear it was becoming intolerable with the added 
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stresses, duties, and work conditions of working during the pandemic.  However, teachers felt 

obligated to stay and support their students over their poor wage and support from their directors.  

It has long been known that early childhood educators are one of the most poorly 

compensated workforce in the United States.  In a study group by Swigonski et al. (2021), 23 

percent of the educators relied on public assistance due to low compensation, even when 

“majority of early childhood educators [in the study group] worked full time, had a college 

degree and at least ten years of teaching experience” (p. 803).  Gould (2015) further emphasized 

the disparity and inequity of early childhood educators, stating “despite the crucial nature of their 

[early childhood educators] work….they remain among the country’s lowest paid workers, and 

seldom receive job-based benefits such as health insurance and pensions” (Gould, 2015, 

Introduction section, para. 3).   

The pandemic undeniably highlighted the inequity of treatment and prioritization of those 

considered essential workers.  Swigonski et al. (2021) urged that “United States must understand 

that early care and education is a foundational part of the economy that impacts both early 

childhood well-being and psychological stress seen in the workplace” (p. 803).   

Student Psychological Well-Being and Distance Learning  

 There have been several reports of student stress related to distance learning.  Students 

were observed crying from the challenges of distance learning, whether it was from losing their 

work due to technical glitches (i.e., homework is not submitted online, testing sites crash, etc.) or 

from unrealistic expectations from their schoolteachers (i.e., 2nd grade participation points 

penalized if questions were not answered correctly).   

While study on the impact of distance learning on children’s psychological well-being 

was not found or extremely limited in the U.S. during the time of this study there were studies 
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found with Italian population.  Segre et al.’s (2021) study included two psychologists who 

interviewed Italian children between ages 6 to 14 years, to measure psychological distress 

children may have endured from the changes in routine caused by COVID-19.  Seventy-nine 

point three percent of children found distance learning to be “more difficult to focus during 

online lessons, 53 (64.6%) found it more tiring, and almost half of the children and adolescents 

(47.3%) felt less committed to remote schooling” (Segre et al., 2021, p. 4).  Children’s sleep and 

eating habits were also affected, with 78% of children and adolescents reporting anxiety 

symptoms and 43.9% experiencing significant mood symptoms (Segre et al., 2021).  Maggio et 

al.’s (2021) study concluded that “the COVID-19 pandemic had a negative impact on the 

psychological well-being of children and parents who used DL (distance learning)” (p. 1), further 

supporting Segre et al.’s results as well.   

English Language Learners and Distance Learning  

One of the key highlights concerning distance learning was the disparate impacts 

COVID-19 had on the education of disadvantaged students and the exacerbation of the widening 

gap in academic achievement due to the pandemic.  Since distance learning began, it was evident 

SSI teachers were taking on the responsibilities that schoolteachers had if they were teaching on-

campus.  It was observed that “some students, particularly English Language Learners (ELL), 

were unable to keep up with classwork during Zoom that counted towards their grade” 

(Appendix B, p. 207).  SSI teachers were “listening into each student’s Zoom lessons and 

guiding students with their classwork directly” (Appendix B, p. 207).  While teachers were able 

to do this occasionally, teachers were also assisting other students with different bell schedules.  

Teachers worked under strenuous conditions and expectations from parents who did not fully 

understand their workload.  
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The author detailed an observation she made about a 1st grade English language learner 

(ELL) student named Joe who was negatively impacted by distance learning.  Joe had previously 

struggled in kindergarten due to his ELL status.  With distance learning, it was clear he was 

significantly falling behind his first grade peers.  It was observed that while Joe’s schoolteacher 

tried her best to engage and reach Joe with different methods, those methods did not compare to 

the support Joe would have received with in-class instruction.  Distance learning impacted many 

services and types of engagement ELL students would normally receive during in-class learning.  

Although the author did her best to support Joe’s learning, there were little progress to Joe’s 

skills without parental support and limited or no collaboration with Joe’s schoolteacher.  SSI 

teachers’ ability to maximize student learning was largely dependent on parent and schoolteacher 

partnerships.   

 For example, a kindergartener named David was in a similar situation as Joe but had 

significant differences in his education experience. David and his caretakers only spoke Korean 

and was anxious about his first year in school with distance learning.  However, his caretakers 

and schoolteacher were heavily invested in David’s transition into his first school year with 

English language.  His caretakers communicated frequently with SSI teacher about their desired 

goals for David and also hired a private tutor for David outside of SSI and school.  His 

schoolteacher, tutor, and SSI teacher worked closely together and consistently checked in with 

one another to individualize David’s learning as much as possible to allow him to exceed, despite 

his language barrier.  David’s progress was considerable, moving him from Intervention to At 

benchmark in his state benchmark testing.  This was an excellent example of how schoolteacher, 

parent, and SSI teacher collaboration could be excellent resources during distance learning for 
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students.  Yet this is also evidence that those with more limited incomes would not have the 

ability to hire a private tutor.   

Spring 2021 Distance Learning – January to March 2021 Implications  

Supporting Teachers and Improving Work Climate 

 After the termination of Directors Darla and Elise, the author was placed in the 

directorship role at the request of Anna.  Though the author did not know at that time, she had 

the advantages of having worked there the longest that would jumpstart her position as director 

at SSI.  The author had been with the program since its inception and she understood the 

program culture, “its values and beliefs that characterize the program” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 

2018, Chapter 2, Gather Information section, para. 2).  The author understood SSI’s philosophy 

and approach about children’s education and community kinship and well versed with its 

demographics as she watched the center grow since 2015.  The author knew the stakeholders and 

the roles they played in SSI’s expansion and knew the kind of resources SSI had.  All of these 

things played an instrumental role in allowing the author to get settled into the directorship role.   

One of the first things the author prioritized as director was strengthening and supporting 

teacher-director relationships.  First, the author had the advantages of already having existing 

relationships with SSI teachers and her assistant director.  It was easier for the author to 

communicate and understand what kind of support each teacher needed as she had already 

trained and worked side by side with them during distance learning.  Second, the assistant 

director and the author had the advantages of understanding what distance learning was like 

since they directly worked with distance learning having managed a classroom of students of 

their own.  The author and assistant director understood what teachers were working with, the 

level of stress it can invoke, thus be able to provide comprehensive support where needed.  For 
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example, the author understood the language of distance learning when working with both 

teachers and parents; there was less miscommunication or confusion.  The author was able to 

lighten teacher responsibilities by facilitating communication with parents where needed so 

teachers can focus on student support.  Third, the assistant director and the author did not need 

time to build their team mindset and flow as they had already been working together for several 

years.  This shortened their time in understanding each other’s communication and work style, 

allowing them to work productively right away.    

This was also an opportune time for the author to practice and mobilize what she had 

been learning during her graduate program in early childhood education.  She was able to draw 

inspiration and practices from her colleagues’ and professors’ experience and knowledge to 

guide her in untrekked areas of the directorship role.  The author was able to draw on her 

graduate program knowledge and connect it with the roles and duties she would take on as a 

director: to mentor and support staff, improve center work climate, and build family and center 

relationships.   

The author utilized the experiences she learned as a lead teacher to provide mentorship 

and support teachers when they had classroom or student issues.  She had “regular interaction – 

face-to-face or written, one-on-one or in group setting” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 7, 

Communicating with Staff section, para. 2) whether that was during classroom visits, monthly 

staff meetings, or spending extra time during closing hours to candidly chat with teachers.  The 

author maintained “open, honest, and clear communication” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 

7, Communicating with Staff section, para. 1) with teachers and checked in with them in their 

classrooms while also discussing extra support they may need for their students.  Teacher 

opinions and communications were encouraged and valued.  The author understood teachers 
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took on bulk of responsibilities in parent relationships.  The author addressed her role and 

support for teachers in mediating and facilitating communications with parents and being 

available for intervention when needed and appropriate.  It was necessary to help distribute the 

weight of those relationships from teachers.  The author took steps to look for and hire qualified 

and experienced teachers and assistant teachers to support existing staff and students.  Job 

listings for roles were updated and clearly defined with a “comprehensive list of that role’s 

expected responsibilities” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 7, Staffing models section, para. 

2) paired with a more thorough and supportive training period for newly hired staff.   

The author was transparent about the center’s financial situation and while she could not 

drastically increase teachers’ compensation, she worked to improve their classroom environment 

(i.e., ask teachers what supplies are most needed, compensation for classroom related expenses, 

etc.) and work climate.  The author and assistant director worked together to show appreciation 

for SSI teachers by “[coordinating]…occasional…breakfast or dinner…celebrate staff 

birthdays…[validating] and [rewarding] staff with small notes or token of appreciation” 

(LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 2, Strong relationships section, para. 7).  Coffee and pastries 

were occasionally provided for teachers and the center celebrated monthly birthdays that 

included birthday cards and cake during staff meetings.  Tokens of appreciation, such as goodie 

bags or teacher’s preferred choice of caffeine were occasionally gifted.   

Importance of Family Relationships  

 Parent-director relationships were also prioritized for remediation and rebuilding.  It was 

reported some families immediately took comfort and relief when the author was promoted as 

director since they were already familiar with the author and her role at the center for years.  

Families were already familiar with the author since the pandemic due to her role as a lead 
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teacher that included meet and greets during morning drop-off and facilitating teacher-parent 

communication for few teachers.  It was also favorable that parents had a close community and 

word travelled fast of their trust and reliability in the author as someone parents can collaborate 

and communicate with.  The author understood that high levels communication and collaboration 

were key when running a successful classroom at SSI.  She understood the importance of parent 

partnership and emphasized these relationships often with parents as director.   

 The author played an active role in clarifying SSI teacher duties and expectations for 

distance learning with parents.  She explained the responsibilities and duties teachers managed in 

their classrooms and asked for parents’ patience and cooperation in understandable issues that 

may arise.  The author advocated for parent-teacher collaborations and was proactive in 

facilitating these partnerships to make sure everyone was on the same page.  Improved 

relationships between SSI staff and parents were evident in the simplest and grandest of gestures.  

Parents smiled more and were more understanding of minor issues that occurred.  Some parents 

occasionally dropped off bagels, coffee, and even gift cards for all SSI staff members.  The 

generosity was overwhelming from parents.  The made sure we acknowledged and thanked 

parents for their kind and generous gestures with collective and heartfelt cards from teachers.   

LeeKeenan & Ponte’s (2018) examples of, “[keeping] families informed and … 

[showing]… commitment and interest in them and their children” (Communicating with 

Families section, para. 2) were examples the author used to repair director-parent relationships.  

This involved “initiating positive conversations …[to] open further conversations throughout the 

year” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, Chapter 8, Communicating with Families section, para. 1), 

being “present at arrival and departure times, and meet and greet every family. [Making] the 

effort to get to know families personally and [asking] how things are going…. [and employing] 
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active listening behaviors like nodding and maintaining eye contact” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, 

Chapter 8, Communicating with Families section, para. 2) were all practices the author was using 

during her directorship role.  Having candid conversations with parents and taking specific 

interest in their child and their individual character, strengths, and progress in classroom were 

key ways that fortified the author’s relationship with parents.  Having grown up immersed in her 

ethnic community and attending hagwons herself, the author understood the unspoken trust and 

sense of kinship Korean parents desired when enrolling their children to SSI.  SSI would play a 

role in their sense of kinship and ethnic support when it came to raising their children with 

shared values and discipline.  When parents felt that SSI took interest and cared for their 

children, family engagement such as parenting and communication came naturally.  Parenting 

included helping “families support and nurture their children and [adding] to their understanding 

and knowledge about their children and about child development” (LeeKeenan & Ponte, 2018, 

Chapter 8, Family Engagement section, para. 2).  This was exemplified when the author and 

parents worked together in tackling issues that came with the use of digital technology in how to 

educate, create, and reinforce healthy boundaries for student use in classrooms and at homes.   

Special Needs Children and Distance Learning 

 SSI also observed a kindergarten student that showed signs that were indicative of special 

needs characterized by lack of eye contact, sensitivity to noise, unresponsiveness to her name, 

difficulty socializing with her peers, repetitive movements and so forth.  While SSI teachers were 

able to make the following observations about the student, the student’s schoolteacher was 

unable to make these observations through remote learning.  Distance learning has made it 

difficult or impossible for schools to provide early intervention for students that are at most risk 

or vulnerable for disproportionate education gaps.  Normally, schoolteachers would be able to 
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detect, assess, and collaborate with families to support their child’s learning needs right away.  

With school buildings closed, schools could not offer these services anymore.  Studies have 

shown that students with learning difficulties or challenges have the best chance of success when 

intervention is provided early.   

 United States Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights (OCR) conducted a report 

to log the disparate impacts COVID-19 had on its U.S students nationwide.  It acknowledged 

that “disparities in academic achievement for students with disabilities …long predate the 

pandemic….[and] the scores for students with disabilities on assessments…have lagged 

markedly behind their non-disabled classmates” (United States Department of Education, 2021, 

p. 23).  It detailed that school districts were unable to deliver their special education services and 

for children who needed “hands-on, face-to-face interaction -like occupational or physical 

therapy- COVID-19, in some cases, brought services to a stand-still” (United States Department 

of Education, 2021, p. 25).  Furthermore, there were already indicators of the widening academic 

achievement gap at the time of the report, with several school districts reporting “sharp spikes in 

the number of their students with disabilities failing their classes” (United States Department of 

Education, 2021, p. 26).  SSI did not have the resources or training to support students with 

learning disabilities or special needs yet were tasked with finding ways to do our best to support 

such students in cases such as this.  Teachers expressed concern on how the student’s education 

was in a standstill during distance learning.   

Digital Technology and Screen Time Concerns  

 Parents at SSI were concerned about the increased amount of screen time students were 

having during distance learning.  Since the beginning of lock down, many turned towards digital 

entertainment as public spaces closed and physical activities were limited.  Children were now 
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using their digital devices not only for recreational purposes but for school learning, homework, 

and other forms of educational platform.  Concerns related to children’s physical ailments, sleep 

quality, and addiction to screen time were raised at SSI.   

 Wong (2021) found that “sleep problems and onset of myopia [were] some of the other 

negative outcomes related to increased screen use and sedentary behaviors” (p. 2).  Pandya and 

Lodha (2021) findings also found, “eye strain, sleep disturbances, carpal tunnel syndrome, [and] 

neck pain” (p. 4) in children and adolescents.  These findings were congruent with some of the 

observations parents and teachers made in their children during distance learning.  There were 

accounts of one student having neck problems and another student with excessive blinking due to 

long screen hours.  Another teacher found out few of her students were falling asleep during their 

Zoom sessions because they stayed up past midnight playing games on their devices at home.   

 Another concerning issue was the unsupervised use of social media and the range of 

digital communication children now had access to that they did not have before the pandemic.  In 

August 2020, NortonLifeLock, a global consumer in Cyber Safety released findings on a “study 

revealing how the current pandemic has impacted children’s at-home screen time, device access 

and parents’ concerns around Cyber Safety” (Torluemke & Kim, 2020, para. 1).  More than 

1,000 U.S. parents with children aged between 5 and 17were surveyed.  Seven out of ten parents 

reported their children’s screen time was increased during the pandemic, “with around 3 in 5 

feeling they [had] no choice but to allow it (60%) and that they [accepted] certain risks to their 

child’s online safety to keep them entertained and occupied (57%)” (Torluemke & Kim, 2020, 

para. 1).  Alarmingly, it was discovered that parents accepted “the risks without realizing the 

consequences” (Torluemke & Kim, 2020, para. 9).  About 60% of parents reported they were 

concerned because didn’t “have enough time to keep track of what their child [was] doing online, 
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particularly parents who [were] employed” (Torluemke & Kim, 2020, para. 10).  This was 

resonant with some of the stories parents shared with the author.   

It was important to educators and parents to educate children on healthy and safe ways to 

use and access their digital devices.  While there has been increasing studies on the effects 

technology can have on children’s development and education, it is clear “uses of technology 

and interactive media can enhance and augment children’s learning in different domains, 

extending children’s access to new content. However, technology is effective only [emphasis] 

when used appropriately” (CDE, 2015, p. 96).  This means educators must be deeply 

knowledgeable and trained on the proper and effective uses of technology for children’s 

education.  However, it was clear that there were varying results and delivery of online 

instruction due depending on the various gaps teachers had with digital technology in application 

to online learning.   

Spring 2021 Hybrid Learning – March to April 2021 Implications 

Comparisons in School Communication with its Families 

It was clear there were significant differences of communication between public, charter, 

and private schools transitioning into hybrid learning.  This was the first time the author was able 

to observe and experience parent-director communication in regard to school transition in 

learning platform, just like when distance learning happened in Fall 2020.  The author observed 

distinct differences in how informed parents were and how anxious they seemed about 

transitioning into hybrid learning.   

Private school families were well informed, had multiple virtual meetings with their 

school personnel at work-friendly times (i.e., 6:30 pm).  These families were able to keep the 

director clearly updated on their school plans for hybrid learning.  Parents showed excitement 
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with the idea their children would return back to school.  Charter school families also had 

multiple virtual meetings offered at various times of days (i.e., morning and evening times) and 

Korean translated meetings were also offered.  Parents seemed well informed and discussed pick 

up arrangements with the director.  Parents were less anxious compared to public school families 

who only heard about hybrid learning plans but without much knowledge on the details.  Public 

school parents seemed uncertain and relied on SSI director to find more information on behalf of 

them, or to translate their newsletters regarding hybrid learning plans.  It is not known if public 

schools offered virtual conferences or if parents were aware of them if they had one.   

Communication levels between schools and parents were different across different school 

types.  While private and charter school parents were more able to be more proactive in their role 

concerning their children’s education, public school parents seemed lost and relied on SSI to 

keep them informed.  It was mentioned the author had to translate newsletters for public school 

parents while charter schools held a Korean translated virtual meetings for parents.  Most 

importantly, it was noted that private school parents had a more personal relationship with their 

school personnel, knowing staff members by name while this was not observed with public 

school parents.   

Understandably, it is challenging for public schools to build relationships families as 

intimately as private schools do, starting with their massive numbers of students alone.  

However, this is where multicultural or community partnerships can come in play.  Schools can 

partner up with their neighboring academic centers, such as SSI, so they can reach out to families 

who are otherwise missed in large settings.  Institutes such as SSI can help mitigate 

communication for parent populations that may not know how to communicate with their school 
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staff and personnel, while also providing valuable information to schools on how to reach out to 

their communities in a more effective and culturally appropriately way.   

Hybrid Schedule Differences Reflect Teacher Resources Across Different Schools 

 Few things are worth nothing between the differences of private school and public school 

hybrid schedules.  First, the varying pick up times from public schools were not parent work 

hour friendly, making it difficult for parents to have their child partake in hybrid learning even if 

they wanted to.  Table 5.1 depicts what a typical LAUSD parent drop off and pick up schedule 

would look like for their children.  If parents were enrolled in the AM schedule, their drop off 

times were consistent at 8:00 am but pick up times varied from 10:30 am and 11:00 am 

depending on the weekday.  If parents were on the PM schedule, they had to drop-off their child 

at 11:30 am or 12:00 pm with pick up hours at either 2:00 pm or 3:00 pm depending on the 

weekday.   

 

Table 5.1 

LAUSD Hybrid Pick Up Schedule Sample 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

AM Cohort Drop off:  

8:00 am 

 

Pick up: 

10:30 am 

Drop off: 

8:00 am 

 

Pick up: 

11:00 am 

PM Cohort Drop off: 

11:30 am 

 

Pick up: 

2:00 pm 

Drop off: 

12:00 pm 

 

Pick up: 

3:00 pm 

 

These times were simply not feasible for parents who worked.  Public school teachers had to 

teach both online and in-class learning meaning they had to teach the same lesson twice a day.  
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This helps to explain why the schedules were divided into two half day instructions.  It was not 

possible for SSI to arrange pick-ups for public school students since SSI was serving students 

from 9 different public schools.  SSI did not have enough resources (drivers, transportations, 

funds) to arrange public school parents’ accommodations.    

 However, private school schedules were easier to manage since SSI only served 3 schools 

during this time.  To be exact, 80% of private school students (n=16) came from one of three 

private schools.  Private school hybrid schedules were also closer to pre-pandemic normal school 

hours.  This was possible because they had a smaller number of students per grade and had more 

teaching personnel per classroom.  Teachers were able to split their class similarly to the way 

they have been doing during distance learning.  Class lessons were split between few teachers 

meaning students were able to have a longer period of learning time compared to public school 

teachers who had to manage two different cohorts by themselves.  

Table 5.2 shows an example of how one private school kindergarten class conducted their 

hybrid schedules between in-class learning and online learning.  Teachers A, B, and C were not 

new to students as they had been teaching the class together since the beginning of Fall 2020 

distance learning.  In-class learning and online learning had different subject schedules to allow 

each lead teacher to rotate between two learning platforms.  For example, if in-class learning 

started the day with English with Teacher A, online learning started with Math with Teacher C.  

The third teacher acted as assistant teachers between two classes as they were right next to each 

other.  All three teachers had roles that supported one another, acting as both lead teachers and 

assistant teachers.  
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Table 5.2  

Private School Hybrid Classroom Schedule Sample 

In Class Learning 

Class Subject Lead Teacher Assistant Teacher 
English Teacher A  

 

Teacher B  

Reading Teacher B 

 

Teacher C  

Math Teacher C 

 

Teacher A 

   

Online Learning 

Class Subject Lead Teacher Assistant Teacher 
Math Teacher C 

 

Teacher B  

English Teacher A 

 

Teacher C  

Reading Teacher B 

 

Teacher A 

 

Ultimately accessibility and flexibility to family’s needs were affected by their resources.  

From the author’s observations, public school teachers did not have assistant teachers in their 

classrooms but mostly managed their teachings alone during the pandemic and hybrid learning.  

Meanwhile, private and charter schools were observed to have at least two teachers or teacher 

partners per class.    

Public Educators’ Burnout and Shortages at Alarming Numbers 

In Diliberti et al.’s (2021) study looking into why public school teachers left their 

profession, they found that teachers who “left for a ‘better’ education job [such as private school 

sectors] liked the new job more primarily because it offered more flexibility in their schedule and 

had a better work climate” (Diliberti et al., 2021, p. 11).  This report was collected from teachers 

who left their public school position before the pandemic.  This exodus was likely increased 

during the pandemic with distance learning.   
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According to The National Education Association (NEA), “the nation’s largest union 

representing nearly 3 million educators” (Jotkoff, 2022, para. 1), it was revealed that “an 

alarming 55% of educators …[indicated] that they [were] ready to leave the profession they love 

earlier than planned” (Jotkoff, 2022, para. 1).  More specifically, there were “currently 567,000 

fewer educators in American’s public schools today than there were before the pandemic” 

(Jotkoff, 2022, para. 3).  Ninety-one percent of educators reported COVID-19 related stress as a 

serious matter and addressed raises in salaries as top priority action in supporting them, with 

percentages as high as 96% (Jotkoff, 2022).  After salaries, it was “followed by providing 

additional mental health support for students (94% support), hiring more teachers (93%), hiring 

more support staff (92%), and less paperwork (90%)” (Jotkoff, 2022, para. 6).  Jotkoff (2022) 

used the term “exodus” to describe the threat schools face as 55% of educators, “regardless of 

age or years teaching” (Jotkoff, 2022, para. 8), plan to leave their position due to the pandemic.  

Eighty-six percent of teachers reported they “have seen more educators leaving the profession or 

retiring early since the start of the pandemic” (Jotkoff, 2022, para. 9).  These reports aligned with 

a small informal conversation the author collected from 2 public school teachers found in 

Appendix F.  Both teachers mentioned the overwhelming stress and responsibilities they 

endured, as well as witnessing their fellow colleagues leaving the profession, and one 

considering leaving as well.   

Colleague Support.  One of the support systems educators mentioned in Jotkoff (2022) 

was hiring more teachers and support staff, something SSI teachers also shared during the 

pandemic.  Interestingly, both SSI teachers and two schoolteachers’ experiences found in 

Appendix F, spoke about how they found increased support and team building between their 

colleagues, or fellow teachers.  During the time of this study, most studies are still focused on 
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how teachers support students and how leadership can support teachers, but little is explored on 

how exactly teachers worked together to support one another during these times.  Exploring this 

topic can help strengthen not only teacher relations and teamwork but it may help divide the 

work school leaderships may find themselves in to efficiently support their teachers.  Ideally, 

schools can entrust their teachers with sufficient funds and resources to independently create the 

infrastructure of support they need.   

What would this look like in relation to teacher unions and school policies and funding?  

It is notable that both schoolteachers and SSI described teamwork, support, and partnership they 

have engaged in with their colleagues during the pandemic.  It was essential in supporting them 

to build their resiliency to see through their teaching for their students during the pandemic.     

SSI Teacher Experiences with Public, Charter, and Private School Personnel  

 SSI teachers experienced challenges working with schoolteachers during the first few 

weeks of distance learning.  The author was under the impressions that schoolteachers did not 

expect students to be learning from hagwons, throwing schoolteachers off track from their initial 

expectations of how distance learning would proceed.  Schoolteachers did not expect hagwon 

teachers to be the first-line of communication for some families.  Overall, SSI teachers who 

worked with private school teachers were able to collaborate, communicate, and support student 

learning in a more individualized way compared to public school students.   

Communication with public school teachers was more limited and scarce.  Even with 

communication, room for collaboration was not as enriching compared to public or charter 

school students.  Communications with public school teachers mainly consisted of logistical 

questions such as assignment due dates, homework clarification, technical questions and so on.  

Schoolteachers were not able to be invested in individual student learning and progress with as 
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much care and individualization compared to public and charter school students since they were 

managing their class by themselves.     

 This was evident in how private school and charter school parents were more informed 

about their children’s education by their schoolteachers.  For example, a kindergarten charter 

student whose reading teacher noticed he had advanced reading skills during their small break 

out room sessions.  His parents and SSI teacher were contacted by his schoolteacher and reading 

teacher so they could arrange for him to join an advanced reading group session.  These types of 

three-way collaborations did not happen with public school students.  It must be highlighted that 

it was the reading teacher who made this observation first, followed by collaboration with his 

schoolteacher, his parents, and SSI teachers.  Public school teachers did not have support 

teachers who can observe students in smaller group settings.  Public schoolteachers were 

required to manage every aspect of their classroom by themselves.   

Importance of Cultural Community 

It was reported that some families supplanted themselves from another state to 

Koreatown, Los Angeles, to specifically look for hagwon institutes where children can socialize.  

Some children had been left without in-person socialization with their peers for over a year and it 

was concerning to parents.  The family from Las Vegas stated there were no hagwons where they 

were living in Las Vegas, and “purposely moved to Koreatown, Los Angeles to find a hagwon to 

have her child enroll and make friends in” (Appendix B, p. 215).  SSI families also began to have 

playdates with one another, bringing “lots of joy to parents, children, and staff” (Appendix B, p. 

215).   

It was previously emphasized in Chapter 2, the important roles hagwons played in 

Korean American communities as they were viewed as “community centers that meets the social 
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and cultural needs of immigrants while providing childcare and after-school services for dual-

worker families” (Zhou & Kim, 2007, p. 136).  Korean Americans “often maintain their 

traditional values orientation, language, and lifestyles (Kim & Wolpin, 2008, p. 4) and their 

social networks such as “kinship ties, Korean friends, and affiliations with Korean churches 

regardless of residence in the United States” (Kim & Wolpin, 2008, p. 3) are closely maintained.  

SSI plays an important role in its Korean American community by helping immigrant families 

and children acculturate into America’s western culture and values.  It is an active institute that 

families depend on during times of crisis, as the pandemic has shown.  Policymakers, community 

leaders, and school boards who are invested in connecting and integrating multicultural 

communities can utilize resources that are already present in communities such as hagwons.  

These mediatory centers can reach members of community in a more culturally appropriate and 

knowledgeable ways that are more resourceful and efficient.   

The Contextual Cogs of COVID-19 and Seven Seas Institute 

Cultural context is vital in understanding the dynamics and relationships that make up the 

beliefs, values, and functions of multicultural communities in their host countries.  Cultural 

values shape ideas, beliefs, and attitudes of people’s roles and functions within their community.  

In the context of this study, Korean American cultural beliefs of education were addressed, 

followed by how this very belief shapes the roles of institutes, or hagwons, that are interwoven 

into their community.  The intricate relationship of hagwons to Korean American communities is 

at the core of this study.  Finally, understanding the business dynamics of Seven Seas Institute 

provided readers the context as to how and why the pressures of COVID-19 uniquely affected 

the community of the center as a whole. 
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Figure 5.3 

Contextual Cogs of COVID-19 at SSI 

 

Note. Figure 5.3 depicts the different factors or cogs that are representative of the elements that 

created the unique challenges and experiences of how SSI community grappled during the 

challenging times of COVID-19.  The ‘Context’ cog consists of all the contextual background 

foundations that make up SSI.  It consists of its emphasis of Korean American education beliefs, 

SSI’s origin, its business transitions, and the unstable leadership changes that would set up how 

SSI would manage with the weight of COVID-19 upon them.  The ‘COVID-19’ cog consists of 

all the challenges, adaptations, and changes distance learning brought to its participants (i.e., SSI 

directors, teachers, parents, and students).  The ‘Relationship’ cog represents the dynamic 

relationships SSI members had with one another; the basis of how parent-director, teacher-

director, and parent-teacher were built before the pandemic and how it all changed when 

interlocked with COVID-19 challenges and its historical context.     
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These cogs are interlocked and while these may seem to cover very different topics, the 

model developed in this thesis is one where all the cogs are critical for the whole.  The cogs 

represent some of the most pressing variables all engaged in coping and adapting during 

COVID-19 restrictions and measures.   

Bronfenbrenner’s Ecology of Human Development and Technology 

 Bronfenbrenner’s perspective of the ecology on human development is a prime theory 

that can be applied in understanding how the pandemic had ripple effects in people’s 

development and interaction within their changing environment.  Bronfenbrenner’s ecological 

outlook focuses on the “conception of the developing person, of the environment, and especially 

of the evolving interaction between the two.  Thus, development is defined in this work as a 

lasting change in the way in which a person perceives and deals with his environment” 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 3).  Bronfenbrenner layered or nested a person’s environment in 5 

levels of structures consisting of the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem, and 

the chronosystem.  These systems are not independent of one another, as they are in a continuous 

interchangeable relationship where their influences are fluids and go both ways (Bronfenbrenner, 

1986).  In other words, “every significant new experience can alter the relationship of many or 

all of the exiting elements [layers] that have made up the personality to this point, so the 

patterning of the child’s entire individuality is influenced” (Thomas, 2013, p. 347).   

However, Bronfenbrenner’s ecological theory “emerged prior to the Internet revolution 

and the developmental impact of then available technology…was conceptually situated in the 

child’s microsystem (Johnson, 2010, p. 34).  Technology and interactive media have become an 

integral part of the world that has dramatically changed the world we live in.  Interactive media, 

such as mobile phones have profoundly altered our way of life, creating “a new human culture” 
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(Yan, 2018, p. 3).  Accordingly, there has been a proposition for an additional layer called the 

techno-subsystem to the model (see Figure 5.4).  The techno-subsystem layer is nested in 

between the child and its immediate environment (microsystem) to include “child interactions 

with both human (e.g., communicator) and nonhuman (e.g., hardware) elements of information, 

communication, and recreation digital technologies” (Johnson, 2010, p. 34).   

 

Figure 5.4 

SSI Student Ecological Model During the Pandemic 

 

 

  

To put Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model in the context of a child who attends Seven 

Seas Institute, “the innermost level is the immediate setting containing the developing person” 
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(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 3) otherwise known as the microsystem.  The microsystem may 

consist of the child’s Korean immigrant family members, Seven Seas Institute, their school, and 

their peers.  However, the techno-subsystem became prevalent during the children’s distance 

learning period.  In fact, their microsystem had also changed as their in-class instruction had 

been completely removed and replaced with a digital learning platform.  The children were 

exposed to almost all the elements of the techno-subsystem: internet use, access to use of iPads 

or laptops for class, for recreational use, widespread use of e-books (over physical books), 

increased use of school application and websites, use of digital headphones and other digital 

device accessories.  The techno-subsystem, in some ways, took over the children’s interaction 

with its microsystem (i.e., school, schoolteacher, and classmates).  

The changed elements of the techno-subsystem during distance learning changed the 

child’s immediate microsystem.  It affected how parents would respond to distance learning: how 

would SSI manage and support children’s learning on a digital platform?  Were parents stressed 

about distance learning?  How did it affect digitally illiterate parents?  How did that affect 

parent-child relationships or parent and SSI relationships?  The next outer layer, the mesosystem, 

is the synergy between the different faction of the microsystem, such as the relationship between 

the child’s school and their family, or between the child’s school and their childcare facility such 

as Seven Seas Institute.  These relationships were considerably shifted during the pandemic and 

distance learning  

The third layer, the exosystem, is made up of “events occurring in settings in which the 

person is not even present" (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 3) such as the child’s neighborhood, local 

government, and school board policies, and parent socioeconomic status.  SSI families who were 

able to afford or access SSI during distance learning were in socioeconomic place that allowed 
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them to have the option to support their child in ways other families may have not had the 

opportunity to have.  The fourth layer, the macrosystem is the “manifestation of overarching 

patterns of ideology and organization of the social institutions common to a particular culture or 

subculture” (Bronfenbrenner, 1974, p. 8), such as the government structure or system of 

economy.  It can also include the culture that shapes how the inner systems relate or interpret 

their relationship to one another.  Having a bicultural identity, such as being Korean American 

means individuals may live “in between two cultural frameworks and has to establish a dialogue 

between the country of origin (“there”) and the host country (“here”)” (Esteban-Guitart & Vila, 

2015, p. 17) adding layers to how multicultural communities may have coped during the 

pandemic.  In case of Korean American children attending SSI, the Korean cultural kinship ties 

and emphasis on the importance of education directed how SSI center and its staff would 

respond to the pandemic to support its Korean American families.  Parents’ strong emphasis on 

the cultural importance of education led to increased anxiety and stress about the quality of their 

children’s education during the pandemic.   

Lastly, the outermost layer, the chronosystem encompasses all the mentioned nesting 

systems and “take into account changes over time not only within the person but also in the 

environment and – what is even more critical – that permit analyzing the dynamic relation 

between these two processes” (Bronfenbrenner, 1986, p. 724).  This means the chronosystem 

includes not only developmental milestones or huge life changes in a person’s life but events 

outside of their lives that are unfolding within their time period, such as war, or a global 

pandemic in this specific study.  
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  Bronfenbrenner (1979) stated ecological environment extended far beyond the 

immediate situation directly affecting the developing person” (p. 7) and argued the microsystem, 

mesosystem, and exosystem shared a “striking phenomenon” (p. 4), stating:  

within any culture or subculture, settings of a given kind – such as homes, streets, or 

offices – tend to be very much alike, whereas between cultures they are distinctively 

different.  It is as if within each society or subculture there existed a blueprint for the 

organization of every type of setting.  (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 4) 

This blueprint can be modified if the framework of the setting is also altered, producing 

“corresponding changes in behavior and development” (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 4).  

Furthermore, Bronfenbrenner (1979) stressed “interconnectedness…as applying not only within 

settings but with equal force and consequence to linkages between settings, both those in which 

the developing person actually participates and those that he may never enter but in which events 

occur that affect what happen in the person’s immediate environment” (p. 7).  It was clear the 

event in the chronosystem, such as the pandemic, influenced the dynamics of the ecological 

layers.  The addition of the techno-subsystem played a pivotal role in understanding children’s 

experiences and development during distance learning.   

Long Term Effects of Increased Screen Time in Child Development  

Researchers have been prompted to not only study the effects of technology on young 

children, but on developmentally appropriate uses of technology to “start teaching young 

children the skills they need to know to understand the world around them” (Bers & Kazakoff, 

2013, p. 203).  Johnson (2010) stated multiple growing research on the positive effects 

technology may have on increasing children’s developmental or academic areas such as better 

language, metacognition, and cognitive development for “children who used the internet at home 
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for learning and communicating” (p. 33).  However, technology was applied as a supplement to 

children’s human to human interaction, with in-class instruction and schooling.  These studies 

were done before the pandemic when children’s microsystems weren’t radically changed.   

The pandemic restricted and changed people’s lives in unprecedented ways, consequently 

increasing the use of digital technology exponentially.  Torluemke and Kim (2020) reported 

children’s screen time increased by 52% on school days compared to prior the pandemic.  More 

specifically, it was reported children spent “2.9 hours before the pandemic vs. 4.4 hours during” 

the pandemic (Torluemke & Kim, 2020, para. 9).  This increase in screen time excludes “time 

spent for school purposes” (para. 3).  For a typical student at SSI, we know that children spent 

approximately 3 to 4 hours for live instruction, not including online asynchronous activities or 

homework.  This is a tremendous amount of time spent in front of screens for children.   

 Research should continue to look into the long-term impacts of unregulated and improper 

use digital technology can have on child development.  Though growing research is focusing on 

how to properly inform parents and educators on proper use of digital technology for young 

children, much improvement can be made on the accessibility of these resources to 

underrepresented population.  Partnerships with institutions such as SSI can be practical and 

effective in providing these resources to community members that schools cannot reach.   

Importance of Educators and Parents’ Roles in Guiding Proper Use of Technology  

Proper use of technology in academically appropriate ways has been proven to increase 

children’s mathematical, reasoning, problem solving and sequencing skills needed both in 

mathematics and early literacy (Bers & Kazakoff, 2013).  It is therefore the educators’ 

responsibility in carefully guiding and developing ways to safely use technology in suitable 

ways, equipping children for a successful and fulfilling future (Bers & Kazakoff, 2013).. 
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Educators should make “informed, intentional, and appropriate choices about if, how, and when 

technology and media are used in early childhood classrooms” (National Association for the 

Education of Young Children and the Fred Rogers Center for Early Learning and Children’s 

Media at Saint Vincent College, 2012, p. 11).   

Bers and Kazakoff (2013), have described teachers who are “not well prepared to know 

how to effectively integrate technology into the curriculum, how to craft developmentally 

appropriate technology-rich programs, or how to rethink the curriculum in the light of new 

technologies” (p. 203).  This has been evident in the wide gaps of digital technology utilization 

between schoolteachers during distance learning.  SSI teachers have observed these differences 

as well.  A informal conversation with one of LAUSD teacher during the pandemic (found in 

Appendix F) have also stated that three of her colleagues retired “mostly because they could not 

teach digitally” (Appendix F, p. 248).  The same teacher reported she was creating 

approximately 300 slides per week and relied heavily on the partnerships she built with her 

colleagues to prepare for distance learning, stating, “we met for an average of 6 hours every 

Friday to create lessons…” (Appendix F, p. 248).  Another LAUSD teacher who taught distance 

learning stated, “all of us [teachers] are burnt out and are constantly expected to give more 

because the students are well below grade level” (Appendix F, p. 250).   

This is staggering.  It is clear that educators were not prepared to use, and most 

importantly, not knowledgeable on how to properly integrate technology into curriculum.  It is 

generally accepted that digital learning will continue to be used in the future.  Technology is here 

to stay and is part of an active engaging system that children are growing up in, affecting their 

development and perception of the world around them.  While the world revolves around the use 

of technology, humans also revolve and thrive in human-to-human relationships.  Future research 
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should investigate how technology and direct human relationships interact.  Technology can not 

solely replace “healthy communication, social interactions, play, and other developmentally 

appropriate activities with peers, family members, and teachers” (National Association for the 

Education of Young Children and the Fred Rogers Center for Early Learning and Children’s 

Media at Saint Vincent College, 2012, p. 5), but must be used to further children’s development 

and future of education in schools and educators.  Schools, educators, and policy makers should 

promote funds, resources, and education that will equip our educators and ensure the safety and 

positive development of children in light of digital uses in education.   

Importance of Director Competencies and Leadership Qualities  

 The California Preschool Program Guideline stated “when directors are well prepared for 

their positions and their program decision are guided by well-informed beliefs, their programs’ 

classrooms demonstrate higher observe quality.  Key practices of effective administration 

include communication of high expectations, respect, and support for staff” (CDE, 2015, p. 51).  

Anna had a history of building SSI from its startup in 2015 and was in position of her 

directorship for 4 years before being rushed into finding a replacement for the role as she was 

promoted to SSI HQ responsibilities.  Since 2019, there were 6 director turnovers that happened 

within a 2 year period.  While varying factors such as poor leadership transitions, lack of training 

period, and the stressors of the pandemic contributed to the high turnovers, the lack of director 

competencies and leadership qualities were a huge contributing factor to failed management at 

SSI.   

 Leadership at SSI made a huge difference in how its staff, families, and children were 

treated.  While the author did not have any directorship experiences prior to her promotion, she 

was a senior teacher at SSI, having worked at SSI since 2015.  She also was a graduate student 
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studying early childhood education during the course of the pandemic.  The author’s deep 

relationship with existing stakeholders of SSI, her accumulated knowledge and experiences 

working at SSI, combined with her “grounding in child development knowledge” (CDE, 2015, 

51) allowed her to be an appropriate asset to SSI during a crisis.  The leadership qualities she 

practiced as a teacher in her classroom were expanded to the rest of the center during her 

directorship role.  The author’s story of being promoted to the directorship during an emergency 

paralleled what LeeKeenan and Ponte (2018) gathered from how other directors were promoted: 

many program directors never intended to be in the role.  Quite a few are classroom 

teachers who became very knowledgeable about the program and advanced over time to 

lead it.  Some directors are placed in the position at the request of their program boards; 

others are asked to step in during transitional periods or emergency circumstances. 

(Leekeenan & Ponte, 2018, Give Yourself the Permission section, para. 1) 

Adaptation and Flexibility 

Just as how being a teacher requires wearing many hats throughout the day, a leader 

should also be able to show capable skill for adaptation and flexibility.  The author had to adapt 

into the crisis of her situation and step into the directorship role.  Adaptation to respond to 

unexpected or emergency situations appropriately are crucial to leaders as they: 

[set] the tone, or organizational climate, of the program for all the participants…. this 

climate begins with the leader’s own attitudes, values, and competence and translates into 

the recruitment and selection of well-qualified teaching staff, the provision of sufficient 

resources and guidance to enable them to teach effectively, and the collaborative support 

they need to design and implement a program. (CDE, 2015, p. 52) 
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The lack of leader adaptability to all situations are evident in the how director Darla 

reacted to stressful situations and either leave SSI in frustration or place blame on other members 

of SSI.  This directly affected and contributed to the poor work climate for all SSI teachers and 

members involved.   These skills are not only applied in program curricula but in interacting and 

managing staff, families, and children.  Collaboration in leadership is a big aspect of the role that 

requires flexibility in partnership and supporting other members.  With the coinciding role to 

adapt to the changing COVID-19 needs, policies, and regulations, there were many novel 

elements working simultaneously – sometimes in harmony, but more often than not, in conflict.   

 LAUSD and educators globally also had to show flexibility and adaptability to meet the 

needs of children and families as they faced the challenges of the pandemic together.  School 

leaders moved fast to meet the needs of both families and teacher demands the best they could 

and moved towards plans of how to adapt into distance learning as quickly as possible in an 

emergency situation no one could have properly prepared for.  Teachers worked under immense 

pressure to rapidly adapt and meet the demands of distance learning from their administration, 

parents, and students.  Teachers had to be flexible in their teaching practices and methods of 

delivering education for students on a platform most were unfamiliar with.  Lack of adaptation 

may be harmful in times of crisis, as reported by one of the public school teachers who shared 

how some teachers at her school retired because they could not teach digitally (Appendix F).   

Flexibility and adaptation were a necessary survival tool for everyone globally during the 

pandemic.   

Limitations of the Study  

 While a phenomenological approach to studies offers a unique perspective, “profound, 

detailed understanding of a single phenomena” (Regoli, 2017, The Procs section, para. 3), and 
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rich data (Regoli, 2017) for research, it comes with “some notable downsides” (Regoli, 2017, 

The Cons section, para 1.) such as: 

1. Subjectivity: establishing the reliability and validity of the approaches can be 

challenging… 

2.  Bias: researcher-induced bias can influence studies, and this is particularly true with 

phenomenological research 

3. Pure bracketing: interference with the interpretation of the data can lead to a number 

of headaches in trying to establish and maintain pure bracketing  

4. Presentation: presenting the findings of this research is more often than not difficult, 

if not impossible.  The results of such research can prove to be highly qualitative, 

which makes it hard to present the findings in a fashion practitioners would consider 

to be useful  

5. Typical: … considering the fact that this form of research generally works with small 

groups, it can be dubious to claim the results are typical in any meaningful way. 

(Regoli, 2017, The Cons section, para. 2-6)  

These limitations, or cons, of phenomenological research should be considered throughout this 

project.  This study is limited to the observations of a first-person perspective of a single case 

study in a highly unique setting.   

First, the population group involved in this study is very specific to the cultural history 

and setting of the center and the population it serves in the community.  While SSI family, staff, 

and administration’s cultural views and relationships may reflect nearby center of its kind in the 

community, it may not be an accurate representation of other Korean American families and 

centers in other Korean American populated cities in the U.S.  Secondly, it is documented, 
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reflected, and discussed from a phenomenological method based on the chronicle of observations 

and understandings of the author from her field notes.  The documentation and narrative of 

observations the author made is limited to implicit biases that may affect her attitude and 

perspective on how the events unraveled in her experience.  Observations made in other 

participants such as school personnel, SSI teachers, directors, and families may have been missed 

as they were not readily apparent to the author.   

Future Research 

Asian American Research 

There is much future research to be done on the numerous topics that were raised during 

the pandemic distance learning in this specific case study that are ongoing today.  First, the 

inequities and disproportionate weight of effects the pandemic had in underrepresented and 

disadvantaged communities have been notable during this period.  Although Asian Americans 

are the fastest growing ethnic group in the nation, exceeding even Latin Americans, “research 

and scholarly attention toward Asian Americans in general, and Asian American youth in 

particular, has been strikingly scarce, especially in comparison to other ethnic minority and 

immigrant groups (Kiang et al., 2016, p. 995).  Though limited, recent research has begun to 

correlate “several aspects of acculturation, including behavioral and values acculturation and 

enculturation, acculturation gap family conflict, acculturative stress, and generational status” 

(Miller et al., 2011, p. 346) to mental health concerns, challenges, and attitudes Asian Americans 

may have in dealing with these issues.   

A growing body of research in this scope has also pointed out that despite the emerging 

affluence and model-minority stereotype that Asian Americans carry, they “actually face 

numerous culturally based challenges and have higher rates of mental illnesses than previously 
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suspected,” (Miller et al., 2011, p. 346).  Statistics suggest that Asian Americans “fare worse in 

terms of mental health” (Miller et al., p. 346) compared to their non-Asian peers.   

Vulnerable populations such as Asian Americans, or SSI family members, become even 

more at-risk during disasters such as the pandemic.  The societal reactions of hostility towards 

Asian Americans during the COVID-19 pandemic is a reflection of deep rooted issues America 

has with treating groups of people as second-class citizens when it comes to government 

resources.  Parents suing LAUSD reported the lack of support they received from their schools, 

stating that when they reached out to their child’s schools, the school’s responses were that “they 

don’t speak Spanish” (Javier, 2020, para. 18).  This was applicable to many SSI Korean speaking 

families as well.   

While multicultural communities may have and rely on the intricate web of centers and 

resources they may have within their community, there can be more done by higher government 

platforms to be more inclusive of all community members.  Further research on how other 

multicultural centers such as hagwons, or preschool centers in neighboring and different 

communities should be done to see how they prevailed during the pandemic and for educators to 

collaborate and lean on each other for resources and strength just as teachers did during distance 

learning.   

Implications for Prospective Future for Hagwons  

 Hagwons have a huge potential to become part of government and public school efforts 

to strengthen its education network, policies, and resources in undermined communities.  It was 

previously stated in Chapter 2 that it was “without question, these institutions [hagwons] have 

played a critical role in helping the children of…Korean immigrants graduate from high school 

and gain entrance to prestigious colleges in disproportionately large numbers” (Zhou & Kim, 
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2007, p. 138).  The most notable implication of Zhou and Kim (2007)’s research was that “public 

schools alone may not be sufficient to ensure immigrant children’s educational success, and that 

a wider range of after-school services are badly needed, particularly in low-income urban 

communities” (p. 138).  Research of hagwons in the U.S. were very limited.  In fact, even though 

Los Angeles is home to one of the biggest Korean American communities, description of these is 

largely absent from academic journals.  The few studies on Korean Americans and hagwons that 

existed at the time of this writing, were included.   

However, in the few literature where hagwons were mentioned, it characterizes how 

hagwons have adapted and structured itself to be a multifunctioning center that meets the cultural 

needs and values of its families and children.  More research into hagwons could provide more 

data and information for schools and school personnel in how to improve their outreach 

programs and even collaborate with hagwons who have been bridging the gap for immigrant 

families and schools for years.  This study provides evidence that partnerships with existing 

institutes that have been part of the communities such as hagwons are a resourceful way to 

exponentially improve education for families and children.   
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AFTERWORD 

To say COVID-19 changed things is an understatement.  For most of us, it put an end to 

things we knew and it reset the world as we know it.  While I struggled with imposter syndrome, 

I was unaware of the extent of how it was the main driving force behind any big decisions I 

would make.  I had refused any real leadership position at my center, even the role of 

directorship before the pandemic.  I was adamant on working as the right hand woman to the 

individual at charge.  I worked best as a support system to someone like Anna who had the big 

vision, and I worked on the fine tunings and tightening the screws to make sure the structures 

held.   

This was equally true during my graduate studies.  There were clear syllabi, objectives, 

and outlines that would give me the structure to work with when completing my assignments and 

project.  While I completed all my graduate courses with a 4.0, any praise or compliments of 

acknowledgement were met with mixed feelings of gratitude and inadequacy; it felt undeserved.  

 Right before the pandemic hit, I had just started working on my thesis on another topic 

that took about a year to culminate and I was struggling.  My thesis was the epitome of my 

imposter syndrome.  It encapsulated everything I was afraid of and struggled with.  To leave an 

entire project at the whims of my own creation would mean I would never complete it.  I was an 

overthinker, how could I possibly minimize and organize my thoughts and ideas into coherent 

structure?  I was a perfectionist, there would be never enough revisions and edits, especially 

when I have so much room for improvement.  I was a soloist with poor boundaries, I didn’t know 

how to say no but would overwork to make up for how inadequate I felt without asking for help.  

I was sure this thesis would be the end of me.  
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 When the pandemic hit, I gladly threw myself into my work at the center.  I was 

overwhelmed, stressed, traumatized, stretched thin, and cried.  But it was better than working on 

my thesis that would expose my possible real inadequacy.  COVID-19 changed both my 

graduate and work experience.  I had been asked, or forced, to step up into the directorship role 

at my center.  It was a crisis situation and I reluctantly complied.  I was terrified.  Then my chair 

suggested an idea that would add the cherry on top to complete my terror: to consider changing 

my thesis topic entirely based on this experience.  I did not know what I had just gotten myself 

into, but two different people, in my work and studies, that I respect and admired so much 

believed in their decision; they were sure of it.  I was not sure of myself or capability, but I was 

sure in their capability to make the best decision.   Everything afterwards happened so fast, the 

imposter in me barely had time to draft its schemes and lies.  My body moved before my mind 

posed doubts in myself.  I threw everything I knew at every situation.  I did not know how far it 

would take me but I ran.  It wasn’t until I stopped to look back to realize how far I’d come, and 

how many people were cheering for me on the sidelines all the while long.   

 Six months after becoming a director, I came across another monument decision.  I could 

not manage the branch and work on my thesis simultaneously; I was torn.  I did not want to let 

Anna and SSI staff and families down but I felt horribly stuck.  But if I gained one thing from 

this journey, it was the courage to go forward anyway, acting in faith.  The imposter voice that 

had always been so loud in making my decisions was now drowned out by the rest I found in 

knowing how loved and supported I was, from who I am, and not by works or performance.  It 

was not ideal, but Anna showed support for my decision.  By chance, we were able to find an 

experienced candidate who had acted as a director of another hagwon for several years.  She 

knew the Korean American community well and immediately formed a cheerful and warm 
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relationship with SSI teachers.  I spent about a month training the new director with the help of 

assistant director Angela who was incredibly supportive during this transition.   

Both SSI staff and families were enthusiastically supportive of my decision to complete 

my Master’s thesis as they were well aware of the brakes I put on my academic journey while 

managing the center.  The support was overwhelming.  Anna also took this chance to have me 

create branch-wide summer program teacher training and curricula.  I had the opportunity to visit 

another SSI branch as a representative of SSI HQ to help hire, train, and coach new SSI directors 

and teachers.  I also worked to build positive center and HQ relations and fostered a more 

positive work climate for staff members.  What I expected to be a difficult time turned out to be 

an eye opening experience affecting my personal and professional growth and aptitude.   

 I never dreamed I could be a director at my center, assist in the growth of another 

educational center, or even pursue higher education in obtaining a master’s in Educational 

Psychology.  To be embraced by someone as esteemed as Dr. Carrie and be connected to other 

great individuals that embolden my passion has been metamorphic.  As I reflect on these events, 

I am in awe of God’s providence of bringing these moments and people throughout my walk in 

life.   
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APPENDIX A 

Seven Seas Institute Origin and Issues Pre-COVID-19 

Origin Story: Prairie Gardens Academy 

Seven Seas Institute originally operated under a different name, Prairie Gardens 

Academy (PGA), that started out as a small privately owned hagwon, or after-school program, in 

mid 2015 by two Korean immigrant partners: Anna, a credentialed teacher from South Korea 

took on the role as director at the center, and Caleb, a South Korean business entrepreneur owned 

and managed the financial aspect of the center.  Caleb mostly operated in the background as the 

financial support and investor in PGA while Anna built the center from the ground up, starting 

with programs, marketing, recruitment, and so forth.  Anna was an experienced teacher herself 

with somewhat of an entrepreneurship spirit who founded and delegated school programs and 

field trips during her tenure as a teacher in South Korea.  Located in Koreatown, Los Angeles, 

PGA served Los Angeles Unified School District’s (LAUSD) lower middle-class families with 

children between kindergarten to fifth grade.   

The center started with fewer than 15 students enrolled.  Students were picked up from 

their schools and hagwon teachers provided homework assistance for students in their assigned 

grade level classrooms.  To compete with other hagwons in the area, Anna started to implement 

curricula that focused on English reading comprehension and writing after students finished their 

homework, to stand out amongst its neighboring competitors.  Curricula included programs such 

as Book Club and private tutors who provided one-on-one tutoring or group classes such as 

Writing Club to cater to students who needed more advanced support and guidance.  Hagwon 

teachers supervised and supported students in completing and correcting their homework, as well 

as provide supplementary review for students who were struggling at school.  In addition to 
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homework assistance, hagwon teachers emphasized building students’ reading fluency and 

comprehension that would enhance their mastery of the English language.  This integration of 

catered ride serves, English focused curricula, in addition to making sure students were 

completing or fulfilling their school academia measures met the needs of the immigrant parents 

by easing or sharing their burdens in helping their children acclimate to American school culture 

parents were not familiar with.   

On the surface, hagwons were tasked with the upkeeping the academic portion of the 

child’s microsystem, but upon closer look, hagwons also supported immigrant parents transition 

or acclimate more easily into their own acculturation process in their new host country.  

Hagwons like PGA considered the whole Korean immigrant family experience, dynamics, and 

acculturation process while building their center’s vision and culture.  They provided services 

such as: school pick-ups and home drop offs, checking and maintaining student’s quality of 

homework completion, ensuring comprehension of school lessons, and had directors who 

understood the community’s cultural background, context, and needs.  Zhou (2009) stated 

“neighborhood-based institutions provide a mechanism for restructuring the social life of 

immigrants and for tying children to their families, especially at a time when many acculturation 

pressures serve to distance immigrants from their US-raised or US-born children” (p. 1154), a 

well-known intergenerational acculturation conflict in Asian-American households.  Hagwons 

understood that “many immigrant parents work full-time and often have several jobs on different 

shifts.  Aside from juggling work and household responsibilities, which devour most of their 

waking hours, parents often have low levels of education and job skills, lack familiarity with the 

larger host society and school system, and speak little to no English” (Zhou, 2009, p.1154).  
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PGA was an active multi-function cultural institution for Korean American families in Los 

Angeles community.  

Multi-Function Role of Hagwons: Multicultural Acculturation Needs of Korean Families 

Wardle (2013) stated early childhood centers are closely tied to family’s cultural values 

and beliefs, cutting “to the core of cultural child rearing values…[bringing] programs into direct 

contact with deep, powerful cultural norms around child-rearing practices, feeding, discipline, 

views of child development, preacademic preparation, the value of play, and so on” (Gonzalez-

Mena, 2008, p. 278).  In other words, early childhood centers or any institute that closely works 

with children are deeply involved and enmeshed with the culture each family lives in.  

Understanding individual family’s cultural frameworks equip educators to not only provide 

quality partnerships and services but deliver supportive network of relationships and resources 

for families who may be underprivileged or underrepresented in public government-run services.  

Cultural impact of early childhood centers was notably pertinent in the Korean American 

families PGA served.   

Though not closed off to only Korean families, it was accurate to say PGA functioned as 

an ethnic specific institute, with business origins from South Korea and majority of its families 

made up of Korean immigrants.  Prairie Gardens Academy were well versed with Korean 

parental ideologies and practices in child development such as children learning in application to 

education, discipline, values, and socialization.  For example, PGA understood parents’ 

investment in hagwons as a reflection of “strong parental love and concern” (Otto, 2016, p. 169) 

as perceived by Confucian values.  Korean parents heavily relied on hagwons to meet their 

children’s academic needs in ways they themselves could not, due to language barrier and lack of 

knowledge in American school culture.  Hagwons were integrated institutes of Korean American 
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community, meaning Korean parents viewed PGA as extension of themselves (Kim, 2008) as 

Korean communities shared a “strong in-group identity” (Kim, 2008, p. 109).  Korean 

communities rarely relied on non-Koreans for “emotional or tangible social support” (Kim, 2008, 

p. 110) and instead formed kinship ties that extended past their families and relatives, including 

members and institutions, such as hagwons, that shared same cultural background.    

Prairie Gardens Academy’s hagwon teachers also happened to be made up of Korean 

Americans, with the exceptions to tutors, due to the center’s cultural origin, location, specific 

needs, along with cultural phenomenon in kinships.  Anna personally found communication and 

cooperation easier with candidates who were Korean American, largely which may have been 

attributed to her own ancestry and limited English proficiency.  Korean American hagwon 

teachers shared the same cultural ideas, values, and expectations of education as PGA and its 

community, and was able to better adopt and understand PGA’s work philosophy and method of 

academic support.  In addition, both parents and children felt more comfortable and assured 

knowing they will have a teacher who understood Korean American students linguistically, 

culturally, and emotionally.  Majority of the Korean American hagwon teachers grew up in the 

local area and attended the same elementary schools students were attending and experienced 

attending hagwons themselves.  In some ways, these cultural commonality and experiences made 

Korean American candidates adapt more easily into PGA’s hagwon work culture and 

expectations.   

Children themselves also felt more comfortable linguistically and culturally with teachers 

who shared in the same cultural identity they were developing themselves as Korean Americans.  

Korean American teachers were able to use their bilingual abilities to provide both academic and 

emotional support for children who were struggling with English.  Teachers reported they 
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empathized closely with students who were struggling at school because of their own 

experiences growing up with immigrant parents and attending hagwons themselves.  Korean 

American teachers understood the challenges students at PGA were facing and met students in 

ways not measurable by what was written in their resumes or formal education.  Wardle (2013) 

explained “identity development is a process fraught with tensions and disagreements….[as] 

individual immigrants must negotiate the in-between of culture and identity” (p. 288) and with 

Korean American teachers as predecessors who wrestled this same identity struggle growing up, 

children attending PGA may have felt more confident and empowered in defining what it means 

to be Korean American beyond the limitations of their immigrant parents.   

Hagwons like PGA provided a place where a community of like background, character, 

and struggles can come together to connect, share information, and support one another.  It 

provided a safe place and resource for transitioning Korean immigrant parents and their families.  

Though PGA mainly functioned as an academic hagwon, the center only closed 5 out of 12 

federal holidays and opened on other days as daycare services to cater to parents who work all 

year around.  Kim (2008) stated first generation Korean immigrant parents are “more likely in a 

survival mode; more time is spent on establishing their family as a functional unit in the United 

States (i.e., working and establishing financial security) rather than learning American culture 

and English” (p. 116), consequently relying on hagwons to assist not only their child’s academic 

and school related needs and concerns, but to some degree, child rearing due to respect and 

communal expectation to look out for one another.  Anna also shared the same immigrant 

identify and experiences with many of the center’s families, along with being a mother of Korean 

American children herself.  Many parents were overwhelmed juggling the difficulties of working 

full time, adapting to American culture, and managing their children’s schools expectations and 
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academic progress.  Anna built immediate kinship with parents who relied on her not only for 

their children’s academic goals but as a partner who supported in raising of their children with 

traditional Korean values and mannerism that the community and family shares.  Referrals 

spread the fastest through word of mouth in the community, and when new families moved in 

from out of town, Anna helped them enroll their children to schools that best fits the family’s and 

children’s needs.  By 2019, Prairie Garden Academy had regular enrollments of approximately 

80 students during the school year and well over 100 enrollments during the summer.   

Teacher Qualifications and Compensation 

The California’s Preschool Program Guidelines define early childhood teachers as “an 

adult with education and care responsibilities in an early childhood setting. Teachers include 

adults who interact directly with young children in preschool programs” (CDE, 2015, p. 39).  

Ideally, it would be in the best interest for hagwons to recruit individuals who are currently 

studying or completed courses in early childhood development or related field as the California’s 

Preschool Program Guidelines correlate teachers in playing a key role in preschool’s quality.  

However, due to hagwons’ dynamics as a small business, its focus on school-age children’s 

homework, and part time operating hours, hiring qualified teachers are at the discretion of the 

hiring manager, or the director.  Prairie Gardens Academy staff (excluding the director) worked 

3 to 4 hours a day during students’ regular academic school year, with increased hours during the 

summer for summer programs.  While tutors were hired based on their degree specialty and 

expertise in subject areas such as English, mathematics, or science, hagwon teachers who 

supported students with homework met lower qualifications.  It was common for small business 

hagwons such as PGA to hire hagwon teachers who were graduates from well-known colleges or 

universities or even current junior or senior standing college students with grade point averages 
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above 3.0 points if desperate.  As long as hagwon teachers displayed good character, skills in 

working well with children (i.e., enjoy working with children, children liked teachers, able to 

maintain and lead classroom and student management), and were diligent in correcting and 

making sure students completed their homework in a timely manner, they were considered 

acceptable candidates for the position.   

Hagwons also shared the same need for improvement that all institutes and individuals in 

the educational field has been struggling for years: compensation and benefits.  California’s 

Preschool Program Guidelines state “compensation for those providing education for young 

children is much lower than compensation for almost every other profession requiring 

postsecondary training, including teaching in the K-12 educational system” (CDE, 2015, p. 57) 

contributing to higher rates of turnover which is correlated to the stability and security of 

children’s development.  Halpern (2002) estimated frontline afterschool staff, such as teachers, 

turnovers to be as high as 40% per year due to low average pay which makes it difficult to 

equally hire and retain qualified teachers.  The Institute of Medicine and National Research 

Council (2015) also highlighted compensation and benefits affected the work environment and 

well-being of education workers, while also naming “staff stability and training, staff cohesion, 

[and] collaboration…as factors influencing the quality of the work environment (Whitebook and 

Ryan, 2011; Whitebook and Sakai, 2004)” (p. 464).  According to Institute of Medicine and 

National Research Council (2015), “childcare educators earn[ed] an average of $10.33 per hour, 

preschool educators earn[ed] $15.11, and kindergarten educators earn[ed] $25.40, although these 

numbers var[ied] by setting (Whitebook et al., 2014)” (p. 466).  Even if higher wages were 

offered at early childhood centers:  
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highly qualified staff [were] drawn to and tend[ed] to continue their employment in 

centers that …offer[ed] salaries that exceed[ed] the median wage….[making] it difficult 

for childcare centers to retain highly trained educators with bachelor’s degrees as they 

may also be qualified to teach in elementary schools or other settings that…offer better 

salaries and benefits with greater stability. (Whitebook and Sakai, 2003, p. 471) 

Hagwons like PGA also had another layer of complexity when it came to finances since they 

were privately owned small businesses that had to keep their tuition rates low and affordable for 

the specific community of families they were serving, while also making revenue to keep it 

running as a business.  While qualifications for hagwon teacher positions were lower than 

preschool teachers, Anna recognized the need for higher qualified hagwon teachers for 

classrooms with younger children, such as kindergarten and first grade, and offered higher wage 

for respective positions.  Unfortunately, due to it being a part-time position of only 15-20 hours 

of work per week, it was challenging to hire qualified individuals who would have better payout 

at other full-time positions at larger institutions.  Despite regular teacher turnover every two to 

three years, mainly with teachers who taught second grade and higher, Anna was fortunate to 

secure stable and qualified teachers for kindergarten and the first-grade class.  A credentialed 

LAUSD Korean American teacher taught kindergarten class while an experienced part time early 

childhood education (ECE) graduate student taught the first-grade class while also performing 

duties as a lead teacher for all first and second grade classrooms.  The most reliable way to retain 

continuous student enrollment happened during the early years of grade school, such as 

kindergarten and first grade, and with skilled teachers who provided and maintained support for 

students and families, the center was able to retain base enrollment numbers as children moved 

up the years.   
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Underlying Key Issues and Events: Lack of Proper Team Development and Collaboration 

The California Preschool Program Guidelines encourages continuous collaboration 

between program staff and families, stressing that partnerships between teaching personnel are 

“crucial to ensure high-quality outcomes for children and families and ensuring job success and 

satisfaction for the teachers themselves” (CDE, 2015, pp. 58-59).  It encourages intentional and 

purposeful planning by program directors to nurture spaces for strong collaboration and while 

“full-scale staff meetings may be difficult to build into the schedule on a weekly basis, …regular 

meetings, held as often as possible, are crucial to maintaining and improving program quality (p. 

59).  Lack of proper development and growth in these key areas proved to be fatal in the next 

coming events for PGA.  During the growth and success of PGA between 2018 to 2019, Caleb 

decided to expand the small business into a franchise and remodel the center under a new brand 

name, Seven Seas Institute (SSI), that would better cater to its community they served for years.  

Many of the center’s families had children who took extracurricular activities outside of hagwon 

hours such as piano, Taek kwon do, art, science, and dance classes to name a few.  The idea of 

SSI was to provide these services and programs in one place; a one stop education center that has 

it all, built to cater to children’s overall development and accommodate parents’ busy working 

schedules.  With multiple programs under one educational center like SSI, teachers and parents 

would also be able to receive a more comprehensive report of children’s developments.  

Investors and business leaders of SSI already began establishing headquarters in San Francisco, 

California with plans to open other branch locations by summer of 2020.  During the creation of 

these ideations and confirmation to move forward with their plans, there were no formal 

announcement, discussions, or meetings with the existing staff of PGA in Los Angeles.  
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In fact, staff meetings generally only occurred twice a year when teachers had to review 

upcoming summer programs and schedules, or when there were major concerns or issues that 

had to be raised regarding children safety or program efficiency.  In addition, PGA’s 

architectural building layout only allowed spaces for classrooms that were separated by grades, 

with shared centers used one class at a time.  Classroom teachers had to supervise their students 

at all times, spending all of their work hours mainly isolated in their classrooms with their 

students.  There were no common rooms or space where teachers could socialize or utilize that 

was not for work-related use.  Due to the nature of the work and environment, PGA provided no 

real opportunities or incentives among staff to build team relationships with each other or with 

Anna outside of their assigned duties or classrooms.   

Parent-teacher relationships were virtually nonexistent and only existed through parent-

director relationships.  Parent-teacher relationships were not discouraged per se, but it wasn’t 

encouraged or promoted as well.  Parents had already built a strong and personal relationship 

with Anna, who represented the face and reputation of PGA as she built both the programs and 

family relationships on her own.  Language and intergenerational cultural barriers between 

Korean immigrant parents and young Korean American hagwon teachers may have also played a 

part in the lack of communication between teachers and parents.  All parent inquiries, concerns, 

complaints, and consultation regarding their children at PGA went through Anna first.  Anna 

acted as a filter or mitigator between parent and teacher, bearing the weight of both expectations 

and complaints from parents while managing teacher accountability.  For example, if a parent 

realized their child’s homework were not being completed at PGA, they would confront this 

issue with Anna.  Anna would review these concerns with the parent and child, if needed, and 

provide an action plan to remediate the issue.  Afterwards, Anna would privately speak with the 
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hagwon teacher, share the action plan, and follow up with the teacher personally for the next few 

days.  Hagwon teachers also relayed all student academic progress, concerns, or improvement to 

Anna who would later relay that information during parent-director consultations.  In short, 

Anna’s job included: director, assistant director, program director, curriculum designer and 

evaluator, administrative assistant, human resources manager, sales marketer, and everything 

administrative.   

In short, at PGA, teachers’ duties and roles did not go beyond outside of what was 

happening inside of their classrooms and student-teacher relationships.  Ultimately, Anna’s 

leadership failed to nurture a healthy and strong collaborative teamwork environment, setting up 

a fragile dynamic that would nearly collapse PGA during the pandemic. The gaping separation of 

duties, more importantly, the dynamic relationships between PGA staff and families formed a 

weak supportive network between families, teachers, and director that would not endure the 

stresses and challenges the pandemic brought.   

Underlying Key Issues and Events: Leadership Transition Blindness 

While preparing for business and leadership transitions in 2019, Anna began recruitment 

processes for a new director to replace her as she would work in headquarters to help startup new 

branches in other locations, yet still, unbeknownst to PGA staff and families.  When Bethany, the 

first potential hire for the directorship role, came in for trial training process, there was still no 

formal announcement, meeting, or discussion about the changes that were going to take place.  

Rather it was informally announced by Anna, that while she will still be very much around, 

Bethany would start helping around the center and learn what Anna does to run a hagwon.  There 

was ambiguity in whether or not Bethany would be replacing Anna as director and information 

about the expansion or brand makeover of the hagwon was not mentioned or clarified.  Unknown 
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to SSI investors, Anna, Bethany, or PGA teachers, the first symptoms of the fragile dynamics of 

unbalanced parent-director and parent-teacher relationships would appear.   

During Anna’s recruitment and training period of potential hires which lasted 5 months, 

several noteworthy events occurred.  First, Bethany and another potential hire who will be 

mentioned later in this section, had no prior experience working as a director at a childcare 

center or hold any degree related to early childhood education.  Bethany was also not fully 

computer literate (i.e., Microsoft excel for administrative accounting or scheduling), adding 

another layer of obstacle in keeping up with the multiple tasks that had to be checked off 

throughout the day.  Although it was clear Bethany was overwhelmed with the responsibilities 

and duties of a director and needed more time to stay under the supervision of Anna, Caleb also 

urgently needed Anna to fulfill her role at headquarters as other branch completions were 

underway.  Despite Bethany not having enough time to build a secure relationship with PGA 

families to operate at the center on her own without Anna’s presence, in a hasty attempt to fulfill 

her obligations at PGA and to SSI Headquarters, Anna allowed Bethany to operate as a pseudo 

director while she fulfilled her duties in San Francisco.  Unfortunately, this caused “increased 

disruption and a wide range of operational dysfunctions” (Hayes, 2020, p. 8) as Bethany made 

critical errors that resulted in children being left behind during school pick-ups and drop-offs, 

causing huge safety concerns parents could not condone.  Bethany’s trial period left a stain on 

PGA, and the trustworthy and reliable relationship Anna built with the families began to crumble 

as families’ lost their confidence in the center’s ability to keep their children safe.   
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Underlying Key Issues and Events: Abrupt and Unsuccessful Leadership Transitions with 

the Brand Makeover Destabilizes the Center  

Mid-September 2019, Bethany stepped down from her director position, lasting only 4 

months.  Bethany was replaced by Charlotte, who was immediately announced as the new 

director of PGA.  It was also around this time Caleb, Anna, and members of SSI Headquarters 

formally invited PGA families to attend a meeting that would announce their brand makeover 

and PGA’s new name, Seven Seas Institute.  Ironically, a meeting for teachers and staff of PGA 

never happened nor was invitation for this meeting extended to them.  Parent attendance was 

fairly poor with only about ten families present and those who could not make it due to 

scheduling conflicts took a brochure that was prepared for the meeting.  Parents already began to 

feel distant and wary of what seemed like abrupt changes taking place.   

Charlotte was Korean American, fluent in English, computer literate, great with 

organizational skills, and was able to follow through with operational day to day administrative 

tasks.  Though she carried herself in a professional manner, she lacked skills to create a more 

warm and personable relationship with parents or with other employees.  Charlotte had very 

limited experience in education and in addition, she had trouble remembering the faces and 

names of the center’s families and children.  After a month of operating as a pseudo director, she 

still had difficulty remembering the names of the parents or children at the center contributing to 

an unwelcoming and unwarm atmosphere for families who were also undergoing the 

uncertainties of their children’s childcare leadership transitions.  Parents who were accustomed 

to having a more familial, trusting, and close relationship with Anna stated they felt like 

customers at a business operation.  In addition, during these transition trial periods, teacher 

accountability fell as structure began to dwindle internally.  Families who had been sending their 
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children to PGI for years slowly began to trickle away, feeling that their families and children 

were not receiving the same personal warm, care, and support they once received.  These 

crumbling pieces in addition to sudden leadership changes and a brand makeover was not an 

easy transition for the families or for SSI staff.  Both parties were not fully included and 

informed during transition plans and by the time Anna made formal announcements, the damage 

was already done.  The strength of the bond between family and center already had been 

weakened and started to crumble.  Despite these arising issues Anna had little to no choice but to 

officially move to headquarters as they began to move on their new franchise.   

SSI managed to idly survive for the next 6 months with Charlotte as director until it was 

forced to close in March 2020 due to COVID-19’s restrictions and closures.  Construction and 

plans for the opening of other SSI branches for summer 2020 came to a complete halt.  SSI 

would take a huge financial hit from COVID-19’s economic crisis and there was a strong push to 

reopen as soon as possible.  As soon as when Los Angeles gave the green light for early 

childhood education centers to reopen with COVID-19 safety regulations and requirements, SSI 

did not hesitate to reopen in June 2020.  However, just as how COVID-19 exacerbated pre-

existing public health, social, political, and economic crisis in the community, it also amplified 

underlying challenges and issues that had been brewing in SSI leading up to its transition.  The 

health of SSI community was already compromised before COVID-19 closures but with the 

added pressure and tensions of COVID-19, SSI nearly completely crumbled.   
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APPENDIX B 

Author’s Fieldnotes and Codebook 

C19HC: COVID-19 related Health Concerns & Safety Measures experienced by educators, 

families, and students  

- Related to use of face masks/coverings, social distancing, washing hands, etc. 

- Hygienic measures and concerns due to COVID-19 

- Includes physical, mental, and socioemotional health of parents, teachers, and children 

due to COVID-19 related stressors  

C19F: COVID-19 related Economic Hardships  

- Financial hardships and/or loss at SSI due to COVID-19 

- Fiscal decisions that were affected by economic hardships of COVID-19 

C19ED: COVID-19 related Difficulties/Challenges/Issues raised with children’s education faced 

by educators (E), families (F), and students (S)  

- Includes parent, teacher, and student challenges adapting and transitioning to education 

adjustments made for COVID-19 

- Adjustments/difficulties in roles of teachers and parents due to distance learning  

- Changes in education dynamic between children’s schools and SSI due to distance 

learning  

- Differences observed between on-campus learning vs. digital learning  

- Differences observed between public/charter/private schools in how they handled 

COVID-19 related education changes  
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DRC: Early Childhood Education Director Competencies and its effect on educators, families, 

and students  

- Examples of positive or negative characteristics related to director’s leadership and 

competency 

- Examples of how positive or negative director leadership and competency affected SSI 

center, staff, parents, and children  

DTSC: Educator, families, and student experiences of transition to Digital Technology and 

Screen Time  

- Challenges and adaptations related to use of digital technology for learning by educators, 

families, and students  

- Physical and socioemotional limitations and/or changes observed in students due to 

digital learning  

Summer Program – June to July 2020 (Instructor) 

*Hagwon teachers will be referred to as ‘teachers’ while student ‘schoolteachers’ will be referred 

to as such 

After the initial shut down in March 2020, our center, Seven Seas Institute (SSI) 

previously known as Prairie Gardens Academy (PGA), was able to re-open for Summer Camp 

mid-June 2020 after staying closed for approximately 3 months.  Director Charlotte had no 

previous experience working as a director at an educational setting, except a short 3-month 

employment as an afterschool kindergarten teacher (DRC).  Despite her lack of familiarity 

working at a children’s education center, she was proficient with the administrative and 

operational duties that came with the directorship role (DRC) and had been with our center for 

about 6 months before the center closed due to the pandemic.  SSI had plans to fully launch their 
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new brand name by finally implementing their new program, curricula, and system of 

management for summer reopening.   

New Summer Program.  SSI headquarters held two 30-minute virtual meetings, 2 weeks 

before the planned reopening (DRC).  Meetings covered new COVID-19 protocols (C19HC) 

and instructions on how to use the new curricula, more specifically, the new lesson packets that 

would be used.  SSI staff and students were using new packets for the first time for summer 

reopening.  The lesson packets were designed to prep students for English and math topics for 

their upcoming school year.  Anna emphasized the decision to focus on in-class instruction were 

to respond to parent concerns about children being left without school or academic instruction 

for so long (DRC).  Class instructions and structure were designed to be mostly teacher-led, with 

intense lecture or classroom lessons first, then moving on to pages of practice drills.  There were 

6 hours of instruction with an hour break in between, totaling 7 hours of summer program (9:00-

4:00 pm) from Monday to Thursdays, while Fridays were reserved for lesson packet review, 

revision, and/or completion for remaining pages if students did not complete them during the 

week (C19ED-E).  The remaining 2 hours (4:00-6:00 pm) were left for free time consisting of 

art, board games, and movies while students waited for their caretakers to pick them up.   

SSI HQ Team.  During this meeting, teachers were also finally introduced to new SSI 

HQ administration personnel during the virtual meetings.  SSI HQ team consisted of entirely 

new members our staff never met.  There were no ice breakers or team building time where staff 

had time to warm up to one another as colleagues (DRC).  The new HQ admins introduced 

themselves and we jumped right into summer packet instructions.  The meeting was information 

heavy, meaning an immense number of new materials and expectations were introduced to 

teachers. Teachers were introduced to new staff, new management program and protocols, and 
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new classroom materials and directives in a virtual meeting that totaled to only an hour.  SSI 

teachers were not only faced with navigating their own uncertain lives due to the pandemic but 

also the dramatically changed work environment, management, and culture (C19ED-E).   

Last Minute Preparations.  To make matters a bit unnerving, teacher schedules and 

grades we would be teaching were confirmed and sent out the Friday before the Monday of 

reopening (DRC).  Teachers had a general idea of how the program and lessons were going to be 

taught but I personally felt a lack of preparation with such last-minute scheduling and pending 

confirmation on which grade I would be teaching (C19ED-E).  Out of nine teachers who 

reported availability for work, only 4 teachers were hired due to low student enrollment (17 

students) (C19F).  Teachers’ work hours also changed from 5 days a week to only 4 days a week 

due to low enrollment (C19F).  There were a lot of new updates and procedures teachers were 

bombarded with via email from HQ (C19ED-E).  Director Charlotte constantly informed 

teachers to refer any concerns or questions to the new HQ administration and did not work to 

bridge the gap or intercede on behalf for the teachers (DRC).   

Personally, I thought it would be more effective, interactive, and engaging for Director 

Charlotte to hold meetings with staff as much as possible to better prepare and support one 

another leading up to the reopening of our center.  Instead, all of the communication were sent 

via email by HQ to teachers directly.  I did not think this was an effective way to prepare staff, 

especially when emails introduced protocols and expectations that were new to everyone.  It 

would have been helpful for staff to have meetings to discuss and review HQ email content with 

Director Charlotte before opening to have everyone on the same page and team mindset.  It 

would have helped our teachers tremendously in preparing for reopening together (DRC).  
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COVID-19 Health Protocols.  On the day SSI reopened, teachers walked into a whole 

new center that had been renovated during the 3 months it closed.  Our team did not meet or have 

meetings before our first day and we literally walked into a big physical, mental, and emotional 

transformation of our center on the day of our reopening (C19ED-E).  Teachers were greeted by 

Director Charlotte one by one as we signed in and were briefly reminded to make sure we ensure 

students follow CDC protocols.  SSI staff members had their temperature taken daily and 

recorded and had to sanitize their hands at the front desk before entering the facility (C19HC).  

The entire center was disinfected and sanitized by a professional crew before reopening 

(C19HC).  Tables were rearranged and sneeze guards were already set up in classrooms when 

teachers arrived.  Each student had sneeze guards set up around their individual tables and would 

only be allowed to remove their masks when eating and drinking in their seats during snack and 

lunch time (C19HC).  Families were informed they would not be allowed to enter the center and 

would only be allowed to drop off and pick up their children at the front desk (C19HC).  They 

were also informed to have students bring extra masks in case of incidents or emergencies 

(masks breaking, forgotten, getting dirty, etc.) and the center also stocked up on extra adult and 

children’s facemasks as well (C19HC).  There were plenty of hand sanitizers provided 

throughout the center as well (C19HC).  

  Teacher Concerns.  SSI teachers consisted of 4 females (2 college graduates, 2 college 

students) who did not specialize in children’s education other than me.  The other teachers had 

worked at SSI for a minimum of 7 months to about 2 years.  We were all anxious and stressed 

working while COVID-19 infection and death rates were continually rising in Los Angeles 

(C19HC).  One of our biggest concerns was the lack of windows at our center, thus poor 

ventilation in an enclosed building (C19HC).  All the teachers lived with family members at 
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home so the fear of catching COVID-19 while working was a huge concern.  Each classroom 

was limited to 8 students only, but some classrooms had a mix of different grade students due to 

lack of (a) student enrollment, (b) funds, (c) and teachers.  Since SSI was one of the first 

hagwons to open in the area Our usual summer enrollment of over 100 children shrunk to about 

15 children when we reopened (C19F).   

For the summer program, I had 1 upcoming kindergartener, 3 upcoming first graders, and 

3 upcoming third graders in my classroom.  With the program being intensively teacher-led, it 

was especially challenging for me to hold a class lessons for two different grade levels and 

manage classroom instruction with such wide age gaps between the children (Kindergartener was 

grouped into first grade level) (C19ED-E).  I did not have an assistant to supervise my younger 

students while leading a lecture for third graders at the same time.  If I knew my class’s grade 

level arrangement situation earlier, I would have been better prepared to manage lesson planning 

instead of using classroom time (took weeks) to create a classroom routine and management on 

how class lessons would pan out.  I know Anna and HQ prepared the best they could to move 

forward during the pandemic, but most of their efforts were put into new branch’s makeover, 

lesson curriculum, protocols, and content.  Meanwhile, the people - the teachers, who would 

carry out and execute these ideas and plans were not prepped or included in these preparations at 

all (C19ED-E).   

Student Socialization.  The younger students (kinder/first graders) in my class had a 

difficult time staying in their space and not being able to physically play with their peers whom 

they haven’t seen in months (C19HC).  I, too, had a hard time not hugging or having any 

physical contact with my little ones whom I have not seen in such a long time (C19HC).  

Previously, our center took our students to local parks for outside play, but this was not an option 
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this summer as outdoor spaces were restricted (C19HC).  Our center did not have a safe outdoor 

area where students can play.  Rather, the students and teachers were confined in their rooms all 

day and it was up to the teachers to come up with activities to keep their students engaged 

(C19ED-E).  The intense summer schedule of two 3-hour instruction with one hour of lunch and 

free play in between made it that much more difficult for teachers to utilize their schedule and 

space to create an engaging atmosphere when both students and teachers were cooped up inside 

their classrooms with limited space, socialization, and interaction (C19HC/ C19ED-E/C19ED-

S). 

I immediately noticed my students could not and, understandably, would not endure 

lesson plans that lasted 3 hours straight during the first two days of summer camp (C19ED-S).  It 

was supposed to be an intense summer program but with everything everyone had been going 

through during the lock down, it was not possible we could maintain an intensive program 

confined in our classrooms and seats, especially for the younger children.  We had just come 

back from being quarantined in our homes for three months straight.  Despite the uncertainty, 

lack of information, and training on how to go about in-class educational protocols during 

COVID-19, it was necessary for me to take initiative and act quickly.  I allowed frequent breaks 

in between lessons that were not included in our original summer program schedules.  I included 

indoor stretches to give both myself and student bodies and minds some movement and freedom.  

I set aside time for my students and I to have candid conversations, talk about how we were 

doing, and socialize before starting classwork (C19ED-E).  When Anna stopped by our center to 

check in on how the center was doing, she noticed our class was the only one that took breaks 

stretching.  Anna had to point this out to Director Charlotte, directing her to make sure other 

classrooms were taking breaks and stretching as well, yet again, highlighting the center’s need 
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for an experienced director with educational background which would have been crucial during 

the pandemic (DRC).  Small actions of leadership such as these would have been vital for 

teacher and children support in such fragile times.   

Anna’s visit was followed up with another long email from HQ reminding teachers to 

make sure all classroom times were interactive and interesting.  HQ attempted to support 

teachers with resources that mainly consisted of more drill worksheets, coloring sheets, brain 

twisters, etc. (DRC).  HQ emails fell short without follow up meetings amongst teachers and 

director (DRC).  In addition, this form of communication was very new to teachers, as first, we 

did not use email as a form of communication before, and two, we did not exchange such 

densely packed information in digital or paper format but with in-person meetings that happened 

once or twice a year.  Teachers were essentially left to their own devices and resources.  Despite 

HQ’s desire to help, there were no tangible support for teachers in their immediate environment 

and situation (DRC).  

I had to get creative and took the lead to create hands-on arts and craft activities that 

correlated to themes I found in my class summer packets (C19ED-E).  I either bought or brought 

personal arts and crafts materials from home and allowed my students to work and help each 

other during arts and crafts time (C19ED-E), under the condition our class worked together to 

keep COVID-19 protocols (keep face masks on, sanitize area, wash hands) (C19HC).  This was 

one of the only times my students enjoyed “normal” social time together.  Other ways our class 

had structured “social” play organized independently by me was when students were allowed to 

show and tell their artwork or craft they made and engaged through Q&A and storytelling about 

their work (C19ED-S).   
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Unfortunately, though trivial, all the activities mentioned were only being practiced in my 

classroom.  I felt fortunate to be somewhat knowledgeable and studying early childhood 

education during my employment at our center at this time.  Most teachers, including directors, 

were not educated in this field to take on the complex task of what it meant to work with young 

students during COVID-19 (C19ED-E).  Having to support children socially, emotionally, and 

academically to the degree it was needed during a pandemic was a task our teachers were most 

likely not qualified or educated to do (C19ED-E).  While these needs were certainly practiced 

and supported to some degree as a center working with children, SSI, at that time, was mainly 

structured for homework and school support as well as academic tutor services (C19ED-E).   

Lack of Social Support.  Teachers did not have any time to socialize or catch up with 

my fellow teachers at the center while working during the pandemic (C19HC).  We were all 

overwhelmed, anxious, and under stress in making sure we were following all COVID-19 health 

protocols and procedures to not catch or spread COVID-19 for our students and our own safety 

(C19HC).  Since students and classes were not allowed to intermingle due to COVID-19 

restrictions, teachers had limited interaction with their colleagues outside their classrooms.  Prior 

to the pandemic, teachers had time to converse and socialize where they were able to discuss 

problems and share resolutions to classroom or student issues, exchange ideas, share materials 

and academic game ideas for other classes to use (C19ED-E).  However, teachers now worked 

isolated in their classrooms and left right after their workhours were over.   We did not have the 

same support system from one another as we did before, especially during a time where it was 

most needed during this frightful period (C19ED-E). 

Eventually, HQ expressed some flexibility with the summer program, allowing teachers 

to have students skip few pages of the packet if they demonstrated strong grasps of the lessons 
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that were being taught (DRC).  Teacher feedback on student strengths and weaknesses on the 

lessons taught from the packet were important to parents as they were eager to have in-class 

instruction for their children after being confined in their homes for 3 months.  These feedbacks 

were written on the packets that were sent home at the end of each week (C19ED-E).  HQ also 

sent a gym coach to our branch who taught teachers and students some exercises and light games 

we can use to engage students in physical activity and play during each classrooms’ recess 

breaks (C19HC, DRC).  However, our center did not have adequate structure space for indoor 

play, so teachers had to make do with spaces we had (i.e., parking lots, hallways, and small 

empty classrooms).  Teachers preferred the use of the parking lot since it was an outdoor and 

enclosed space, but this space was later restricted for safety purposes by the request of the 

building management.   

I kept my worn work clothes in a separate laundry batch at home and showered every day 

after work, before being able to feel safe enough to be at home with my family members 

(C19HC).  I constantly felt anxious and stressed about the scares of COVID-19 and how it was 

affecting my workplace and how it may also affect my home and loved ones (C19HC).  I felt 

isolated in my classroom physically and socially, and there were no encouragement or support 

from our leadership to create a healthier, livelier atmosphere at our center (C19ED-E, DRC).  

Director Charlotte spent most of her time managing administrative tasks in the front of the center 

(DRC).  We were all in survival mode (C19HC).  Our classrooms and hallways that were once 

filled with children’s laughter and social life were barren and eerily quiet.  I felt like I was just 

trying to get through each day keeping the children and myself safe while also brainstorming 

ideas on how to keep their minds actively engaged and occupied during their free time in class 

(C19ED-E).  Every day was physically, mentally, and emotionally exhausting.  
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In just after a month of opening for summer program, Director Charlotte announced her 

resignment from our center mid-July (DRC).  I remember feeling drained and wondering if our 

center would ever have stability after these non-stop changes.  SSI HQ found 2 new directors 

that would take over a week after Director Charlotte’s announcement.  Director Charlotte 

departed after training the new directors for 2 weeks (end of July).   

August – December 2020 (Instructor) 

Directorship Changes.  Director Charlotte was replaced by two new directors, Darla and 

Elise, who were going to act in partnership as co-directors.  Darla was tasked with managing 

teachers and program curriculum while Elise mainly took care of office administrative tasks and 

fiscal payroll.  Neither had any previous work experience working as a directors at a children’s 

educational center but both had some teaching experiences as a high-school teacher (Darla) and a 

preschool teacher (Elise) in Korea, respectively.  Both were trained by Charlotte and Anna for 

about 2 weeks before Charlotte left.  Introduction to our new co-directors, Darla and Elise, were 

brief, summarized by a short meet and greet by Anna.  Darla and Elise passed out pamphlets that 

had a short introduction about themselves and their experience but other than that, teachers and 

new directors had no time to build any sort of grounded relationship (DRC).  Some students had 

already started distance learning and teachers were overwhelmed with the new digital learning 

program to have any time to speak with new directors.  Darla and Elise, too, were overwhelmed 

with all the tasks and expectations they needed to meet from headquarters to run the branch, in 

addition to learning what and how digital learning was applied/run in each school (DRC).  Most 

director to teacher communication happened through email and there were no formal meetings 

between teachers and the new directors, not once (DRC).  For me, changes in leadership made 

me feel less secure and stable about the center.  I focused on feeling grounded and stable in my 
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own operation: managing myself, my classroom, and my students first.  Changes in leadership 

did not make me feel more supported or secure but made me feel like I had to brace myself for 

another change at the center (DRC).   

Parents were also concerned with changes happening in leadership so close to when 

school was starting on a new platform.  Their confidence in the new directors dwindled as they 

did not see familiar faces they can rely upon, on top of their already worries/dropped confidence 

in previous Director Charlotte who had a hard time remembering children’s faces even though 

she had worked there for almost a year (DRC).  While parents had concerns about the health and 

safety of themselves and children from COVID-19, they were desperate for our center’s help in 

managing and understanding their children’s school transition to distance learning (C19HC, 

C19ED-F). 

Distance Learning Program.  To adapt into LAUSD’s announcement about distance 

learning plans for fall 2020 semester SSI announced a program where our center would provide a 

safe learning space for students to attend their digital school learning in a school-like classroom 

environment for families that could not provide such space in their homes (DRC, C19ED-E).  

Student enrolled increased to about 35 students at this time and two additional teachers, who 

previously worked at SSI, were hired as classrooms expanded (4 teachers to 6 teachers) (C19F).  

Students were expected to bring their own digital devices, chargers, and headphones/mics to use 

to partake in this program.  If families did not have one (digital devices), their schools provided 

them – however, some families did not even know they had access to this resource (C19ED-F).  

Teachers were informed that their role for this new program were monitoring and supervising 

student learning (ex: make sure students are paying attention/ stay focused) and assisting with 

technical difficulties (ex: guide students how to use their digital learning platforms).  
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Expectations for teachers’ role at SSI seemed simple and straight forward for the upcoming 

distance learning (C19ED-E).   

Distance Learning Challenges at SSI. 

 Parent Challenges and Expectations.  To prepare for distance learning, parents had to 

forward or relay all school related information to directors, and directors had to relay that 

information to the appropriate SSI teachers so we would be briefed and prepared in what to 

expect for their student distance learning.  However, parents were overwhelmed.  On top of 

managing their full-time jobs, they were confused with the emails and notifications that were 

being sent from schools about how to manage the new digital learning (C19ED-F).  There were 

new weekly arrangements for parents to pick up their child’s learning materials (textbooks, craft 

materials, paperwork, etc.), bell schedules, information on how to create zoom accounts, how to 

create email accounts for their children, how to manage and check school websites to check for 

student classwork and homework, how to digitally upload their homework, educational websites 

students were going to use to count as grades for participation, and so on (C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  

All these information had to be forwarded to our directors, who would inform the SSI teachers.  

This transfer of information caused a lot of miscommunications, delay in information/ 

notification, and complete confusion.  The new directors had to relay a lot of information and 

have high levels of communication between parents and SSI teachers they did not have time to 

properly form real bonds with (DRC).  Directors were confused and lost track of information or 

questions teachers had for parents and/or schools and vice versa.   

Specifically, immigrant and/or technology illiterate parents were struggling to understand 

school’s instruction and procedures due to language barrier (esp. for students who stayed with 

their grandparents who had a harder time understanding messages from schools) (C19ED-F, 
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DTSC).  They were highly concerned with their children’s academic performance after months 

of no school and blamed our center’s staff for any shortcomings even though it was due to 

miscommunication due to either language barrier, too many emails, lack of clear communication 

from schoolteachers, and emails getting lost in between all the relaying (DRC, C19ED-E, 

C19ED-F).  Based on the observations of most teachers, they saw no formal remediation from 

schools addressing language barriers (specifically in Korean) while transitioning into distance 

learning.  It was largely dependent on the individual schoolteachers themselves.  Meaning, while 

not always the case, schoolteachers who were bilingual in Korean were more likely to assist 

parents set up for distance learning (C19ED-F).   

Directors at SSI acted as the middlemen between parents and teachers, and since both 

parties (parents and teachers) heavily relied on the directors for information and leadership, both 

parties grew increasingly frustrated, flustered, and stressed.  I felt that parents who enrolled their 

children in our center’s program due to their lack of digital literacy did not consider their 

responsibility or role in the amount of communication and relaying of information they had to do 

between their school and SSI (C19ED-F).  They hoped for a one stop solution to their concerns: 

they expected once they enrolled their children, their concerns would be taken care of 

immediately and solely by SSI.  This was not the case.  Many parents started to vent their 

frustration to new directors and instead of mitigating these conflicts, directors directed the blame 

to SSI teachers (DRC, C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  The directors let parents yell/complain directly to 

teachers who were doing their best given the circumstances and the little support they had.  

Teachers, including myself, were on the verge of tears, or already crying, from the overwhelming 

tasks and lack of support from directors or anyone (C19HC).  I felt suffocated, overwhelmed, 

and absolutely helpless.  Things were happening chaotically every day, I had no order or system 
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in place to manage all the new responsibilities I was finding about on a daily basis, and things 

did not slow down or stop for me to think.  It was the first time few teachers and I wanted to quit 

(C19HC).  We felt helpless but we felt even more helpless for students that we would leave if 

we were to leave now.  Students were at a pivotal time with distance learning and teachers and I 

felt obligated to stick through to support them.  We prioritized student support over our own 

support (C19HC).  Poor mediation between relationships caused more tensions between all 3 

parties: parent-director, parent-teacher, and teacher-director relationships.  Directors made 

relationships even more sensitive and in some cases, more volatile between parties (DRC).   

Director Competencies.  We had an idea of how the digital learning program would be 

like, but it was not at all what we expected - our directors and teachers were not prepared to 

handle the unexpected challenges and additional roles of digital learning (C19ED-E).  One of the 

indicators for both director’s lack of preparation and comprehension of distance learning and the 

gravity of their roles were when directors did not plan to open the center earlier when some 

schools started at 8:00 am.  Although our center hours were 8:00 am to 6:00 pm, if distance 

learning began at 8:00 am promptly, directors should have had the discernment to open earlier as 

parents would be dropping off their children early to get settled in to log in on time (DRC).  

However, both directors came to open the center at 8:00 am while teachers and families had been 

waiting at the center lot since 7:30 am.  Teachers observed parents’ shock, frustration, and 

complaint as they were waiting in the lot together for directors to arrive.  It seemed to both 

parents and teachers the directors did not care for the center or students.  By the time directors 

unlocked all three gates of the center, teachers, students, and parents all rushed inside to try and 

sign in to class on time.  Parents observed teachers frantically trying to log in multiple students 

on zoom while directors did not seem too concerned as they sat at the front desk (DRC).  
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Teachers frantically rushed to turn on devices for their students, open apps, assist in logging in 

with appropriate login information, meeting ID, and passwords.  Students were late logging in to 

their first day of distance learning.  Although schoolteachers were more forgiving on tardiness 

since it was their first day, parents of SSI were not so forgiving of how the day unfolded.   

The situation did not look good to both teachers and parents.  Both parties contacted 

Anna about their concerns on how the day’s event unfolded and Anna visited the center within 

the next 2 hours (DRC).  After speaking privately with both directors, to prevent the same 

incident from happening again, Anna assigned two teachers, the author and Samantha (who had 

students who started school at 8:00 am), to open the center at 7:30 am while directors came in at 

7:45 am (DRC).  It is unknown why directors were opening at a later time.  This incident further 

damaged both directors’ reputation as the day’s incident were spread amongst families (DRC).   

Director Competencies Affect Teachers.  SSI teachers were engulfed with the enormous 

amount of information and adjustments they needed to make for distance learning.  We were 

handling students from different schools with different bell schedules (public, charter, and 

private schools) and we were left to our own devices to figure things out on our own since the 

director were of no significant assistance (C19ED-E, DRC).  On top of overwhelming tasks and 

miscommunications, the two new directors did not get along and often neglected/passed their 

jobs to one another expecting the latter to pick it up, most likely intensified by the pressures they 

felt (DRC).  There were occasions when both directors went on breaks or errands at the same 

time and teachers did not know where to find them.  The directors were basically left to their 

own devices without enough training or preparedness to properly take on the roles they had been 

hired to do (DRC).  This caused tension at the center that were picked up by teachers at the 

center.  The new directors were too embroiled in their complicated relationship and teachers 
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soon realized they could not rely on their leadership for help (DRC).  This isolated teachers even 

more in their own classrooms to fend for themselves the best way they can.   

To make matters worse, director Darla developed poor relationships with few of the 

teachers at SSI (DRC).  While part her role was to work closely with teachers and support them, 

she did not manage her relationships with teachers very well.  For instance, during the peak of 

distance learning chaos, one of the teachers contacted Anna about the teachers’ desperate 

situation, the lack of help we were receiving, and suggested the center hire teacher assistants to 

help.  However, when Director Darla got a call from Anna informing her that teachers were 

overwhelmed, she went to the teacher’s classroom who made the call and started to confront the 

teacher, while students were present in the class (DRC).  She vented about how she stressed she 

was getting complaints from parents and having to supervise/substitute for classes thus having 

little time to complete her other duties (DRC).   

Director Darla’s duties did include occasionally supervising or substituting classes when 

teachers were on breaks or absent.  During the occasions teachers were absent, they left detailed 

notes on what each student needed to finish for schoolwork, etc.  However, these tasks were 

sometimes not properly checked or completed by director Darla (DRC).  While director Darla 

had more interaction with students due to her role, students did not share close relationship with 

director Darla as she did not have a warm or soft atmosphere about her (DRC).  Teachers, too, 

observed awkward and stand offish tone of social behavior from director Darla that made it hard 

to form a genuine or warm relationship with her (DRC).  It was later revealed that when parents 

complained about incomplete works, director Darla blamed teachers without taking any 

accountability for herself.  Even more so, when these complaints reached Anna’s ears, director 

Darla continued to shift blame on teachers and made them out to be incompetent (DRC).  
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Teachers were unaware of what was being said to both parents and Anna by director Darla.  

These information were put together later on by the author as she spoke with both parents, 

teachers, and Anna when she took on the directorship role.   

There was also times Director Darla left early mid-shift out of frustration from working 

with parents or from other conflicts at work (DRC).  Although it was clear director Darla was 

stressed, overwhelmed, and without enough support, her actions antagonized teachers.  Instead of 

finding ways to support one another and find ways to carry the burden together, she shifted 

blame and burden on to teachers.  She did not have the interpersonal skills to reflect and manage 

staff relations under pressure, instead further stressing them (DRC).  Combined with conflicts 

between directors and the added tension and hardships director Darla added on teachers, it 

affected the overall atmosphere and mood of the center, and it was very clear to teachers that 

they could not rely on either Darla or Elise for any support.  

Author’s Experiences.  For Fall 2020, my classroom consisted of a mix of 4 

kindergarten students and 3 first graders, totaling 5 different school bell schedules.  On top of 

their various bell schedules, I had to manage all their login information when signing into their 

various zoom classes and apps along with assisting them with their classwork and homework 

assignments.  My role became that of a proxy classroom teacher for 7 students with 5 different 

bell schedules, and 6 different teachers (C19ED-E).  I had various alarms set up on my phone 

throughout the week concerning each student’s bell schedule.   

There was a slight increase in student enrollment few weeks after distance learning began 

due to word of mouth between parents who would meet at school for their scheduled student 

material pick up days (C19F).  Parents heard about our center’s digital learning support program 

and as enrollment increased, more classrooms were opened up and class arrangements were 
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rearranged, again.  Just as when students, parents, and I were getting settled into our routine and 

work flow, my classroom was rearranged to a classroom of 8 kindergarten students who all 

attended the same private school (C19ED-E).  Families who had to leave my classroom were 

faced with another round of anxiety, concern, and transition as their children transferred to 

another new teacher, hired by Director Darla.  Teacher recruitment was hard during this period 

(C19F) as there were not many qualified, let alone, any applicants during the pandemic.  The 

new teacher was not adequately trained by director Darla as the center tried to quickly adjust to 

growing student numbers quickly.  Although I tried my best to inform the new teacher 

everything I knew (student schedule, student work habits, how to work best with each student’s 

strengths and weaknesses, etc.), parents felt unsettled with instability of changing classrooms and 

teacher quality difference.  Some eventually left the center due to changes in the standard of care 

their child was receiving (C19ED-F).   

The first few weeks of distance learning was unsettling for myself as well as I had to 

continuously adapt to change and reorganization.  I observed that schoolteachers too were 

adapting to digital learning and technology themselves with their class.  Schoolteachers had to 

improvise a lot in the beginning to give students time to learn and adjust to learning on a digital 

platform (how to use mute, how to get into breakout rooms, how to open and login into apps, 

etc.) (C19ED-E, C19ED-S).  Students had different responses using digital platform for 

learning, more specifically a live-video instruction.  Majority of my students were excited to use 

their digital devices for learning.  They were ecstatic to see their friends online.  However, some 

were anxious and intimidated by the new experience, facing something similar to stage fright.  

Speaking while seeing oneself on camera and having all your classmates and teaches look at you 

through the camera was a different and intimidating experience for some.  This took consistent 
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gentle coaxing to encourage them to feel more comfortable participating through digital learning.  

Students also had to learn digital etiquettes, which were more challenging for younger students 

in my class as they had to practice impulse control (i.e., learning not speak over their classmates 

or teachers, only unmuting when called on to speak, not doing other things on their iPad during 

zoom sessions, etc.) in ways that was not required of them before (C19ED-S, DTSC).  In both 

cases, students took a while to adapt into the normalcy of digital learning, technically, 

academically, and emotionally.   

Younger students needed more hands-on help during these situations, and I was not 

always present to understand what was going on in each students’ class lessons and instructions 

when I was supervising other students at the same time (C19ED-E, C19ED-S).  Students were 

using headphones during their live instructions so it was not like I could listen to all 6 

schoolteachers at all times.  I stayed past my required working hours or took work home for 

weeks without pay (C19F) to set up a system for my classroom that would work best for myself, 

my sanity, and students so that we can make the best of their class time without distractions or 

interruptions.  This meant creating a system that would best support children’s online and in-

person learning at the same time (ex: when and what questions are appropriate to ask their 

schoolteacher or myself in the classroom?, what signals or gestures do we use to alert they need 

my help without distracting their schoolteacher and/or other students, etc.)  (C19ED-E).  It took 

time to prepare my students for independent learning (ex: knowing how to sign in on Zoom on 

their own, setting up their login email/password on their desks and knowing which ones to use 

for their various apps, how to and when to mute/unmute, know how to enter breakout rooms in 

Zoom, connect their headphones via Bluetooth, check if their Wi-Fi connection is on, and so on.) 

(C19ED-S, DTSC).  Ideally, parents would be the one giving the one-on-one attention, 
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guidance, and care to their child during this transition period but at an afterschool where teachers 

were working with multiple children during live instruction time, children took longer to learn.  

After students learned how to sign on independently, it gave me more room to be present and 

help my students where and when they needed it most (C19ED-S, DTSC).   

Relaying information between parents through the directors caused more trouble than 

resolution so I started to reach out to parents myself.  Since I was one of the teachers who opened 

the center, I was able to greet all families in my class during student drop off and pick up and 

started to build a relationship with them.  I made an introduction sheet about myself and my 

teaching experiences, along with my personal cell and email for parents to reach me in regard to 

their children school news and updates.  This helped parents build more confidence and trust in 

me as their children’s educator as well as develop a more one-on-one reliable and trusting 

relationship and communication between one another.  I was able to work fast in terms of 

managing zoom meetings and bell schedule changes for my students, since school notifications 

were sent to parents, and I would have to get notified or confirm these changes with parents 

directly (schools did not allow members outside family/caretakers to directly contact them in the 

beginning).  This also allowed me to communicate with parents about their child’s academic and 

socioemotional needs directly (C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  There was a lot more on my plate to 

manage (these duties should have been director’s responsibility) but it was a lot more complaint 

and stress-free on my end with little to no room for miscommunication or delay in information.   

School Personnel.  One of the challenges I experienced working with school personnel 

was gaining the trust/partnership of student schoolteachers to work together in partnership, 

versus against one another.  Some schoolteachers seemed bothered/frustrated that students were 

distance learning at our center (C19ED-E).  For example, they had difficulty hearing our 
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students since students had to keep their masks on in classrooms or had disrupting background 

noises.  Other times, students were distracted by other students in the classroom (their bell 

schedules were different so some students would be on break while others are in session) which 

burdened schoolteachers more (DTSC).  Our center also had internet issues in the beginning (we 

didn’t expect so much lagging with the internet connection due to so many children being logged 

on at the same time), which only added to schoolteacher’s plates when they needed to get their 

lesson going.  I’m sure with all the difficulties schoolteachers were facing themselves preparing 

for distance learning, it was not easy adjusting their expectations and plans working with SSI 

teachers or hagwons instead of children family members as planned.   

This was also hagwon teachers’ first time having to work closely with schoolteachers 

(before the pandemic, there was no reason for hagwon teachers to communicate with 

schoolteachers at all) (C19ED-E).  Other SSI teachers, including myself, felt hesitant to disrupt 

schoolteacher class lessons for clarification or even asking questions when students seemed lost 

(ex: schoolteacher would ask students to work on certain worksheets but if student wasn’t paying 

attention and our SSI teacher realized students were not following along, they would have to ask 

the schoolteacher via zoom, what students were supposed to be working on).  It took a while for 

schoolteachers to realize SSI teachers were on their side, doing their best to make sure their 

student was following along.  I felt that schoolteachers generally preferred having students 

distance learn from their homes, but they needed to understand that parents sent their children to 

SSI for distance learning for a reason, whether it was because they worked full time, felt lost 

with digital literacy, or due to language barrier (C19ED-E).  Schoolteachers’ had to accept 

working with our center teachers as partners.   
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I worked quickly to reach out to both schoolteachers and parents to work out an 

authorization for me to communicate directly with schoolteachers so that communication and 

partnership can be easily established (C19ED-E).  There were several issues that came up from 

distance learning: schoolteachers were not always practical about the conditions of the 

environment children were in (DTSC).  Schoolteachers constantly asked students to be showing 

up on Zoom camera a certain way.  Students got in trouble for drinking water during class time 

and report students as not participating or distracted if their faces were not showing up correcting 

on screen.  For example, there was an incident where a student dropped her eraser so she was 

off-screen to pick up her eraser.  However, her schoolteacher misunderstood the student was not 

paying attention/staying focused/ or fooling around because they disappeared from the zoom 

camera.  This also happened when students left their seats to reach over for their classwork and 

schoolteachers saw this as them getting out of their seat to fool around (C19ED-E, C19ED-S).  

Thankfully, over some course of time while teaching digitally, schoolteachers were more 

understanding of these situations.   

Internet Issues.  There were few instances our internet provider (Spectrum) had regional 

outages that affected our center’s or schoolteachers’ connectivity during students’ distance 

learning.  Our center also had internet connectivity issues in the beginning due to so many 

children being logged on for live digital instructions at the same time (DTSC).  SSI 

administration underestimated the amount of data distance learning used and did not upgrade 

internet services until after connectivity issues.  Both schoolteachers and SSI teachers also had to 

make sure other technical issues were updated and checked to make sure distance learning went 

smoothly (i.e., iPad and zoom updates).   
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Change in Role as Lead Teacher.  As SSI was looking for more qualified teachers to 

hire, Anna made some formal changes with my role.  I was promoted to act as a lead teacher for 

kindergarten and 1st grade classrooms, was responsible in training new teachers, and acted as a 

liaison for parents and teachers in these classrooms.  We eventually found a candidate who was 

able to take over my kindergarten class after I was able to successfully train and transition 

students and families into.  I also took on additional roles, subbing in for teachers and acting as 

an assistant teacher to other classrooms to support classroom and student management, freeing 

director Darla to complete her other duties.  This change of roles gave me more mobility 

between classrooms and allowed me the opportunity to communicate with other teachers and 

support them with their classroom and student management while also having more occasions to 

communicate with parents and directors on behalf of other teachers (C19ED-E).  During this 

time, communication between teachers increased.  Most teachers including myself were in a 

group chat together, communicating during and outside of work hours to talk about work-related 

stress, observations and suggestions, issues, and resolutions.  Though we felt lack of support 

from our directors and management, knowing that we weren’t alone in our struggles and 

emotionally supporting one another gave us strength.  We relied on each other and lifted each 

other’s spirits up by occasionally picking up morning coffee and light snacks for one another 

before work (C19HC). 

Teacher Challenges.  While communicating with teachers, I found out younger 

classroom teachers (kinder-2nd) had trouble with students keeping their masks on during 

appropriate times (mask was only allowed to be off when they were eating and drinking in their 

designated seats) (C19HC).  Teachers were struggling how to find different ways for children to 

develop and practice their social skills while balancing hygienic cautions due to COVID-19 
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(C19HC).  Teachers were also stressed with technical difficulties as too many students using 

Zoom (uses up a lot of data) caused internet lags and crashes (DTSC).  When students were 

being left behind due to zoom crashes and internet crashes, SSI teachers were stressed because 

this meant they would have to find out what students missed out in class from schoolteachers 

who weren’t always responsive/or annoyed.  Zoom also used up a lot of battery; depending on 

the digital device students were using, it was another technical issue SSI teachers were stressed 

about.  Sometimes iPads were not being charged as fast as how Zoom took up their battery life.  

Teachers sometimes had to lend their own laptops and digital platforms for students to use 

(DTSC).  Younger students also had trouble taking care of their electronic devices (drinking 

liquids around it, headphone wires would be damaged, etc.) and some parents blamed teachers 

for these kinds of incident.   

Student and Parent Challenges.  I observed that depending on the child’s school and 

teacher they had, some schoolteachers were more focused on getting through the lessons and 

finishing them on time than giving children the actual learning experience (C19ED-S).  For 

example, in a public school second grade class, students had participation points and had points 

marked off if their answer was wrong.  Students had couple of minutes to solve problems after a 

lesson and were called on one by one to state their answer.  This actually stressed some of our 

students who were high achievers/was afraid of failing (factor: family upbringing) (C19ED-S).  

Both parents and SSI teachers contacted the schoolteacher if she can slow down the lesson plans 

to give students enough time to learn them but her answer was, “I’m preparing them for the 3rd 

grade.  These are things they should learn.”  Students have cried at the stress and expectations 

put on them during distance learning.  In another example, school testing sites crashed, leaving 
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students’ work unsaved.  This student, too, cried over the frustration of having to start over 

(Isaac) (C19ED-S, DTSC).   

Another schoolteacher showed great annoyance, impatience, and frustration and made a 

parent feel incompetent when the parent struggled with digital terms and uses.  The parent shared 

the humiliation she felt with me and needed to hear words of support and alliance (C19ED-E, 

C19ED-F, DTSC).  I, too, had some difficulties working with this same schoolteacher.  It 

seemed the schoolteacher, too, was feeling immense stress from distance learning (C19ED-E).  

Compared to other observed schoolteachers, she seemed to have a more basic level of integrating 

technology with education (i.e., only teacher observed who had 2nd grade students copy her hand 

written full paragraph essays unto student notebooks, fewer school apps used for assignments 

and/or asynchronous work) (DTSC).   

Case Studies of Students.   

Rachel.  A second grade student who attended a public school had a substitute teacher for 

the entire semester. Both her SSI teacher and I observed that the learning content was not as rich 

or engaging for Rachel’s class compared to other classes.  Her substitute schoolteacher did not 

enforce a consistent assignment schedule or procedure (C19ED-E).  Rachel was mostly assigned 

coloring pages and 2-3 pages of math homework per week by her substitute teacher.  Both her 

teacher and I were confused as to which assignments were being checked and graded.  Rachel 

was also a more timid/shy student meaning she did not participate or engage as much during 

distance learning.  She was easily left behind and sometimes missed out on entire class lessons 

during distance learning (C19ED-S).  She did not know which textbook or assignment her 

classmates were working on and made up.  She could not answer what she was supposed to be 

working on when asked by her teacher.  Since her teacher could solely supervise and sit next to 
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her during her entire distance learning, I had to sit with her one on one, listen in on her class 

lessons with her, and work with her one on one to complete her assignments.  More than the 

academics, Rachel needed a lot of encouraging and positive reinforcement about her abilities and 

strengths so I focused on building a relationship with her.  These are some of the things I worked 

with on a one-on-one basis, as well as building a collaborative partnership with her parents to 

make sure we were on the same page encouraging her and keeping her accountable and proud 

about her school work.   

Joe.  Students who had language barriers (i.e., hardly spoke English) were one of the 

most disadvantaged groups during distance learning.  I worked with Joe who previously 

struggled in kindergarten.  His previous SSI teacher had challenges getting him engaged in 

learning as he was extremely timid and was “unresponsive” when learning in English when he 

was in kindergarten.  Joe spoke comfortably and fluent in Korean during playtime with his 

friends but stayed silent whenever it was class time, even when encouraged to speak in Korean.  

He was now in first grade but with distance learning, he was completely disengaged.  It was easy 

for him to zone out during Zoom sessions and miss an entire day of school (C19ED-S).  Joe 

ignored/was unresponsive and turned cameras off when called on by his schoolteacher because, I 

assume, speaking up digitally in class made him feel more on the spot with his limited English 

(C19ED-S).  Joe also struggled to keep up with his class activities as he could not make or write 

simple sentences consisting of more than 5 words.  His English vocabulary and grammar were 

below benchmark (still struggled with CVC words & alphabet phonetic sounds).  Joe needed 

one-on-one supervision during his zoom sessions because he was completely disengaged and had 

no idea what was going on in class.  His schoolteacher tried her best to get him engaged, had him 

in smaller group sessions for a more intimate learning engagement, but ultimately, he was left 
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behind in class as he struggled to be responsive during digital interaction and there was only so 

much his schoolteacher can do digitally through the screen (C19ED-E).  Joe’s SSI teacher tried 

her best to monitor him but she also had to supervise and assist other students in her class as 

well.  I felt that Joe needed more than just one-on-one supervision and guidance.  He did not 

know his kindergarten foundational skills to follow lessons in first grade.  I voiced my concerns 

to Joe’s parents, and while they listened, they seemed nonchalant.  Both parents were busy with 

work; there were no collaborations with schoolteacher.  I tried my best and focused on engaging 

Joe in learning and encouraging his confidence in responding and speaking, first in Korean, then 

in English.  I had to start from foundational basics, from alphabet sounds to modeling simple 

sentence writing and reading together, as well as focusing on what he enjoyed and was good at 

which was math.  I did the best I could to encourage and support Joe but without reinforcements 

from his parents and lack of collaboration with his schoolteacher, there was not much progress.   

David.  I also worked with another student, David, who only spoke Korean and was 

entering kindergarten, one of the most important grade years, via zoom.  His main caretakers 

were his grandparents who did not speak English at all, and they were incredibly anxious for 

David’s first year in kindergarten via Zoom.  His grandparents and I worked extremely closely 

together, even participating in teacher-parent conferences on their behalf to translate the meeting 

for David’s family (C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  His schoolteacher was very responsive to his needs 

and she and I communicated often and worked well together to provide the best learning 

experience possible during this time (C19ED-E).  David’s schoolteacher updated me on David’s 

strengths and weaknesses for me to help him with, as I also made observation notes to pass on to 

his private tutor that worked with him on English as well.  David also had one-on-one time with 

me to go over his school lessons to ensure retention by the request of his caretakers.  David’s 
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schoolteacher reported he was thriving and excitedly shared on his +149 jump on his practice 

district benchmark test that moved his placement from “Intervention” to “At benchmark”.  David 

was enthusiastic about his learning despite his language barrier and his caretakers often reminded 

David of their partnership with me and our goals together.  This ensured David, his caretakers, 

and I were on the same page.  This was an example of how collaboration between with parents, 

schoolteachers, and SSI teachers were essential to student success during distance learning.   

Working with teachers in their classrooms, as well as working with students one on one 

allowed me to medicate communication between teachers and directors about teacher needs as 

well as report on student observations and progress for directors to address to parents (C19ED-

E).  Lastly, SSI teachers also shared with me that they felt like they deserved a raise (with all the 

challenges and difficulties they were facing with teaching distance learning), but they also knew 

our center was also struggling to stay afloat with such low enrollment.  There were a lot of mixed 

feelings about this (is it appropriate to ask for a raise during the pandemic?) that contributed to 

the stress and mood of the teachers at the center (C19F).  

January 2021 (Director) 

Anna had no choice but to fire both directors Darla and Elise after a verbal altercation 

that happened at the center with children and staff present.  Teachers heard director Darla 

verbally threaten director Elise (DRC).  Anna asked me to step up into the director role since I 

had been working at the center for 5 years and was most familiar with parents at our center 

(DRC).  It was incredibly daunting since I had just become accustomed to my current role in the 

midst of the pandemic and with our center at such a sensitive situation I did not want to cause 

changes that would tip it to the edge.  With the support and encouragement from Anna and my 

fellow coworkers, and the dire situation of SSI, I mustered up the courage to take on the role.  
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Anna asked if I had anyone in mind to assist me as director.  A colleague of mine, Angela, who 

had worked at SSI prior to the pandemic (2018) and has been working since distance learning 

began came first to mind.  Angela and I had worked closely as colleagues before and had been 

trained by me before.  Angela was also studying child development during this time which was 

beneficial to our duo-team.  It was encouraging to have her happy to work with me on our new 

roles as director and assistant director (DRC).  I was trained by Anna and Elise who stayed for a 

week to teach me the administrative and fiscal part of the center.  This was the first time I spoke 

and worked with Elise so closely during her employment at SSI.  I was able to confirm the lack 

of support she felt as a co-director as she felt thrown in the midst of chaos with no time to build 

relationships with teachers of SSI.  We parted on good terms but wished we had connected 

sooner so she would have felt more support during her stay at SSI.   

Family Support.  Upon taking on the Director role, multiple parents came up to me 

commenting they were relieved to work with people they were familiar with.  Parents also felt 

more comforted and had a sense of familiarity at the center with both Angela and I working at 

the front (DRC). I was comfortable meeting parents as I knew and worked with most students 

attending SSI.  I had been working at the center the longest amongst all my colleagues (since 

2015) and since working as a kinder and first grade teacher, I had watched many of our students 

graduate to upper grades (up to fifth grade).  During this time, our student enrollment was about 

50 students with 7 classrooms.  I worked quickly to familiarize myself with the logistics of the 

position which included things such as attendance, program management, finance, program 

reports, parents consultation, and marketing so that I can focus on building a more human to 

human support and relationship with our teachers that’s been disintegrating since the pandemic 

(DRC).  One of first things I wanted to work on was improving and supporting our SSI teacher 
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morale as well as strengthening my relationship with parents from other classrooms I did not 

have strong connections with (DRC).   

Since Angela teacher was leaving her classroom to work as assistant director, I focused 

on hiring teachers who had experience or majors related to children education.  I also wanted to 

hire additional teachers to support our exhausted teachers and successfully hired 3 new teachers, 

few who had educational qualification and experience, and reached out to another teacher who 

she had trained and successfully worked with our center before (DRC).  New recruitment of 

teachers included assistant teachers who would support existing teachers.  It took some time to 

find teachers as it was difficult hiring someone qualified during due to low number of 

applications.  There were many no shows for interviews with no response.  I heard from other 

peers who were working during the pandemic that they were also facing staff shortages and no-

shows due to unemployment financial aids (C19F).   

Financial Challenge.  As a Director, I was able to see the finances of our center and I 

knew we could not afford to dramatically change the current pay of our teachers given that we 

were hitting negative income every month (C19F).  Since taking on the director ship role, I was 

exposed to the dire financial situation of our center with the building management which was 

very poor due to our center’s financial struggle (C19F).  I was in close contact with a 

management representative and building owner and also had to build a trusting and honest 

relationship with them to maintain good spirits and respect between both parties (DRC).   

I knew teachers felt strongly about their wages due to the stresses of teaching during distance 

learning.  I had to have an honest conversation about the current financial situation of the center 

with staff in which teachers were understanding about (DRC).  There were also family financial 

situations that were confidentially handled case-by-case.  Since reopening during the pandemic 
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in June 2020, families were allowed to pay tuition in multiple payments with late fees waived for 

the time being (C19F).   

Teacher-Director Relationship. To build staff relations and morale, I planned company 

dinners, brought coffee and pastries in the morning for teachers, occasionally gifted small tokens 

of appreciation for teachers, and established monthly meetings and birthday celebrations together 

with my personal expenses with the support of assistant director Angela as well (DRC).  I 

encouraged open and honest communication from teachers about what they needed most support 

in and made sure they felt supported when they felt overwhelmed by parent requests by acting as 

a liaison between them (DRC).  I checked in with teachers on a weekly/biweekly basis to create 

opportunities for teachers to ask for support, or in some cases, initiate lending a helping hand 

because I knew teachers did not have the habit of asking for help outside their classrooms. I 

wanted to let the teachers know that I was there for them and would support them.  Interacting 

with teachers and their classrooms helped rebuild a sense of community at SSI once more 

(DRC).   

Parent-Director Relationship.  Checking in with teachers also gave me the opportunity 

to follow up with the progress of each child so I can made informed consultations, 

recommendations, and updates during parent-director consultations (DRC).  Our previous 

directors did not have any relationship with parents or greet them properly (ask them about their 

day, etc.) (DRC).  I began to hold informal conversations and small talk with parents during pick 

up and drop offs, and little things began to change.  Parents who did not trust or had issues with 

our SSI teachers due to poor management from previous directors started to open up and smile 

more.  Many of their previous frustration were dissipated by communicating with them more.  

When parents were upset or had issues, it went an extra mile to hold a respectable conversation 
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in asking them what happened, coming up with a resolution, and following up with that plan 

(DRC).  Parents could tell our staff was more involved and invested in their child’s academics 

and our relationship with them.  We had several parents who brought treats for SSI staff (drinks, 

bagels in the morning, donuts for afternoon snack, etc.).  To strengthen staff/center and family 

bonds, I organized thank you cards for parents to show staff appreciation for their care and 

support (DRC).   

Digital Technology Issues.  Instead of being angry and frustrated, parents began to speak 

more casually about their concerns as they felt more seen and heard.  Some concerns that came 

up amongst parents during distance learning was the topic of recreational use of digital devices, 

especially for children in the 2nd grade and above (DTSC).  Students had educational games 

(typing practice games, reading and mathematical games, etc.) they were allowed to play during 

their class break time at our center since we did not have an outdoor area or appropriate place for 

children to physically play.  Some parents felt that there was too much screen time and requested 

teachers to have students read, work on packets (reading comprehension and math), or work on 

something academic during their break time (DTSC).  However, children spent all day learning, 

finishing up schoolwork, and working on homework in the same classroom they’ve been in all 

day.  SSI teachers did not agree with adding more academic work on children on top of their 

already exhausted state.  This issue was an issue that was left unresolved by our previous 

directors.  After having many discussions with many of the concerned parents, our center 

decided to revoke all recreational use of digital devices Monday-Thursday and only allow them 

for Fun Fridays when students had completed their weekly homework and classwork for that 

week.  We also added prizes and treats students can purchase with their coupons they would 

receive throughout the week for Fun Fridays.  Parents and I came to an agreement of allowing 
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students to bring in their own toys (i.e., Pokémon cards, Beyblades, dolls, etc.) to play with 

during their breaks as long as we both reinforced children into practicing good COVID-19 

hygiene (keep masks on when interacting, sanitizing their toys and hands before and after) 

(DRC).   

I used this strengthened relationship and partnership with parents to reiterate the 

importance of their support and cooperation to myself, the center, and teachers.  I was able to re-

establish and readdress certain issues such as: making sure parents and teachers were on the 

same page about teaching responsibility for students (DRC).  An example of this was having 

parents actively partake in addressing and teaching their children to take care of their digital 

devices (i.e., iPad, laptops, headphones) that would often get damaged at the center.  This 

ensured parents understood children’s part in taking responsibility in taking care of their things 

instead of placing it entirely on teachers (we were not babysitters).   

February 2021 (Director) 

Limitations of Distance Learning.  Progress Report cards came out for one of our 

private school kindergarten classes.  I felt that there were some discrepancies in real life and 

digital observations.  I felt that schoolteacher comments on student behavior was more 

negatively based on the student learning environment at SSI.  Students were prone to more 

distractions since they have their peers in the same class and they would speak to one another 

during zoom (DTSC, C19ED-S).  While true to a certain degree, however, as mentioned before, 

some of these instances were misunderstood as online teachers weren’t able to always see the 

entire picture of what was going on in classrooms.  Sometimes students’ iPads were slightly 

moved while they were working, or the child stood up from their seat to grab an eraser that was 

out of their reach on the table, or they scooped down to pick up a fallen pencil → children were 
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out of Zoom camera sight → teachers assumed students were out of their seat and walking 

around.  In another event, schoolteacher would ask students to take out a certain worksheet.  If 

one student had trouble finding that worksheet in their folder, another student would notice and 

speak to them, holding up their paper to show them which one they were working on → 

schoolteachers would see this as students unnecessarily talking and/or getting distracted by one 

another.   

Case Studies of Students.   

Elaine.  Elaine’s mom was concerned with Elaine’s behavior due to comments made by 

her schoolteacher on the report.  I was Elaine’s teacher when I was working as a teacher before 

and knew Elaine was proactive, bright, and needed more stimuli or engagement to enrichen her 

learning experiences as a kindergartener.  She was eager to participate and was easily bored by 

remote learning.  Her behavior was what I considered normal for an active kindergarten student 

who was learning from a digital screen.  I knew that she would thrive with in-class instruction 

since digital learning was 2-D compared to actually learning in classrooms.  However, due to the 

comment made on the student report, the child’s mother stated she felt that her child was a “bad 

student” and may have behavioral problems.  I did not agree with the teacher’s comment and 

assured the parent that her child would thrive when classrooms reopened and that it was an 

observation that is just a snapshot of what the teacher is able to observe through the screen 

(DRC, C19ED-F).  

Lana.  SSI teachers noticed things in Lana that may be indicative of learning disabilities 

or special needs (C19ED-S).  If Lana was in a school setting, the schoolteacher would have been 

able to make a general assessment and make a referral after consulting with the Lana’s family.  

However, with distance learning, schoolteachers were unable to make these kinds of 
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observations.  I was informed that schools were not doing in-person assessment for these 

suspected cases during the pandemic.  Lana was a kindergarten student who displayed: high 

sensitivity to noise, was not interested nor responsive to external stimuli to environment around 

her (things happening in the classroom), had lack of eye contact, displayed repetitive movements 

(walking back and forth), could not stay in her seat, didn’t really respond to her name (ex: face 

doesn’t turn towards speaker), and did not know how to socially interact with children her age so 

she usually played by herself, etc.  Our SSI teachers were tasked with supporting student 

learning in ways they were not trained or equipped for (C19ED-E).  Lana’s teacher noted Lana 

was academically significantly behind compared to her peers and struggled to support her 

learning efficiently.  I spoke to Lana’s parents about things I’ve been observing in class with 

Lana and asked if they also observed these characteristics at home as well.  Parents were 

receptive to the idea their child may need additional support.  Since I was not licensed in this 

particular field to diagnose, I recommended the parents get in contact with Lana’s schoolteacher 

for more resources and options related to the concerning issue.   

Addressing SSI Teacher Expectations.  SSI teachers were overlapping in 

responsibilities that were not expected from them in the beginning.  Some students, particularly 

English Language Learners (ELL), were unable to keep up with classwork during Zoom that 

counted towards their grade.  Our teachers were now listening into each student’s Zoom lessons 

and guiding students with their classwork directly.  This is something their schoolteachers would 

be doing if students were learning on campus (C19ED-E).  Though SSI teachers were able to do 

this once in a while, it was difficult to work so closely and hands-on in a classroom of 8 children 

who were in different schools and schedules.  Parent expectations were high and SSI teachers 

were blamed if their child was falling behind.  Previously, parents argued, “I am sending my 
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child to this afterschool so that you (SSI) can take care of things I can’t. If you can’t even do 

that, why am I sending my child here?”  There was a lack of understanding from parents for SSI 

teachers who were overwhelmed with not only taking care of their child but other children as 

well (C19ED-F).  It was especially difficult when students were not engaged with digital 

learning.  SSI teachers couldn’t only just supervise that one student vs. a whole classroom of 

students.   

This led to another issue I had to address right away when I took over as a director.  Our 

previous directors shifted the blame to SSI teachers and allowed parents to complain/berate 

teachers instead of mitigating the issue.  Transparency and communication were key (DRC).  I 

informed the shoes SSI teachers were filling in for schoolteachers, and the duties and 

responsibilities SSI teachers had to all students, not just their child.  I had to remind them that 

our program was meant to only act as proxy classrooms, but that we did not know that we would 

be acting as proxy teachers as well.  I asked for grace, understanding, and partnership to work 

together to overcome these challenging times together.  When parents were informed with 

everything SSI teachers were juggling, while also doing their best at what they were doing, 

parents were a lot more understanding and supportive (DRC).  They were more vocal with their 

concerns in ways that was to inform and work together – not blame or antagonize teachers.  They 

were also more inclined to work together to contact their schoolteachers for extra support or 

communication.  This helped create an atmosphere of partnership with all three parties, SSI 

teachers, schoolteachers, and parents so that we were all on the same page in regard to student 

progress and concerns (DRC).   

Parents have also requested if our center can provide children with a quiet place to do 

assessments, testing, etc., another challenge when we did not have enough rooms to cater to 
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these requests (multiple children testing at the same time).  We eventually created a make-shift 

lobby area in the front and teacher’s copy rooms where students can quietly take their 

assessments and tests (C19ED-E).   

Student Health Concerns with Digital Technology/Screen Time.  Another topic of 

concern that came up was unsupervised children’s use of digital devices to communicate with 

other children (DTSC).  This included texting (many students were using their iPads so they 

iMessaged each other outside of class) and connecting with friends that were their friend’s friend 

whom they never met directly but digitally through digital game platforms such as Roblox and 

Minecraft.  We had few parents who realized their child was in communication with other 

children they did not know and were concerned to things they might be exposed to, for example, 

language was one of them (slangs and terminology parents were not familiar with or thought was 

appropriate for their child).  Previously, children’s relationships and connections were supervised 

by an adult figure (i.e., parents who know each other, schoolteachers or figures are present at 

school, etc.) but now children are exposed to connections, especially digitally, that may not 

always be supervised by adults.  In cases such as these, I recommended parents having 

boundaries when children can access their techs for digital communication and having them 

encourage and promote open communication with their child while also using the benefits of 

parental control on digital devices.  Teachers also noticed few children who were falling asleep 

during Zoom due to staying up late on their digital devices at home (i.e., 2nd graders sleeping at 

1:00am) (DTSC).  These concerns were addressed to parents immediately.  Parents and SSI 

teachers worked together to educate and reinforce proper student use of digital devices as 

children expressed slight addiction/tantrums to limited screen time at home (DRC).  Reinforcing 

strict boundaries on screen time let children know all adults were on the same page.   
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Another area of concern regarding use of digital devices were physical affects it had on 

young children.  One of our young kindergarteners complained of sore neck, whose parents took 

to a chiropractor.  Another parent noticed her child was blinking more abnormally due to 

dry/strained eyes than usual and asked our center to make sure she blinked often and had time to 

exercise her vision/eyes away from the screen during break times (DTSC, DRC). 

March 2021 (Director) 

Hybrid Planning.  Private schools started hybrid schedules this month:  Private schools 

held virtual parents-school conferences to clearly announce plans and structure for hybrid 

learning during February.  Parents actively kept me up to date when these meetings would 

happen and when to expect further information such as parking situation for pick up and drop 

off, authorization for pick-ups (parents authorizing schools to release their children to SSI), and 

pick up times, etc. (C19ED-F).  Announcements and information we received from parents from 

their respective schools were organized and easy to understand and gave our center enough time 

to adapt and arrange our schedules and expectations.  We were able to rearrange teacher 

schedules in a timely manner, arrange clear pick up times, directions, and instructions for student 

pick up, inform teachers on changes to class routine (homework drop offs, virtual reading group 

time changes), and so forth.  It was clear to SSI staff what school plans were and what to expect 

(C19ED-E).  There were no confusions about what hybrid schedule and plans would be like.  In 

fact, the author observed parents knew their schoolteachers and most school personnel on a 

personal basis.  Parents mentioned and spoke about their school administrators with familiarity.  

Many of the kindergarten parents knew their schoolteachers well since their older children had 

the same teacher for their kindergarten years.  The same private school prioritized having 

younger children learn on-campus more days of the week compared to older grades during the 
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first phase of hybrid learning.  For example, kindergarteners attended on-campus learning 

Mondays to Thursdays, from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm with shortened days on Fridays (ends at 12:00 

pm), first grades had the same schedule but pick up times 30 minutes after kindergarteners, and 

older grades (3rd/4th) were separated into two different cohorts that alternated 2 days a week 

(Mondays and Wednesdays, Tuesdays and Thursdays) 8:00 am to 2:00 pm, while Fridays 

resumed online (C19ED-E, C19ED-S).   

Student Improvement with Hybrid Learning.  When hybrid schedules began 

beginning of March, SSI was able to adapt to private school schedules and arrangements 

smoothly.  First day of hybrid learning went without any problems.  I made sure to contact all 

parents to reassure their students were picked up on time without any problems since we were all 

anxious about how the first day would go.  SSI teachers noticed significant improvements from 

students attending on-campus learning immediately, especially from Elaine (kindergarten) as 

expected.  All students who attended hybrid learning were much more active, engaged, inspired 

to learn, less irritable from staying indoors for so long, and more sociable with other students in 

class, most notably with the kindergarteners (C19ED-S).  Parents with students in kindergarten 

through second grade were more concerned/interested in getting their children to on-

campus/hybrid learning compared to parents who had students third graders and older (C19ED-

F).   

During this time, LAUSD families have also been getting notices about possibilities 

about opening up with hybrid schedules, but parents were not clear with what exactly was 

happening/ were very confused (C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  For example, one parent asked me if I 

knew of any updates about her child’s school reopening because she had received notifications 

about it.  When I checked on the school website, there were no updates on their hybrid plans.  
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The parent retrieved the paper notification she received (few days later).  After reading the paper, 

I had to clarify that the notification mentioned its reopening for students with learning disabilities 

or special education classrooms only.  News about rest of the classrooms opening was not 

mentioned on the paper.  The parent did not know any more information about hybrid planning 

further than the document she held.  Charter school parents were also getting information 

regarding hybrid schedules but they were more informed compared to public school parents (ex: 

charter school families did not ask SSI for assistance; rather informed what was happening and 

kept us updated for schedule changes and ride arrangements).   

Private vs. Public Family Communication.  It seemed that families who attended 

private and charter schools were more invested in their schools or that schools were able to work 

more closely with families they served.  As a result, parents were more informed and updated on 

the transitions to on-campus learning.  For private schools, families and schools had developed a 

more personal and intimate relationship over the years thus families were more knowledgeable 

about what is going on with their schools and schools knew how to reach out to their families.  I 

can only remember one time public-school offices picked up their phones when I called them 

(C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  Emails were also never responded to.  On the other hand, I was always 

able to reach someone at the office for private schools, and also had my phone calls returned if 

they were out of office.  

Significant differences in family preparations for hybrid/on-campus learning between 

private/charter school parents and public-school parents affected how prepared our center can get 

prepared to support student learning (C19ED-E, C19ED-F).  Hagwon teachers were more 

prepared to support private school/charter school families and students compared to public 

school families.  Private and charter school admins and teachers were easier to contact and work 
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with.  They were more responsive in emails, cooperative and willing to collaborate, and most 

importantly had kind and supportive attitudes.  They were more inclined to have solution-based 

mindset over seeing us as another burden or hassle to deal with (C19ED-E).  This was in line 

with what SSI teachers observed with distance learning.  They were able to communicate better 

and much closer with private/charter schoolteachers than they were to public-school teachers (via 

email, zoom, etc.) (C19ED-E).  It may reflect why parents are more disconnected with public 

school schedules and teachers during this digital learning period.  I wondered if public school 

teachers were more overwhelmed/not getting enough support from their schools/district 

(C19ED-E, C19ED-F).   

April 2021 (Director) 

Public schools started on-campus/hybrid schedules late April (2nd to last week of the 

month).  Most of the LAUSD public school parents felt that since there was only 2 months of 

school left, there was no point in sending in their child for on-campus hybrid learning that only 

lasted 2-3 hours per day (hassle with pick up times interfering with their work hours/ride fees 

from afterschool) (C19ED-E, C19ED-F).   

Hybrid Schedules.  Parents who were interested in on-campus/hybrid learning were 

unpleased and perplexed with the awkward hybrid schedule set by their LAUSD schools.  

Students pick up times were during random times of the day (ex: Mon: 10:30 am, Tues-Fri 

11:00am [AM schedule] and Mon: 2:00 pm, Tues-Fri 3:00 pm [PM schedule]).  (C19ED-F).  

Arranging pick-ups for 1 or 2 students from 4 different schools at varying times was not practical 

and the center simply did not have the finances to pay drivers enough for such arrangements.  

Even though some parents really wanted their child to start on-campus/hybrid learning 

(especially for younger students), if we could not provide rides for them, students unfortunately 
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had to continue digital learning since both parents were working full time (ex: Peter [kinder] and 

Andrea [2nd]) and they also could not drop off/pick up their children from schools to our center.  

This was unfortunate because even if SSI teachers felt that certain students would benefit from 

even 2-3 hours at school, if parents were working full time and pick up schedules conflicted with 

our driver schedule, the child had no choice but finish the year with digital learning (C19ED-E).  

During this time (April 2021), SSI was serving 49 students. 21 students were from 9 different 

public schools, 8 students from 2 charter schools, and 20 students from 3 private schools.   

Ride Services.  At the end, ride services were provided for 20 students for 2 private 

schools and 1 charter school.  2 public school students and 2 other private school students also 

attended hybrid learning with rides provided by their parents.  In total, 24 students attended 

hybrid learning out of 49 students at SSI (C19ED-S).  Previously, SSI was able to provide ride 

services for schools within a 3-mile radius as there were usually large clusters of 4 to 15 students 

that needed pick up arrangements from the same school.  However, due to low student numbers 

and limited numbers of drivers and availability additional fees had to be added for ride services 

(C19F).  100% of ride service fees went directly to the driver and the center did not make any 

profit from the fees in consideration of the financial status of many families of SSI.   

 One interesting thing I noticed during hybrid schedules were that public school teachers 

were teaching in-person and online classes twice a day.  Private school teachers, however, had 

separate classrooms/teachers assigned for in-class instruction and online instruction.  Teachers 

were not managing two different forms of teaching platforms.  Private school teachers had 

several teachers (i.e., 1 lead teacher and 2 teachers/teacher assistants) per classroom that allowed 

teachers to split classrooms amongst themselves, without one teacher having all the 

responsibilities for all the students/teaching (C19ED-E).  
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We also had two different families who moved to Los Angeles from different school 

district, and another from out of state.  I helped both families find and inform them of local 

schools in the area (public and private) to enroll their children into (DRC).  One parent heard 

about their program by word of mouth and another from online searching.  The family from Las 

Vegas told me hagwons were not existent where she lived and was concerned with the lack of 

socialization her daughter was getting the past year (C19HC, C19ED-F, C19ED-S).  Their 

family moved from Korea not too long ago and the daughter had not been able to make any 

friends for a long time since the pandemic broke out.  Their family purposely moved to 

Koreatown, Los Angeles to find a hagwon to have her child enroll and make friends with.  Over 

time, families started having play dates with their peers from our center which brought lots of joy 

to parents, children, and staff (C19ED-F, C19ED-S).   
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APPENDIX C 

Codebook Analysis  

SSI Administration (Headquarters/Directors)  

C19HC:  

1. Meetings covered new COVID-19 protocols  

2. All staff, families, children temperature taken daily and recorded and had to sanitize their 

hands at the front desk before entering the facility (except family members, not allowed) 

3. Entire center was professionally disinfected 

4. Sneeze guards and hand sanitizers were set up in classrooms as well as classroom table 

and seating rearrangements to promote social distancing  

5. Carried extra face masks in stock for adults and children at the center  

6. Hand sanitizers were provided throughout the entire center  

7. Local parks were closed for field trips  

8. Sent gym coach to teach students physical exercises and activities to center 

C19F: 

1. Low enrollment (dropped from 100+ to 17 students) during the summer  

2. Student enrollment increased (~35), leading to more hired teachers (4 to 6) 

3. Teacher recruitments were scarce during Fall 2020 

4. Could not afford to give raises to teachers who were working during the pandemic  

5. Center was struggling financially to pay rent  

6. Center allowed monthly installment plans for financially struggling families  
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7. Center was making negative revenue during the pandemic – staff were being stretched 

thin; thus, admin spent their own money to support staff the best they can (dinners, 

birthday cakes, coffee & pastry in mornings) 

8. Due to limited funding and staff, our center could not accommodate or provide ride 

services to all students at our center when hybrid schedules begin  

C19ED: 

1. New Fall 2020 program was catered to distance learning to support family’s needs 

2. Program created to support distance learning required a lot more adjustments, 

accountability, and responsibilities than expected, leading to changes in SSI staff role and 

relationship dynamics 

3. With the change of directors at such a pivotal time (Darla and Elise), they barely had time 

to be properly trained and learn all the new procedures and requirements by the time 

distance learning started.  Normally directors would have to master the responsibilities 

for all aspects of the center and staff (administrative, fiscal, curriculum, schedules, daily 

routine, and protocols, etc.) but Darla and Elise were learning all of this in addition to 

being introduced to distance learning school schedules and procedures for multiple 

schools in just 2-3 weeks.   

4. Center had to adapt to online testing/exams by providing (limited/not available) private 

rooms for multiple students at the center (classroom with multiple students from different 

schools were not practical environment for students to take tests)  

5. Admin preparation and planning for school hybrid schedules were affected by how 

effective schools (public, private, charter) were at notifying parents.  For example, public 

school parents had an idea or estimation for when schools would start hybrid but mostly 
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kept in the dark (parents asked us if we knew anything but we only knew what they 

knew).  However, private and charter school parents knew how their schools were 

moving towards hybrid schedules and were already making arrangements with staff at 

SSI to see if rides, scheduling, tuition would be flexible.  Private/charter school parents 

were able to give staff exact dates and schedule plans for hybrid learning, thus our center 

was able to appropriately arrange our schedules to meet children’s school schedules  

6. Admin also attempted to contact public school admins about bell schedules and plans 

about returning back to school but no one picked up during school hours (tried multiple 

times) compared to charter and private school personnel who were more accessible 

(picked up the phone during school hours, called back after voicemails)  

7. When public school parents were finally informed about hybrid learning, hybrid 

schedules were messy (in our perspective); they had AM and Pm schedules that were not 

parent work schedule friendly, with in-class instructions only lasting 2-3 hours  

8. Admin had difficulty accommodating rides for families in public schools since their 

hybrid schedules were not very workhour friendly (AM/PM schedules with only 2-3 hrs 

of instruction)  

DRC: 

1. Director Charlotte had no previous educational/professional experience working as a 

director at an educational setting  

2. Director Charlotte was proficient with the administrative and operational duties 

3. SSI headquarters held two 30-minute virtual meetings, 2 wks. before summer program 

4. Summer Program were a response to parent concerns regarding children’s education  
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5. There was no priority in team building between new HQ admin and staff when we would 

start working together under the new management of SSI 

6. Teacher schedules and confirmations were sent out 2-3 days before reopening day 

7. Director Charlotte did not act proactively enough to mediate between HQ team and staff 

for summer reopening; left teachers to their own devices to contact HQ 

8. Director Charlotte did not initiate or set up meetings with center staff members to review 

new SSI protocols and expectations so that all members of the center are prepared and on 

the same team mindset prior to reopening  

9. Director Charlotte’s lack of director experience in educational setting led to a lot of 

missed opportunities/leadership. For example, it was Anna who had to recommend to 

Director Charlotte to promote indoor stretches for students and teachers  

10. Director Charlotte did not prepare or give tangible support for teachers on the additional 

roles they would be responsible for, nor addressed them properly (teachers found out and 

learned on the go) 

11. SSI HQ showed flexibility for summer program in response to students’ feedback 

12. Lack of encouragement or team moral from leadership to create healthier, livelier 

atmosphere at the center  

13. Director Charlotte announced her departure mid-July (one month after summer program) 

14. Two new directors did not have any experience working as directors and were trained for 

only 2 weeks before Director Charlotte left 

15. SSI HQ announced program to support student distance learning 
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16. HQ and previous admin did poor job introducing new directors to teachers – fall semester 

had already begun for some schools so new directors were preoccupied learning as fast as 

they with no time to build a relationship with teachers 

17. Most communication were done via email (more than human to human interaction while 

in the same center) 

18. The new directors had to relay a lot of information and have high levels of 

communication between parents and SSI teachers they did not have time to properly form 

real bonds with  

19. Director responsibilities fell unto teachers (finding out children’s school bell schedules, 

emails were not being relayed to teachers in a timely manner or not passed at all, etc.)  

20. Directors’ poor mediation of communication made relationships more volatile between 

all parties involved (directors, teachers, parents) 

21. Incident: when both directors failed to open the center up in time for students’ first day of 

distance learning. Parents and teachers’ trust in directors drop  

22. Directors Darla and Elise were not getting along between each other, creating tension at 

the center, atmosphere changes for all staff members  

23. Director Darla leaves mid-shift in frustration  

24. No one is properly supervising both directors at the center, so they were left to their own 

devices on how they’re completing or not completing their roles/duties  

25. Director Darla were unprofessionally confronting teachers in their classrooms  

26. Director Darla vents to and about teachers about how she’s stressed and overwhelmed  

27. Director Darla’s poor interpersonal skills affect teacher and director relationship and trust 

28. Director Darla shifts blame to teachers when confronted by both parents and Anna  
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29. Directors did not hire qualified individuals/teachers for younger children classrooms, 

which led to parents complaining to HQ 

30. Anna stepped in and promoted me to lead teacher to help train new hires and work with 

parents and teachers with other younger students  

31. Director Darla and Elise had a verbal altercation at the center in front of children and 

teachers and were fired  

32. When I got promoted as a director, I prioritized supporting our teachers and strengthening 

relationships with parents first  

33. Being tech savvy helped me learn the logistics of the admin tasks of being a director 

fairly quickly  

34. I started to hire teachers who are more qualified for teaching positions, in addition to 

promoting an experienced teacher from our center to as ab assistant director to help in the 

front 

35. Admin (myself and assistant director) used our own expenses to boost team morale 

(dinners, coffee & pastries in the morning, birthday cakes, etc.)  

36. I promoted open and honest communication between admin and teachers; checked in 

weekly/biweekly basis – parents were more understanding of teachers’ and SSI 

challenges  

37. I rebuilt and formed positive relationship with building management and owner  

38. By checking in with teachers, I was able to be more accountable & knowledgeable about 

student/family situations, which made parent consultations better and more informative  

39. Inspired by my own experience by my professor in grad school, I started organizing 

thank you cards for parents (acknowledgement) from staff whenever it needed to be 
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addressed (parents started to drop off coffee/tea, baked goods, goodies for staff and 

children) 

40. I worked in collaboration with parents when overcoming issues (i.e., screen time, 

teaching students to take care of their belongings)  

41. Communicated the amount of responsibilities SSI teachers were taking on for distance 

learning – parents were a lot more understanding → improved relationship for all 

involved parties 

42. I advised parents with local school programs and enrollment processes 

DTSC 

1. I worked with parents to figure out a way for students to socialize/play due to increased 

screen time (Fun Fridays) 

2. I started counseling and working with parents in partnerships for healthy and safe way to 

use digital technology with boundaries 

 

SSI Teachers 

C19HC:  

1. Teachers were anxious and stressed about returning to work during a time when COVID-

19 infection and death rates were continually rising in Los Angeles (all live with family 

members)  

2. Concerns with physical building structure (no windows, lack of ventilation)  

3. Teachers had to practice and enforce C19 health measures (mask, social distancing, 

washing hands) 
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4. Teachers with younger children had harder time enforcing mask and social distancing 

amongst students  

5. Teacher also has emotional difficulty having restricted physical interaction with students 

they haven’t seen in such a long time 

6. Teachers had to come up with creative and educational ways to have students understand 

and practice c19 protocols 

7. Teachers did not have time to socialize with other coworkers during the pandemic – we 

were isolated in our rooms with our students  

8. We were also scared of intermingling between staff and students due to c19  

9. Teachers overwhelmed with c19 virus, constant fear of getting infected or possibility 

transmitting without us even knowing 

10. Teachers kept worn clothes from work in separate batches & showered every day; fear of 

transmitting virus to family members  

11. Felt no support; was isolated physically and emotionally. Work mood was low 

12. Teachers were also in constant survival mode – teaching during the pandemic while 

dealing with personal anxiety and stress was exhausting  

13. Fall 2020 distance learning: teachers were feeling extreme stress. Wanted to cry, quit, etc. 

14. Teachers put student learning over their own mental health  

C19F: 

1. Out of 9 teachers, only 4 were rehired for summer program due to low enrollment 

2. Teacher work hours were reduced from 5 days to 4 days  
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3. Teachers stayed overtime or worked on classroom schedules and managements at work 

(took work home) to figure out how best to adapt to distance learning at our center for 

themselves and their students without pay (lesson planning, etc. was not compensated)  

4. Teachers felt like they deserved raises; mixed emotions, is it appropriate to ask when they 

know the center is also struggling?  

C19ED: 

1. Summer program was teacher-led intensive program; learn new materials and lesson 

structure  

2. Teachers were introduced to new staff, new management program and protocols, and new 

classroom materials and directives in a virtual meeting that totaled to only an hour.  SSI 

teachers were not only faced with navigating their own uncertain lives due to the 

pandemic but also the dramatically changed work environment, management, and culture 

3. Lack of preparation for teachers as their schedules and grade level confirmations were 

sent out only few days before reopening. Not included in the planning process 

4. Teachers were left to their own devices to communicate with an entirely new team of HQ 

through tons of emails  

5. Teachers walked into a whole new center that had been renovated during the 3 months it 

closed.  Our team did not meet or have meetings before our first day and we literally 

walked into a big physical, mental, and emotional transformation of our center on the day 

of our reopening 

6. Teachers who had mixed grades in their summer program classrooms faced new 

challenge in managing classroom instruction with such wide age gaps between the 

children  
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7. Teachers had to find out new ways on how to keep students engaged with limited 

activities (and limited knowledge/experience – this was a new role hagwon teachers took 

on during the pandemic) 

8. Teachers are finding difficulty finding a balanced way to teach with a summer program 

that is intense (6 hours of instruction, 1 hour of free time)  

9. Teachers were taking on more responsibilities for children’s social, emotional, and 

physical well-being during the pandemic than expected. However, many teachers were 

not qualified or educated in this field to provide the kind of high-quality care children 

would need in these circumstances  

10. Teachers had to get creative and be flexible when coming up with curriculum to engage 

children in different ways.  For ex: interactive learning through arts and crafts, physical 

education such as stretching, and so on depended on experience and education of teachers 

11. Teachers used their own resources for supplementary activities in the classrooms  

12. Lack of interaction and socialization between teachers led to lack of information and 

ideas being shared between classes (how we usually supported one another) 

13. Teachers were emotionally, mentally, and physically drained just teaching in the middle 

of the pandemic alone since their mental health were compromised (fear, anxiety due to 

c19)  

14. When distance learning started in fall 2020, teachers were shocked and engulfed by the 

new responsibilities, expectations, and accountability distance learning brought. It was 

not at all what we imagined it to be   

15. Teachers were expected to know student bell schedules, information on how to create 

zoom accounts, how to create email accounts for their children, how to manage and check 
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school websites to check for student classwork and homework, how to digitally upload 

their homework, educational websites students were going to use to count as grades for 

participation 

16. Parents took out their frustration on hagwon teachers when there were mishaps due to 

miscommunication, etc.  

17. Teachers took on the role of proxy classroom teachers for different schools and 

sometimes more than one grade, at the same time while managing different school bell 

schedules, login information, different school apps and standards, etc. 

18. Teachers had to face changing environments constantly 

19. Teachers who had younger children had more responsibilities as their children needed 

more guidance and supervision with distance learning  

20. Some teachers worked overtime to set up a creating a system that would best support 

children’s online and in-person learning at the same time (ex: when and what questions 

are appropriate to ask their schoolteacher or myself in the classroom?, what signals or 

gestures do we use to alert they need my help without distracting their schoolteacher 

and/or other students, etc.)   

21. Took teachers awhile to teach younger students how to use digital platforms 

independently since there are multiple children per class (vs. parents teaching)  

22. Teachers started to work with parents themselves (usually director’s job) to communicate 

about student classwork, homework, class news, and progress (roughly half of the 

teachers) 

23. Many hagwon teachers had challenges working with school personnel in the beginning as 

schoolteachers expressed their frustration or disapproval students were at hagwons  
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24. This was hagwon teachers’ first time having to work closely with schoolteachers (before 

it was parents)  

25. When I was promoted to lead teacher during the pandemic, it allowed for certain changes 

at our center: more efficient teacher training, communication with other hagwon teachers 

and directors, meet more parents and build relationship with them   

26. Teachers sometimes stepped in for teacher-parent conferences for families who did not 

speak English  

27. Teachers had to support students in ways they were not qualified or equipped to do 

(specialized instruction for students who showed signs for special needs) 

28. Hagwon teachers were supplementary education support, not the main source – however, 

hagwon teacher partially took on this responsibility and role during distance learning.  

They took the role schoolteachers would have during in-class instruction  

29. Teachers felt strongly about having students return back to on-campus learning as soon as 

possible (esp. for younger children)  

30. Depending on the schools (public, private, charter), teachers were able to be better 

informed and prepared to support children’s hybrid schedules and learning (new 

protocols turning in homework, what classwork to check for, etc.)  

31. Teachers felt strongly about in-class instruction for many students, but ride and 

scheduling conflicts made these arrangements impossible for many of our public school 

students  

DRC: 

1. Teachers felt isolated in their classrooms physically and socially from lack of director 

leadership and support in their classrooms  
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2. Change in directors affect teachers’ sense of support and stability during a transitional 

time (starting distance learning)  

3. Had no time to get to know 2 new directors since both teachers and directors were 

overwhelmed with their own tasks 

4. Directors allowed parents to yell/complain to teachers; teachers are not supported by 

directors  

5. Directors unprofessionally confronting teachers in their own classrooms  

6. Director responsibilities were passed on to teachers, meaning more things on their plate  

7. Director conflicts affected center’s atmosphere and mood at the center, especially for 

teachers. Teachers felt like they could not rely on directors for any support  

DTSC: 

1. Teachers had to teach and guide students how to use their digital devices for school login, 

check classwork/homework, etc.  

2. During the beginning of distance learning our center’s internet crashed multiple times, 

lagged a lot (due to the high number of users on a video platform). This would cause 

children to miss out in class, get left behind, which meant more work for hagwon 

teachers to find out what was going on during those missed times, with schoolteachers 

who weren’t always responsive/annoyed 

3. iPad batteries and tablets would die faster than being charged (video calls uses battery life 

enormously)  

4. Sometimes teachers lent their own digital devices to students  
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Families  

C19HC: 

1. Parents are stressed about the health and safety of themselves and their children from c19 

2. However, the overwhelming feeling of helplessness and stress from distance learning.  It 

was their main factor in enrolling their children to our center because they desperately 

needed our center to help them with their children’s learning  

3. Parents were concerned with the lack of socialization their children were having.  Some 

parents came from out of town/state to enroll their children at our center for the sole 

purpose of having their children have exposure and some sort of socialization with their 

peers who were also Korean American (ex: Las Vegas family stated there were no 

Korean American childcare centers or hagwons in their area)  

C19F: 

1. Families who were struggling financially were consulted for tuition payment plans  

C19ED: 

1. Parents cared deeply about their children’s education (wanted feedback on summer 

program packets)  

2. Families (esp. digitally illiterate) were extremely stressed about school transition to 

distance learning  

3. Families had to bring their own digital devices and chargers (provided by school if they 

don’t have access to it) headphones/mics to use for distance learning program.  Some 

families did not know their schools can provide their children with digital devices or 

distance learning if they did not have access to one  
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4. Parents were overwhelmed; confused with the emails and notifications that were being 

sent from schools about how to manage the new digital learning  

5. Parents had to find ways to switch off between their partners, caretakers, or friends to 

manage school pick up arrangements/homework drop offs if their work schedules 

conflicted with the school’s schedule  

6. Families who struggled with digital technology (checking emails, forwarding emails, 

etc.) especially had a hard time understanding the transition to distance learning from 

their schools and struggled the most in transitioning the new roles they had in forwarding 

messages to and from school between themselves and our directors (not what parents 

thought it would be like). They were overwhelmed  

7. Parents were stressed/overwhelmed. When mishaps happened during the transition, their 

frustration was often taken out on SSI teachers    

8. Many families did not receive translators/translations from school notifications regarding 

distance learning   

9. There was misguided hope by many parents that by enrolling their children at our center, 

their responsibilities and roles would be passed over to the center entirely  

10. Parents began to communicate with roughly half of hagwon teachers directly instead of 

directors which helped communication and flow of information more efficiently  

11. Parents dealt with schoolteachers who weren’t supportive of them or their children during 

distance learning procedures/expectations  

12. Families who did not speak English were the most anxious with distance learning – was 

reliant at our center the most for support and answers to distance learning (ex: parent 
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conferences), but sometimes we were also short-staffed, learning as we go, and could 

only help the best we can, when we can  

13. Families were concerned about learning/testing environment that they did not have at 

home – asked our center if we can open on weekends (one case) for such exams; our 

center had to adapt to these requests by using other rooms  

14. Parents are getting affected from student reports that may not be as accurate (Elaine) 

compared to if it was made from in person learning and observations  

15. Parents from private and charter schools were more informed and involved/kept up to 

date about plans to transition into hybrid schedules   

16. Parents from public school sectors were confused and anxious about announcements for 

hybrid learning.  They were not sure what school plans were  

17. Close relationships parents had with private and charter school personnel helped support 

communication and transitions into both distance and hybrid learning  

18. Public school families were less prepared and knowledgeable about plans and transitions 

for hybrid learning compared to private and charter school parents  

19. Public school families were more disconnected in their relationship to their children’s 

school teachers and personnel compared to private and charter school personnel  

20. Even though many public-school parents wanted their child to partake in hybrid on-

campus learning they didn’t think it was worth the hassle (ride arrangements and 

availability) since they only had 2 months of school left and live instructions were only 2-

3 hours long  

21. Private and charter school parents were more reassured and informed about plans to 

hybrid learning than public school parents  
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22. Parents were disappointed by public school hybrid schedules that were not 

accommodating for working parents.  Even though they desperately wanted their children 

back in school, they did not have any other options if our center could not provide rides 

for their children  

23. Despite parents’ eagerness for their children to begin hybrid learning, if our center could 

not arrange rides either due to finance, distance, and conflicting schedules, children 

unfortunately had to continue distance learning  

24. Families moved from out of town to enroll their children into centers where their children 

would have more socialization after a year isolation  

DRC: 

1. Parents were concerned with changes in leadership (again) during an important time in 

their children’s academic (new school year, new learning platform)  

2. Delay or miscommunication between schools, parents, and directors’ caused lots of 

frustration with parents with SSI staff 

3. Parents let out their anger out on directors and teachers  

4. Parents witness an incident with directors that make them unreliable – contacts Anna.  

Further damages parent and director relationships   

5. Parents were more comforted and had a sense of familiarity with admins they knew 

(Angela and me)  

6. Parent-director relationships improved with increased communication  

7. Parents collaborated with director in addressing concerns  

8. Parents started to support SSI staff more (cooperation, drop off baked goods, coffee, etc.) 
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DTSC: 

1. Families who struggled with digital technology (checking emails, forwarding emails, 

etc.) especially had a hard time understanding the transition to distance learning from 

their schools 

2. Parent faced shame and humiliation when a schoolteacher made them feel incompetent 

for low digital fluency  

3. Parents concerned about too much screen time for children (for class, during breaks, etc.)  

4. Parents were concerned about the exposure of their children to meeting people online 

without their supervision through children’s games.  Children are able to mingle and 

catch on vocabulary slang and perhaps ideas and thoughts that are foreign to family 

culture and dynamic  

 

Students 

C19HC: 

1. Younger children struggled not being able to play with their peers after months of 

isolation 

2. Some children gained surprising amount of weight during quarantine  

3. Young children had difficulty keeping their masks on and struggled staying 

seated/practicing social distancing during the entire duration of their class time 

4. Children are cooped up in their classrooms for summer program for long extended 

periods of time 

5. Was able to finally engage in physical activities and games after gym coach’s tutorial  
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C19ED: 

1. Children in mixed classrooms were experiencing new type of learning where classmates 

are in different grades. Due to lack of preparation from staff, children might have not 

been receiving the kind of care and attention they used to receive pre-covid summer 

program while teachers were adjusting 

2. Children were learning and engaging differently than they had before for summer camp 

due to restrictions with C19. It was a lot more restrictive, especially physically, for the 

children (cooped in their classrooms for hours)  

3. Children could not handle intensive summer programs like they did pre-covid. They had 

just come back from being quarantined for months before the program  

4. Depending on the quality (measured in terms of their experience and expertise with 

children education) of teachers, children’s learning experiences during the summer 

program could have varied drastically since teachers were left on their own to come up 

with creative or wholesome activities and learning experience  

5. Children transitioned into distance learning for fall 2020 semester, a completely foreign 

way of learning 

6. Both children and their schoolteachers needed time to adjust to distance learning in the 

beginning  

7. Children had to learn how to use their login information on different platforms, use touch 

screen technology for learning, how to mute/unmute, breakout rooms, connect their 

headphones via Bluetooth, how to check if their WIFI is on, etc.  
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8. Children had to learn new class rules and procedures for distance learning for their school 

and hagwon.  This meant they were learning how to balance and mitigate two different 

learning platforms (one on-line, and one in-person) while learning at the same time  

9. Children took a while to get accustomed to digital learning and uses since they did not 

have one-on-one assistance from their parents (who would’ve been their proxy teacher 

role models) but hagwon teachers who were helping multiple children at the same time  

10. Students were negatively observed by their schoolteachers (some schoolteachers were not 

being practical about learning online)  

11. Some students who felt they were falling behind/didn’t understand class lessons were 

stressed and cried when they got answers incorrectly and had penalty points for them  

12. Some students also felt stress when testing sites crashed and they had to retake them 

because it was unsaved 

13. Students who had trouble staying focused on distance learning were easily left behind  

14. ELL students who were previously struggling the year before were at the most 

disadvantaged with distance learning (Joe). Distance learning made it easier for him to 

disengage  

15. Students who didn’t speak English as their first language or it was their first-year learning 

English (kindergarten) were also greatly impacted by distance learning.  This was 

supposed to be their big and most important year into grade school  

16. Student grades or reports were sometimes negatively affected by distance learning as 

their schoolteachers misjudged or misunderstood situations on limited observations 

through the screen  
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17. Special needs students who would benefit from early intervention or screening were not 

able to have that opportunity while learning online (Lana) 

18. Students had significant improvements attending on-campus learning immediately 

(Elaine); more active, engaged, inspired, and less irritable (from staying indoors for so 

long), with most improvements seen in younger children  

19. One family purposely moved to Koreatown, Los Angeles to find a hagwon to have her 

child enroll and make friends with 

DRC: 

1. Students did not feel warm and connected with director Darla and Elise  

2. Students were exposed to previous directors arguing in front of them 

DTSC: 

1. Students needed time to adapt using distance learning platforms digitally (what are 

breakout rooms, what are login information, how do I navigate school apps to complete 

my homework and classwork? How do I check for incomplete or missing work?, etc.)  

2. Students had different responses using digital platform for learning, more specifically a 

live-video instruction (some shy, some excited) 

3. Struggled to maintain and keep their digital devices clean and undamaged 

4. Restrictions of proper observation by schoolteachers can lead to incorrect judgements on 

student reports (Elaine) 

5. Prolonged use of digital devices created strained/dry eyes for some students and even 

neck problems.  Children had physical affects from too much screen time for class (sore 

necks and strained/dry eyes)  
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6. Students were in communication with peers they never met in real life (young children 

messaging friends outside of school hours that hasn’t happened before distance learning)  

7. Some students were falling asleep during class time since they were staying up late on 

their iPads   

 

School Personnel  

C19ED: 

1. School announced their decision to do distance learning for fall 2020 term  

2. Schoolteachers had to create a whole new different schedule, procedure, and routine for 

fall 2020 since they could not meet parents or children in person (not only class lessons 

but arranging classwork and homework pick up and drop offs)  

3. Schoolteachers had to improvise a lot in the beginning to give students time to learn and 

adjust to learning on a digital platform  

4. Had biases about children learning at hagwons due to their observation of students 

getting distracted, not being able to hear students due to their mask, internet glitches and 

issues from hagwon, etc.  

5. Eventually schoolteachers accepted/adapted working with hagwons as part of children’s 

caretakers during the pandemic (some required formal authorization from parents).  This 

might have been new for schoolteachers since they usually work closely with children 

parents or family members instead  

6. Teachers were not always practical about conditions of the environment children are in 

(faces need to be showing, students should be sitting and within camera view at all times, 

etc.)  
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7. One public school teacher (2nd grade) in particular was more focused on getting through 

each day’s lesson over making sure students weren’t falling behind/checking in on 

children’s well-being (had penalty points when students got answers wrong during 

participation time)  

8. One student had a substitute teacher her entire school term and had class lessons that met 

the bare minimum of planning along with 2-3 pgs. of coloring and math worksheets for 

homework per week: low education quality  

9. One schoolteacher showed annoyance/frustration and humiliated a parent at their lack of 

digital fluency, but it could have been a reflection of their stress and feelings of being 

overwhelmed with distance learning as well  

10. Perhaps schoolteachers were feeling lack of support from their administration as well  

11. One class had a substitute teacher who covered an entire term of distance learning with 

low education quality (sent coloring sheets and 2-3 pgs. of math homework per week)  

12. Some schoolteachers were very responsive to student needs and worked with SSI 

teachers and parents together 

13. Private teachers seemed less stressed than public school teachers – they were the easiest 

to work with and also focused on the overall well-being of children more often than 

public schoolteachers  

14. Private and charter schools had clear structure and plan to transition into hybrid learning 

that parents understood clearly.  They held school-parent conferences online to make 

these plans clear for parents  

15. Public schools announced they had plans for hybrid learning but it was not clear exactly 

when it would happen and what the schedules would look like  
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16. Private and charter schools had built closer relationships with families thus transition into 

both online and hybrid learning was more supportive and smoother  

17. Private and charter school personnel were more accessible to communicate (phone and 

email) than public school personnel.  They communicated well with both parents and our 

staff  

18. There were clear and distinct differences in how public and private + charter schools 

were prepared for transitions into different platforms, including their capability to 

communicate well with both parents and our staff  

19. Public school teachers seemed like they were overwhelmed, possibly from the lack of 

support or partnership with their school/district → teaching both in-class and online class 

during hybrid schedule  

20. Private school teachers had more support (3 teachers in one kindergarten class; were able 

to divide and teach) 

21. Public school hybrid schedules were not family-friendly, meaning classes started at 

random times during the day which made it difficult for parents who have full work 

schedules  

DTSC: 

1. Difficulty hearing students with masks on, with background noises, students being 

distracted  

2. Can easily miss children who are falling behind, not following directions compared to 

live instruction (SSI teachers would spot this instead) 

3. Testing sites crashing, technical issues arising (apps not working, glitching, etc.)   
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4. Schoolteachers are restricted in their observations and documentation of children’s 

progress and behavior behind a digital screen  
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APPENDIX D 

California Preschool Program Guidelines and Seven Seas Institute Program and Director 

Competencies Standards 

 There are various types of childcare delivery systems in California, each requiring 

different licenses depending on the type of care the providers provide.  However, Seven Seas 

Institute operates under a license-exempt childcare program called Heritage school that allows 

them to “operate outside of compulsory education to offer instruction in the culture, traditions, or 

history, and language of a country other than the United States” (California Department of 

Education, n.d., Heritage Schools section).  In other words, Seven Seas Institute legally operates 

without a license under the jurisdiction of California’s Department of Education (CDE) rather 

than under the typical judiciary of California’s Department of Social Services (CDSS), 

Community Care Licensing program (California Department of Social Services, n.d.).  Although 

Seven Seas Institute operates as a supplementary education in addition to children’s regular 

school academics, its guidelines and values are comparable to those found in California 

Preschool Program Guidelines, aimed to provide counsel for high quality programs to support 

children’s learning and development.   

 According to the California Preschool Program Guidelines, there is a strong connection 

between “program quality and directors’ beliefs, leadership, and management practices” (CDE, 

2015, p. 51), with the administrator role being “complex and requir[ing] specialized training and 

expertise in addition to a solid grounding in child development knowledge and best practices in 

early childhood education” (CDE, 2015, p. 51).  The California Preschool Program Guidelines 

divide the administrator’s role into two parts of leadership and management.  Management 

includes responsibilities such as budgeting finances, maintaining enrollment, and implementing 
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policy procedures to ensure day to day operations run smoothly and effectively (CDE, 2015).  

Concerning leadership, the director is expected to set the foundation of the center, beginning 

with the director’s own competency, outlook, and values that are rendered into the following: 

recruitment and selection of well-qualified teaching staff, the provision of sufficient 

resources and guidance to enable them to teach effectively, and the collaborative support 

they need to design and implement a program that exemplifies best practices in all areas.  

An effective leader demonstrates cultural competence, the willingness and ability to 

partner with children’s families and communities, and strong support for dual language 

learners and children with special needs.  (CDE, 2015, p. 52) 

The director’s adeptness to create a reflective curriculum, set positive and collaborative work 

conditions for team members and families, use reflective practices in supervision and 

mentorship, and maintain program quality that aligns with the center’s core values and goals 

becomes the cornerstone on the which success and excellence can flourish for the center and its 

families (CDE, 2015).  The details on how these key elements came to play during the author’s 

first-time director experience at Seven Seas Institute during the pandemic are discussed further in 

Chapter 4.   
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APPENDIX E 

Seven Seas Institute Teacher Interviews 

All interviews were conducted between January – February 2021. 

SSI teachers were informed about the author’s topic of paper and were asked to share or 

highlight their experiences, observations, or concerns over an informal conversation.  The author 

recorded the notes in real-time directly unto her laptop during the conversation.  SSI teachers 

were then asked to look over the author’s typed notes for confirmation of accuracy.  

 

Public School, 2nd Grade Teacher 

1. Had trouble having children be separated or “socially distance” and not having them interact 

and play with each other. Didn’t know how to properly manage c19 protocols and restrictions 

when children need to interact with another  

2. Overwhelming learning how to manage digital learning and so many different websites  

a. Some schoolteachers were still old fashioned, so they weren’t properly updating 

websites/school apps and checking them  

b. Hard to communicate/contact the teachers when troubles arose when parents couldn’t 

do it themselves  

3. WIFI: constant issue, especially in the beginning (Zoom crashing too)  

4. Dealing with parents: Understood parents were confused/lost being introduced to it but so 

were we (SSI teachers and children). Felt parents weren’t being understanding of SSI 

teachers and their situation  

5. Directors changing and Anna being absent: lack of help, lack of teachers  

6. Felt traumatized during distance learning transition– it was all of a sudden, all at once  
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Public School, 2nd Grade Teacher 

1. Some schoolteachers were not consistent as in – some teachers were more high tech and so I 

can check their work online, while other schoolteachers were more old fashioned and don’t 

upload things.  Assignments were said orally in class so if students were not paying attention, 

they missed their work and I won’t know until its way too late → affects parent and SSI 

teacher stress levels  

2.  Assessments: most of the students seemed like they’re still confused.  Terry teacher felt the 

lessons students were getting were not enough to prepare them for assessment. The quality of 

lessons didn’t meet standards for students to do well on their assessments  

3. Everything is with electronics – Terry teacher felt students were not getting enough outdoor 

play, and the more wholesome development that involves body and socioemotional skills. 

Children were not exposed outdoors and being indoors in front of the screen 4-5 hours 

straight didn’t seem healthy  

4. Social skills: the only time the children can technically speak, especially in this distance 

learning setting, was when schoolteacher asked them questions or if had have breakout rooms 

(but not all students had breakout rooms). Some of the children might be lacking the social 

aspect. For example, Rachel was uncomfortable and intimidated asking schoolteacher for 

help via Zoom. For students like Rachel, it was not easy to raise their hand and ask their 

teacher questions. Students didn’t want to interrupt their teacher when they’re speaking.  

Communication dynamic was much different at this age and through this digital platform  

5. Screen time: Felt distance learning was a very different type of learning for children.  

Children were already spending so much time on their screen for class and their homework is 

online. In addition, asynchronous work was all online (yes it’s more fun for the kids BUT 
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AGAIN, it’s more screen time compared to children reading physical books). She doesn’t see 

schoolteachers enforcing or suggesting that students should read more physical books – feels 

like the students are not reading as much with actual books  

 

Charter and Private School, 2nd and 3rd Grade Teacher 

1. Biggest struggle: creating school environment while students are learning virtually  

a. Learning is one thing but learning digitally through screen is entirely different  

b. The younger children needed more hands-on help. Felt student’s focus has definitely 

changed but can also be a generational thing. Felt distance learning via Zoom was not 

to students’ advantage when they lack so much focus  

2. Another big concern was students’ ability to stay focused: especially while on zoom but this 

also translates into daily life  

a. His classroom teachers had many breaks in between zoom sessions because schools 

are considering screen time but Solomon teacher thinks this may contribute to 

challenges when transitioning back to on-campus learning (students may struggle to 

stay focused on long-term tasks)  

3. Charter schools: were more relaxed/laid back with assignments compared to public schools 

where assignments made up bigger portion for student grades  

4. Private schools: felt they were more on top of school news and updates, student learning, 

parent/ SSI teacher communication, and transitions. It seemed they were more organized and 

had a system that was working well  

5. Challenges he observed: Schoolteachers couldn’t consistently keep students in check via 

Zoom. It’s hard to keep accountability to students through just digital communication  
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Public and Charter School, 3rd and 4th Grade Teacher 

1. Girls generally did well by themselves when it came to both behavior and academics (staying 

focused during class, following classwork, submitting homework online)  

2. Boys did too but they had more trouble with behavioral issues (gets out of chair too often, 

frequent trips to bathrooms, more restless 

 

Private School, 3rd and 4th Grade Teacher 

1. Taking on the role as proxy teacher was difficult and overwhelming. Normally students 

would ask their schoolteachers for help, but they asked Samantha teacher for help during 

their zoom class sessions. Felt that their schoolteacher did not support students enough  

a. For example, she observed the schoolteacher having students copy whatever she 

wrote. Schoolteacher was not really teaching them → teaching for teachers has 

changed too (teacher-student relationship)  

b. Teachers just “throw work at them” without really teaching. Schoolteachers read the 

assignment to students and have the students work on them. This meant Samantha 

teacher would teach the materials to students instead  

2. Writing assignments: Schoolteacher didn’t really give feedback on the students’ work. All 

they got was “Good job,” which leaves Samantha teacher to edit and revise students’ writing  

3. Schoolteacher didn’t go over the tests with the students – Samantha teacher did that one by 

one with each student  

4. WIFI problems because of the number of students using Zoom at the same time  

5. Samantha teacher had a better/closer relationship with her students’ parents than they did 

with their schoolteacher 
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a. What schools could not offer to students, our center was trying to do that plus 

afterschool duties and roles as well  
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APPENDIX F 

LAUSD Schoolteacher Teacher Interviews 

 The interviews obtained in this section is a convenience sample of known acquaintances 

who offered their unique perspective during distance learning.  This was not a formal encounter 

but an informal conversation the author and acquaintances had while conversing about their 

challenges and reflections about distance learning.   

 

Means of Communication: Informal Conversation by Text Messages  

Public School, Kindergarten Teacher, 5 Years Teaching Experience  

 “Let’s just say it was the MOST difficult year of all even though I only taught 5 years.  It 

was extremely stressful because I had to sacrifice more personal time to create lessons.  My 

physical pain (pre-existing medical condition that gets exacerbated under stress) came back 

during that year because the pressure and stress was too much.  It felt like we were inventing the 

wheel again with not much support from the district or even our administration.  We don’t blame 

them because they didn’t know how to prepare [for] this either.  We had 3 teachers retire and 

they did it mostly because they could not teach digitally.  I was creating 300 slides a week.  I had 

to meet with my coworker to work together.  We could not do it on our own.  We met for an 

average of 6 hours every Friday to create lessons on PowerPoint.  There was no way to really 

check if the students were learning.  On Zoom, students were playing games simultaneously and 

even searching for answers on Google…and were caught eventually.  The district kept wanting 

more from us because they were getting a lot of pressure from the parent community who 

questioned if we (teachers) were really teaching.  I think 50% of the teachers were working hard 

and the other 50% rally took advantage of this time and did nothing.  The district wanted us to do 
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training while expecting us to do the same things as we did before (additional work).  I cried a lot 

and my colleagues cried too.  We did not receive any socioemotional training.  The district never 

provided actual care for us when teachers needed it.  It was traumatic for us.  We had teachers 

cry during staff meetings.  One teacher quit after a panic attack at our school when we came back 

in person for hybrid learning.  That was also exhausting.  Attending to both hybrid and in-person 

(instruction).  It was hard to breath and speak with the masks on and we had to teach the same 

lesson twice a day.  I think the district started to care about our socioemotional need a year later 

but it was too late.  By that time, the teachers who really needed it either quit, moved onto 

something else, or retired.  The ones who stayed learned to survive socio-emotionally.  I felt so 

angry that year because I just felt like, I did so much but the results didn’t really show.  IT was 

the worst year.  The parents expressed their concerns to us and while we did not have the 

answers, we had to pretend and be strong.  Everyone wanted something from us.  The students, 

the administration, and the parents, but no one looked after us.  Everyone was worried about 

students turning in homework, about the future of schools, the protocols, their grades…they just 

had a lot of questions.  But the protocols kept changing just like how it is now.  Nothing was 

certain.  Some parents wanted us (teachers) to assign more work for students to keep them busy 

because they (parents) have work too.  But some parents would say it is too much.  They 

(parents) also compared teacher styles since lessons were on Zoom.  Parents visited each other’s 

houses to watch us (teachers) teach.  They were school shopping.  We always had to be careful 

about how we teach because parents watched us and some would even screenshot things from 

our lessons.  It was insane.  Thank you for hearing our side of the story.”  
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Means of Communication: Informal Conversation by Email  

Public Magnet School, 4th Grade Teacher, 4 Years Teaching Experience  

“Starting 2019-2020 was absolutely rough. We all struggled getting curriculum and our 

classroom online.  I do feel like that year made my 4th grade team communicate and share 

resources way more than any other year. We also shared a lot of our struggles with each other 

that year as well. I like to say that that was the year that we actually became a team.  

Teachers were taught about all the digital platforms that were available and that we could 

use: Google Classroom, SkiesLearn, Padlet, Zoom, Google Meet, etc. We would regularly have 

to share zoom norms with our class.  Before each class, I would have a Google slide already 

shared on zoom so that as students came in, they knew what time we are starting, what materials 

and books they are going to be needing for the day, and what the Zoom norms are.  The first few 

weeks, the students had to learn simply where to go to access our daily work, how to take a 

picture of their work to turn it in and navigating the different platforms.  

2019-2020 was also the year that our school had a change in admin.  New principal and 

vice principal came in and changed everything that was already set.  It didn’t help at all because 

they did not trust a single thing we did and observed us every week in our zoom classes.  They 

had us all complete countless zoom training when we were already burnt out and just trying to 

survive.  We all felt like they were micromanaging us and that stressed us out even more.  

When I say ALL OF US, that is not an exaggeration.  All of us are burnt out and are 

constantly expected to give more because the students are well below grade level.  Parents are 

also expecting more and are hasty to want to put the blame on someone.  Overall, coming back 

from that year was difficult and many teachers are leaving the profession or greatly considering 
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it.  I am also considering a career change as well.  I think that year really put into light what 

teaching demands and I’m too burnt out to meet those demands.”    
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